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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Committee on Shipping, at its third session 
in April 1969, by resolution 7 (UI) established a Work
ing Group on International Shipping Legislation. At its 
first session, held at Geneva in December 1969, the 
Working Group adopted its work programme and an 
order of priorities among the different items. The 
first priority was given to a study on bills of lading, 
which, it was agreed, should be considered by the 
Working Group at its second ression, not later than 
February 1971. 1 

2. The topics for the programme of work on the 
first priority item, bills of lading, as given in the work 
programme of the Working Group/ are: 

"The Working Group shall review the economic and commer
cial aspects of international legislation and practices in the field 
of bills of lading from the standpoi11t of thelr conformity with 
the needs of economic development in particular of tbe deve
loping countries and make appropriate recommendations as 
regards, inter a/ia, the following subjects: 

"(a) Principles and rules goveming bills of lading, including: 
(i) Applicable law and forum including arbitration; 
(ii) Conflict of laws between conventions and national 

legislation; 
(iii) Responsabilities and liabilities in respect of carriage 

of goods; 
(iv) Voyage deviation and delays; 

"(b) Study of standard forms and documentation, including 
an analysis of common terms; 

"(c) Trade customs and usages relating to bills of lading; 
"{d) Third party interests at ports of call." 

3. The list of topics appears to call for the examin
ation of four distinct elements: 

(a) General problems arising from the functioning 
of international legislation and practices concerning bills 
of lading, in particular those relating to the points listed 
in paragraph 2 above; 

(b) The more specifically economic and commercial 
aspects of the problems; 

(c) The extent to which the international legislation 
and practices conform with the balancing of equities 
between the owners and carriers of cargo, with parti
cular concern for the position of the developing coun
tries; 

(d) The specific provisions the International Conven
tion for the Unification of certain Rules relating to Bills 
of Lading (The Hague Rules)' and associated national 
laws which seem to give rise to difficulties. 

1 See report of the Working Group on International Shipping 
Legislation on its first session in Official Records of the Trade 
and Development Board, Ninth Session, third part, Annexes, 
agenda item 7, document TD/B/289, paras. 17, 26, 27 and 58. 

2 Ibid., para. 31. 
1 The text of the Convention is reproduced in annex I 

below. 
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4. In response to the Working Group's wishes, the 
UNCTAD secretariat has prepared the report which 
follows. Bearing in mind the misgivings of many 
countries as to the trends which they discern in the 
existing maritime laws (e.g., possible bias in favour of 
any of the parties to the contract of ocean carriage), the 
secretariat has attempted in this report to clarify the 
needs and aspirations of shipowners and cargo owners 
as to their expectations from the contract of ocean 
carriage in a historical, commercial and economic 
context. Wherever practicable, attention bas been 
drawn to the special needs of developing countries. 
Two principal issues required examination: 

(a) When goods are lost or damaged in the course of 
ocean carriage, is it always known in which cases the 
carrier has to pay and in which the loss remains where 
it falls1 (on the shipper or his successor (the b.older of 
the bill of lading) or on the underwriter), OJ is there 
uncertainty? 

(b) What conditions of sea carriage are most 
consonant with public policy and economk needs? 
This issue could perhaps be broken down into several 
sub-questions. Should the carrier or the cargo owner 
bear all of the risk---or should the risk be ap:?ortioned 
between them? If so, how? How fair is the present 
apportionment of the risk of loss or damage to goods 
carried by sea? Is the legal protection given to affected 
interests in contracts of carriage consonant "rith what 
these interests may expect today'? Are the exi~ting laws 
so framed that they tend to prejudice the interest of 
the developing countries? And to what extent can the 
existing balance of liabilities and immunities under the 
Hague Rules be changed without causing detrimental 
economic distortions? 

5. It might be helpful at the very beginning to put 
the issues in realistic terms. Ocean carriers sell a 
service-transportation-for a reward or price, which 
is the freight. In calculating the freight for the car
riage of the goods, ocean carriers must be assumed 
to have considered the allocation of liability and the 
apportionment of risk for their loss as between them
selves and the owners of the goods. 5 Among the other 
relevant factors considered by ocean carriers when they 
fix freight rates are hull insurance and protection and 

4 Attention will be drawn in various parts of his report to 
"uncertaill" areas of liability in maritime laws and practices. 

~ Although where carriers had quoted rates which were 
said not to c~ver any "insurance risk" but were "simply for 
freight", it has been held that they were not theret,y reli~v~ 
from the ordinary liability of carriers (see Sutton v. C1cer1 
{1890) 15 A.C., p. 144). See also T. G. Carver, Carriage of 
Goods by Sea, 11th ed. (London, Stevens and Sons Limited, 
1963) vol. I, para. 143. 



indemnity (P and 1) costs.• The problems po:,ed by 
mtroducing in~urance into the relationship between 
carriers and cargo owuen; ren1ain classic in their sim
plicity, but have proved c[lmplex and obdurate of 
solution. Upun whom do the risks of loss or damage 
to goods from default, accident or negligeuce fall-upon 
the carriers or upon the cargo owners? If they fall 
upon cargo owners, they cover it by !heir insurance 
policy on the goods; if they fall upon carriers (unless 
they cho~e to act a& their own insurers) they are 
protected by their .Protection and Indemnity Aswci
ation. The price of the risk is broadly measured by the 
premium. I[ lht: carrier takes the risk, its price will 
ordinarily be included in the freight. The freight will 
not only be the carrier's compensation for actually 
transporting the goods, but will also contain a notional 
insurance premium element for the risks of carriage 
undertaken by him. 

6. If the "premium" content in the U'eight overlaps 
parlly or wholly with a cargo insurance premium pl'l.id 
by the cargo owner, so that each. covers to some extent 
the same risk, there will be a double payment for in
surance by the cargo owner.1 Theoretically, the liability 
of the carrier and ca£gu uudt:£writer ought to be 
successive and DOI co-extensive; where this is not so, 
economic waste LS caused, 

7. In this report, the historical development of the 
status of the ocean carrier und the cargo owner will he 
examined to see how the present apportionment of 
their risks and liabilities arose and has changed in the 
course of time. Toe practical processes involved in 
cargo claims settlement procedures will also be exawin1;:d 
so as to dari{y what happens in the day-to-day handling 
of claims of carriers and cargo ownen; against each 
otht:r. Unless these processes are clearly UJ1derstood, 
the interests involved on the one side will not under
stand the difficulties of the other, or the legal <lisci
pline~ to whkh, willingly or unwillingly, they arc subject. 

8. The method adopted to exam..iue the pro:so:nt 
position arose from the needs of the situation. What 
Wl\s required was to identify tb.u~e provisions of the 
Hague Rules" which, through tb.el.( impact 011 the 
dfatribuLion of the risks of ocean carriage, a~ expressed 
in modem bills of lading, procluce<l an apporliollillent 
uf equitie3 between carricr and cargo owner that might 
be considered to be i.aequimble or unfair. Clea.rly, in 
order to do this, iniormation had lo be collected from 
a~ many interested sources as possible. At the same 

' lnsnmncc of the ri.sk of Joos or (lama~ tc the ,1,ir, is called 
"'hull" insurance; insnrnnce of the Jiab1hty ot carncr3 to 
cm.go uw11ers, Lu crew members and to other third P4rties ,. 
called " Pwlection ,md Indemnity " cover (commonly called " P 
and I " inS!rrnnce) usually unden,,rilten by shipowners· "Clubs", 

' i.e., the cargo owner m~y be p~yins (,,) freight which 
includes the r,ght to claim compensation from the carri~r in 
respect of loss caused by certain risb, and (b) a cargo insu
rnnce premium which gives \be right to claim cnmpensat,on 
from the carso insurers in respect of Joss attnbutablc to the 
.same risks. 

• The Hague Rules (rather than md,vidual r.arriage of 
G,i,~/s by Sea Ac1s (COGSA) of differ~nt States) we,:~ chosen 
for review bec~use iliey are the most convenient uniform set of 
regulations generally applied or ,rn,.Ier><urxl in mosr countries. 
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time, the question had to be considered to what extent 
national legislation incorporating the Hague Rules, or 
alternatively, going beyond, oc setting aside, certaiu 
provisions of. thm;e Rules, affected the position. It was 
also necessary to examine tb.e Rules iu their entID:ty 
and in detail in order to determine precisely which 
parts of the RulC!, w~re responsible for the difll.culties 
discovered as a result of the inquiries made. 

9. TIUS is not meant to be a comprehensive repart 
on bills of lading as such. Tb.t: object •>f the present 
report is to identify aspects of hills of lading that could 
be oorn;kJere,J. ripe fo( rs:view and cUange. The reuson 
for choosing this particular approach is that well-known 
,md eru;ily accessible textbooks already sufficiently 
cover the general field of shipping law. To duplicate 
such textbooks or to get involved in det11.ils of technical 
aspects would have ob~cured the principal issues. 

10. In order to obtain the required information, the 
UNCTAD secretariat sent qnestionnaircH to Govem
m.eo.ts, private and public carriers, shippers and con
~ignees, insurers and maritime law associations. 
Different questionnaires were used, the stmcture of each 
depending on tbe iJlformation whicl1 the redpie11t wa,; 
thought able to supply. The response t.J these ques
tionnaires was excellent It was clear that the respon
dents hl'l.d made considerable efforts to supply the 
information requested. However, .nu.eh of the infor
mation needed to satisfy all the purpo.\les of the stu.dy 
could not be supplied because respandents stater..[ lhat 
they did not collect or compile the type cf information 
asked for. Thi~ kinJ of answer wa~ ro:ceived in par
ticular to questions concerning the nature. and volume 
of cargo claims. 

11. For the purpose of detennining the impact of 
national laws on the international position, studies by 
consultants were co=issiom:d. Thesce "'ere <lesigne<l, 
on the one hand, to illustrate the differences between 
countries with. n basic civil law tradition a:::id those with 
a common law tradition. Ou the othe: hand, they 
were also designed to cover different geographical 
regions. In practice, it was not po~sible to obtain all 
of the studies which were desired. Of the thirteen 
contemplated, only eight could be commissioned, and 
heuce there are inevitably sou1e g.ipi;. H:twever, ~ince 
two basic 3tudics covering countries with civil law and 
oorn.lllou law traditioni; were &ecured, it wn:, possible to 
complete the report without any ~erious lacuuae. 

12. Material gathered through the channels referred 
to in paragraphs Hl and 11 above forme<l the basis 
for a detailed review of the Hague Rules, including 
tht: 1968 .im~uJmevts. Siuce these ai.nernlmeuts havt: 
not yet come into operation, their possible effect had 
to be aBsumed and it may be thnt in practice their 
effectiveness in re!Uoving dilliculli~s will differ from 
what has bc:cn a~sumcd in the report. However, thc 
purpose <.>f the report does not call for the presentation 
of a detailed analysis of all parts of the Rules. This 
is the proper function of u textbook on the subject, 
and in the select bibliogtaphy (sec arinex IV) a number 
oi leaUing textbooks are cited. In the report, in order 
to concentrate attu1tion on the possible needs for a 



revision of the Rules, analysis is restricted in two ways. 
First, it does not cover Rules which in their operation 
do not appear to give rise to difficulties. Secondly, 
within the Rules considered it covers only those par
ticular aspects which create difficulties. For example, 
no attempt is made to cite all leading cases, nor to 
examine the subtleties of the effects of different judicial 
decisions. 

13. The list of topics for consideration further calls 
for a review of the "Applicable law and forum, including 
arbitration", and of the "Conflict of laws between 
conventions and national legislation". Neither consul
tants nor respondents to the UNCTAD questionnaire 
could provide information on the extent of loss caused 
by the operation of clauses relating to arbitration, juris
diction or choice of law. Cargo interests, however, 
stressed that arbitration and jurisdiction clauses caused 
hardship and inconvenience. While it is self-evident 
that loss and hardship can be caused to both carrier 
and cargo interests by the operation of such clauses, 
these adverse effects could not be assessed in economic 
terms without information about the frequency of arbi
tration and litigation, and about the magnitude of 
loss. Problems caused by the operation of arbitration 
and jurisdiction clauses are discussed in paragraphs 300 
to 304 and 320 to 322. No specific grievances were 
reported by respondents to the UNCTAD questionnaires 
in connexion with the topic "Conflict of laws between 
conventions and national legislation", and therefore this 
topic is not examined in this report. 

14. The list of topics also includes a "Study of 
standard forms and documentation, including an analysis 
of common terms" and "Trade customs and usages 
relating to bills of lading". Respondents to the UNCTAD 
questionnaires did not point out any specific major 
difficulties in this regard, and customs, usages, common 
tenns and documents are amply commented upon in the 
standard textbooks and periodicals. The subject is not, 
therefore, covered in this report. 

15. Two specific points arise from the topics listed 
for study. The first of these concerns the commercial 
aspects of the bill of lading. The secretariat was specifi
cally called upon to consider this question. As will 
be seen from the repart, it was concluded that in 
practice no significant difficulties arose in this regard. 
However, as a study on this aspect had been specifically 
called for, an exception was made to the general prin
ciple outlined in paragraph 12 above that Rules pre
senting no difficulties should not be discussed. A spe
cific study was also called for on the economic aspects 
of the bill of lading. This has been carried out ill so 
far as it was possible. However, it is in this area that 
major difficulties were encountered, since the statistical 
data required are not collected by any of the bodies 
interested in the subject. Consequently, while it became 
apparent that an economic problem exists, the actual 
dimensions of the problem could not be determined. 

16. Lastly, the report was expected to take into 
account "the needs of economic development, in parti
cular of the developing countries". From ail examin
ation of the replies to the UNCTAD questionnaire, it did 
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not appear that the expressed grievances of cargo 
interests in developing countries were materially differ
ent from those in developed co®tries. But the eco
nomic impact of the existing laws and practices would 
obviously be greater on developing than on developed 
countries. The reason, apart from purely economic 
reasons-for the countries affected are in fac·: develop
ing countries-is that they are predominantly ship-using 
and cargo-owning countries and hence more markedly 
affected by the working of international maritime laws 
and practices which have retained a ship-owner orien
tation. 0 There does not appear to be any way in which 
the developing countries alone could be assisted in this 
field through international legislation. Laws might be 
revised internationally to reimpose greater liability on 
carriers so that goods originating in developing countries 
might secure greater protection while in transit, but 
such <:hanges would equally benefit cargo interests from 
developed countries. 

17. The secretariat is grateful for the assistance it 
has received in the preparation of this report from many 
Governments, maritime law associations, shipping lines, 
insurance organizations, and shippers in many countries 
who answered the questionnaires and provided informa
tion by correspondence. Considerable guidance and 
help was also received from CMI, the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law, the Interna
tional Chamber of Commerce, the International Cham
ber of Shipping, the Baltic and International Maritime 
Conference, the International Union of Mari-::i.e Insur
ance and major Protection and Indemnity clubs, the 
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, the Asia.'1-African 
Legal Consultative Committee, the International African 
Law Association, the Japan Shipping Exchange Inc., 
and the Asociaci6n Latino-americana de Annadores 
(ALAMAR). 

~ In the discussions which led to the formulatil)P of the 
Hague Rules, muny delegations wished to delete ".he whole 
"catalogue" of exceptions from the proposals. They were 
relained in their present form, however, because the cata
logue was defended "so energetically that it amourted to an 
ultimatum" (see S. Brackhus, "The Hague Rules Catalogue" 
in Six Lectures on the Harrue Rules (GOteborg, AkademifOrlaget 
Gumperts, 1967} p. 1L · At me Brussels Conferenc,, in 1912, 
Sir Norman Hill, spokesman of British shipowners at many 
international conferences, said "If it (i.e. the Hag□e Rules) 
is to go through, we have to get it accepted by the shipowners, 
and I would despair of ever getting it accepted by the 
shipowners unless I could point to their old. familiar excep
tions'' (see the Hague report 1921, p. 145). This was confirmed 
by the evidence of Sir Leslie Scott, who told the same Con• 
ference: ·'This enumeration (i.e. the catalog□e of exceptions) 
contains nothing but the exception clauses which figure in 
nearly all bills of lading in the world . . . " (f'roces-ver
baux 19.22, p. 147). A revealing example of how the adjudi
cation of interests between carrier and cargo owners is suscep
tible to the prevailing commercial BDd judicial climate in 
different countries is pointedly conveyed by the followin.g 
remarks: "' ... the United States of America have IJOt been, 
except in some exceptional periods, a ship-owning country, 
and they have approached shipping matters from the point 
of view of the cargo owners. 1 cannot think 1hat their 
decisions, while treated with great respect, should necessarily 
control the shipping decisions of the Courts of th,: greatest 
shipping country in the world", per Lord Justice Scrutton 
in Gosse Millard v. Canadian Government Merchant Marine 
Ltd., 29 LI. L.R., 101. 





PART I 

1HE BILL OF LADING IN MODERN COMMERCE 

CHAPTER I 

THE BILL OF LADING 

A, Definition 

18. The words "bill of lading" normally define a 
document evidencing the loading of goods on a ship. 10 

The corresponding expressions in Spanish ( conocimiemo 
de embarque) and in Italian {polizza di carico) mean 
the same thing. The corresponding words used in some 
other languages (French: connaissement, Dutch: cog
nossement, and German: Konnossement) mean merely 
a receipt without also implying the simultaneous 
placing of goods on board a ship. The Scandinavians 
speak of utenriks ( or foreign going) konnossement, which 
conveys the idea of transportation. These different 
terms accordingly re.fleet varying ideas as to when and 
where liability begins and ends and what is the nature 
of the legal liability during the successive stages of the 
transaction. The Hague Rules do not define the 
meaning, of the term "bill of lading" or "connaisse
ment".11 

19. The modern form of the bill of ladingH may 
be described as: 

(a) A receipt signed by or on behalf of the carrier 
and issued to the shipper acknowledging that goods, as 
described in it,13 have been shipped in a particular vessel 

10 The bill of lading is used in land transport in some 
countries, e.g. in the United States of America, but its use is 
confined in this study to ocean carriage. 

11 For this first paragraph, see A. W. Knauth, The American 
Law of Ocean Bills of Lading, 4th ed. (Baltimore, American 
Maritime Case~ Inc., 1953), pp. 133 et seq. 

n The functions of a bill of lading are described here as 
simply as possible and in lay language. Standard texts may be 
consulted for fuller details. 

13 Article (3) paragraph 3, of the Hague Rules states what 
the bill of lading must contain. Besides stating the number 
of packages or pieces, quantity or weight of the goods, marks 
and their iipparent order and condition, the carrier is not 
apparently required to indicate any other particulars in the 
bill of lading. "Accordingly, it shall be perfectly valid to 
state on the bill of lading that the quality, nature, value, 
contents and technical specification of the goods are unknown; 
the bill of lading would not thereby be rendered 'unclean'" 
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to a specified destination or have been received in the 
shipowner's custody for shipment; 

(b) A memorandum of the terms and conditions of 
the contract of carriage, which will, in fac:, almost 
invariably have been concluded much earlier than the 
signing of the document (see paras. 23-26 below); 

(c) A document of title to the goods which enables 
the consignee to take delivery of the goods at their 
destination or to dispose of them by the endorsement 
and delivery of the bill of ladingY 

20. "The principal purpose of the bill of lading 
today is to enable the owner of the goods, to which it 
relates, to dispose of them rapidly", although 1he goods 
are no longer in his hands but already in the, custody 
of the carrier.'~ Its importance lies in its rofo as "the 
foundation of overseas trade" by reference to which the 
responsibilities and rights of both carriers and shippers 
are determined and on the basis of which is established, 
through banke~, the credit necessary for the financing 
of mercantile contracts. 16 

21. The sequence of events in the life of a bill of 
Iading17 may be summarized as being: 

(a) The shipper's description of the goods, with his 
own name and that of the consignee inserted on the 
carrier's form; particulars of the total gross weight and 
the measurement, for freight calculation purposes, and 
where necessary, the value of the goods, are also 
inserted by the shipper; 

(see S. Dor, Bill of Lading Clmises and the Jmematioual 
Convention of Brussels, 1924 (Hague Rules), 2nd ed. (London, 
Witherby and Co. Ltd., 1960), p. 90). 

14 See T. E. Scrutton, Charterparties and Bills of Lading, 
17th ed. (London, Sweet and Maxwell, 1964), sec-.1on XIII, 
art. 3, p. 413 and T. G. Carver, op. cit., vol. I, p. 61. 

15 See C. M. Schmitthoff, The Export Trade, 4th ed. (Lon
don, Stevens and Sons, 1957), p. 306. 

16 See S. D. Cole, The Hagu.e Ru.les 1921 Explained (Lon
don, F. Effingham Wilson, 1922), p. 9. 

17 See British Shipping Laws (London, Stevens and Sons, 
1969), vol. 13, p. 306. 



(b) The lodging of the bill of lading at the office of 
the shipowner or his agent or broker; 

(c) The completion and checking of the contents of 
the bill of lading by the shipowner or broker against 
tallying details taken at the time of loading the cargo; 

(d) The freight calculation; 
(e) The signature of the bill of lading by or on 

behalf of the carrier or the ship's master and by such 
other parties as may by law be required to do so in 
different countries; 

(j) The release by the shipowner or his agent of 
the signed bill of lading to the shipper against payment 
of freight if the freight is prepaid; 18 and, where appro
priate, a mate's receipt or equivalent document;19 

(g) The dispatch of the bill of lading by the shipper 
to the buyer or consignee or its lodgement with a bank 
when a letter of creditJs involved; 

(h) The surrender of the bill of lading by the con
signee to the shipowner's agent at the port of discharge 
in order that he may obtain delivery of his goods. 

22. Further particulars of the general practice 
relating to bills of lading are given below:~0 

(a) Consignee. Bills of lading are drawn either to 
order, when negotiated against a letter of credit, or to 
the name of the party to whom the goods are consigned 
and who has direct claim to the goods as soon as he is 
in possession of a signed .. negotiable" copy of the bill 
of lading. The word "order" means that the document 
is more than a receipt for the goods and more than the 
contract to carry the goods. By the use of the words 
"to the order of" a named party, the bill of lading 
acquires its third characteristic of a document of title, 21 

and the legal ownership in the goods can be transferred 
from the named consignee to other persons and by them 
in turn to others. The name of the expected consignee 
is usually inserted on "order" bills of lading. The 
carrier usually advises the parties to be notified when 
their goods are due, but he is not obliged to do so in 
some countries. 

(b) Port of loading. The port of loading is usually 
the port at which the goods are loaded into the ocean 
vessel, but in some trades through bills of lading are 
issued at small out-ports from which a coaster carries 
the goods to the main port for transhipment to the 
ocean vessel. The main port and the out-port are 
usually both named in such bills. of lading. 

(c) Ship. The name of the vessel in which the cargo 
is loaded. In the case of transhipment cargo carried 
on through bills of lading, the first and second carriers 
are usually named. 22 

1
~ Freight may also be collected from the receiver at 

destination in exchange for a ddivery order to enable him 
to receive the goods. 

19 See foot-note 27 below with further reference to these 
documents. 

20 See British Shipping Laws, op. cit., pp. 297 et seq. 
21 See A. Knauth, op. cit., p. 384. See also R. Rodii':re, 

Trniti giniraf de droit maritime (Paris, Librairie Dal!oz., 1968), 
vol. II, para. 482. 

n See paras. 305-309 below for further information about 
transhipment. 
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(d) Part of discharge. This is the port where the 
ocean vessel discharges the goods and where its respon
sibility usually ends, unless through bills of lading have 
been issued for ports for which transhipnent is neces
sary. 

(e) Bill of lading date. This is usually the date 
when the bill of lading is signed. Shippen; often require 
that the date should be the day on which the goods are 
loaded, which is earlier than the date of signature. Bills 
of lading are customarily given an earlier date in some 
trades, provided that by that date the goc,ds have been 
delivered alongside the vessel, which has started to 1oad. 
If shippers require proof of delivery for shipment by a 
certain date, this requirement is usually met by issuing 
a "received for shipment" bill of lading. 

(f) The number of signed negotiable copies. The 
bill of lading must state how many negotiable copies 
have been signed. Two or three such copies are usual. 

(g) The terms and conditions of carri,'.lge. This is 
a relatively modem innovation (see chapter II below). 

(h) Release of cargo at destination. This is usually 
effected by issuing a delivery order to the receivers in 
exchange for an original bill of lading and payment of 
freight23 or by rubber-stamping a currently endorsed 
bill of lading. The "released" bill of lading or the 
delivery order is then presented by the receivers to the 
authority competent to deliver the goods at the port and 
surrendered to that authority in exchange for the goods. 

B. The contract of affreightment 

23. The contract of affreightment o: carriage is 
usually expressed by a bill of lading in caiies where the 
goods of a shipper form only part of the cargo which 
a ship is to carry. 2 ~ It depends on the facts of each case 
whether the bill of lading contains the whole of the 
actual contract or reference is necessary to otber 
evidence to determine the full details of the contract. 

24. The shipper reserves space on the vessel and is 
instructed by the canier when and where 10 deliver the 
goods at the dock. A receipt is issued :o him wh_en 
he has done so,25 and from this point usually the earner 
has the charge of the goods, loading ·:hem aboard 
(often using the services of a stevedor:ing company 
operating in the port) and issuing a bill of lading in 
place of the receipt. The bill of lading then serv~s as 
written evidence of the terms of the contract of carnage, 
as a receipt for the goods and as a document of title. 
By virtue of this fact, it plays a vital part in the financing 
of tbe sa~e of the goods; it is usually forwarded throll:gh 
a bank to the buyer together with a draft for the pnce 
of the shipped goods, and the insuranc0 policy; on 

a. Unless the freight has been paid on shipr.1ent, in which 
case the fact is usually endorsed on the bill of lading. 

24 When the agreement is for the carriage fo a complete 
cargo of goods, or for the provision of a ship fo: that purpose, 
the contract is almost always contained in a d<•cument called 
a "charter-party". Contracts of affreightment expressed in 
charter-parties are not discussed in this report. 

2; It will be a dock recei.pt if tb.e good'/, are Ue\ivered to a. 
dock authority or warehouse, or a mate's recei?t if delivered 
on board the vessel. 



buying or accepting the draft, the buyer obtains the 
other papers. Meanwhile the goods are on their way 
and, after whatever calls the ship must make, are dis
charged at the port of destination and delivered to the 
holder of the bill of lading.2 ~ 

25. The bill of lading is not considered to be the 
contract itself but evidence of its terms after it bas 
been accepted by the shipper. The actual contract 
usually comes into being when shipping space is reser
ved, before the bill of lading is signed by the carrier, 
and its terms must be inferred from the carrier's sailing 
announcements and the arrangements made before the 
goods are shipped. 

26. Besides being a receipt, the bill of lading can 
also be a "negotiable" document by which the goods 
described in it may be transferred from the shipper to 
the consigoe (see para. 134 below). This is made 
possible usually by statute or the general law.27 When 
a bill of lading has been issued, it is to be taken as the 
expression of the contract governing the entire trans
action. For instance, the exceptions of risk stipulated in 
it apply to the stowage of the goods, even though the 
stowage may have been completed before the bill of 
lading was delivered. n 

C. How cargo claims arise and are settled 
27. It will be useful to examine how cargo claims 

arise and the processes and issues involved in their 
settlement or rejection. The procedure is described 
in the simplest terms (the position varies in different 
countries). The cargo owner, or his representative, 
collects his goods from the shipowner, or his agent, on 
the arrival of the carrying vessel at the port of destina
tion. In practice, he collects the goods from a public 
or privately owned wharf, a port authority or some other 
depository 2s into whose custody the ship will have 
delivered the goods under local laws of custom. 

28. The cargo owner usually finds his goods in 

26 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, The Law of Admiralty 
(Brooklyn, The Foundation Press, Inc., 1957) p. 13. 

21 The British Bills of lading Act, 1855, an the United 
States Federal Bills of Lading Act, 1916 (known .as the 
Pomerene Act) are typical enactments relating to bills of lading. 
See (1920) 26 Com. cas: " ... What is meant by the expres
sion 'Contract of Affreightment"? In my opinion, to satisfy 
the requirements with reference to contract of affreightment, 
the seller must bring into existence a contract embodied in a 
form capable of being transferred to the buyer and which 
when transferred will give the buyer two rights: (a) a. right 
to receive the goods, and (bJ a right against the shipowner, 
who carries the goods, should the goods be damaged or not 
delivered". Bills of lading are interpreted by the courts in 
the same manner as other contracts, but any ambiguity or 
doubt raised by their temis is usually interpreted against the 
carrier; see Alcon S.S. Co. v. United States of America (1948), 
A.M.C. 1421, at p. 1430. 

28 See T. G. Carver, op. cit., para. 52. 
29 For reasons of convenience, the term " warehouse " 

will be used during the rest of this section to indicate the port 
authority, warehouse or other public or private depository. 
• 30 Any failure on his part to reserve his position at the 

time of delivery (or within three days in cases of undetectable 
damage (see article 6, para. 3, of the Rules)) will usually have 
the eJiect of placing on him the burden of proving loss or 
damage. 
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apparently sound outward condition when he proceeds 
to take delivery from the carrier or his agent at port 
of destination,~ 0 but he may also find that (a) the goods 
are not available, i.e. "short-landed",3 1 or (b:1 they are 
damaged, so far as he can tell from outward appearance. 
The warehouse usually issues an "out-turn" repo1t, or 
certificate purporting to state the condition of the goods 
as received from the vessel, or certifying thelr "short
landing". This document, either alone or together 
with the survey report (see para. 30 below), "'.'onus the 
basic "bad-order" document{s) on which the claimant 
then bases his claim for compensation. 

29. The usual procedure in regard to situation (a) 
is that the cargo owner, on obtaining his "bad-order" 
or "short-landing" certificate, claims for the loss of his 
goods against the carrier. The carrier then institutes 
general inquiries as to whether the goods wen~ shipped 
at all, whether they were mis-stowed on tbe vessel, 
landed at earlier ports of call or over-carried to sub
sequent ports. 32 It may take many months before any 
kind of a definite answer as to the location and con
dition of his goods can be given to the carg.'.> owner. 
The nature of the contract of carriage is such that the 
carrier is, in such cases, entitled to make inve>tigations 
and searches before agreeing to consider the claim, ss 
and cargo owners should expect a reasonable :;:,eriod of 
time (consonant with modem methods of communi
cation) to he consumed in this process. 

30. The usual procedure in regard to sittlation (b) 
is for the cargo owner to call for a survey of tbe appar
ently damaged goods, 34 to be conducted in the pres• 
ence of a representative of the carrier, and such other 
observers as may be required by local laws or regu
lations. A survey report is issued after the damage has 
been itemized and valued, and an opinio::i given, 
wherever possible, as to the cause. Now w:1ilst this 
document-"the survey report"---constitutes only one 
item of evidence in most jurisdictions,l 5 it ne\ertheless 

SI This might mean they have not been landed at all, or 
that they have been mis-delivered, misplaced or stolen. 

32 The claimant must usually furnish prima fa;ie proof 
that the loss or damage took place while the goodi, were in 
the charge of the carrier by establishing that clea11 bills of 
lading were issued and that defective receipts were granted 
on discharge. He may, if he can, alternatively prove that, 
notwithstanding statements on the bills of lading, receipts, etc., 
dTIOage to the goods occurred while they were in the charge 
of the carrier. 

33 Once the claimant establishes a prima facie ca1,e against 
the carrier, the onus of proof shifts him to contradict, if he 
can, the c:ise made out against him by the statemer,ts in the 
bills of lading, receipts and other evidence brought forward 
by the claimant. The question of the burden of rroof and 
its recurrent "shifts" back and forth between clairnants and 
carriers, while often decisive in the settlement of the claim, 
are not examined in greater detail in this report, be,:ause not 
only is this too technical a topic to be examined satisfactorily 
in a general study but also it i~ usually governed by the pro
cedural Jaw of the country where the dispute is litigated. 

34 The survey is usually held by an official local authority, 
or an internationally recognized organization such a> Lloyd's. 
Sometimes carrier's and cargo owner's surveyors, or their 
insurers, draw up a mutually agreed survey report. 

3 ~ Its status and probative value differ in different 
countries. 



usually forms the basis-together with the "out-turn" 
report-for any critical examination of a particular 
dispute about a claim in respect of a particular cargo. 
It is essential, for the purpose of establishing liability, 
to determine the cause, time and place of the loss or 
damage, Most of the differences and misunderstandings 
between cargo owners and shipowners arise at this point, 
precisely because it is difficult to establish where, bow 
and when the loss or damage occurred, and the burden of 
proof on the parties-all vital considemtions for estab
lishing liability, From the cargo receiver's point of 
view, if goods ii.re short-landed or damaged,36 he has 
suffered loss while they were entrusted to the carrier. 
He is not usually readily amenable to the carrier's expla
nations as to why he cannot obtain immediate relief, 
particularly when it is argued that the loss or damage 
occurred when the goods were not in the carrier's 
custody or arose from negligence in the management 
of the ship, or in navigation, or from perils of the sea, 
etc. H When cargo owners are faced with such argu
ments, 38 they tend to take the view that it should not 
be any concern of theirs that the shipowner bas parted 
with custody of the goods in such a manner .as to 
prevent the cargo owner from exercising his rights, or 
has negligently managed his business and employed 
mariners who failed to care for the goods or were unable 
to cope with the perils of the sea and navigation risks. 
Cargo owners hold that carriers, who are directly con
cerned with the business of ship management and the 
craft of seamanship and navigation, should well be able 
to cope with most situations arising in the course of 
transport without having to shelter behind the immu
nities conferred by article 4 of the Rules. 39 

3 L The cargo owner also becomes frustrated if, 
having claimed against the carrier~the only party with 
whom be understands himself to be in a legal re
lationship--he is told to apply instead to a third party, 
the warehouse, to which the carrier, under local regu
lations, has delivered his goods. He is then usually 
faced with the warehouse's answer that it is protected by 

36 It is not possible to claim compensation for every shortage 
or damage. Many commodities suffer a normal minor loss 
during a voyage, which is accepted in many trades, e.g. loss 
in bulk shipments (wine); minor damage through normal 
handling to some commodities pacl,ed i.n cases and bags; minor 
scratches to unpacked automobiles, etc. For details, see 
W. Tetley, Man'ne Cargo Claims (Toronto, The Carswell 
Company Ltd., 1965, and London. Stevens and Sons Ltd., 
1965), -pp. 73 et seq. See also R. ROOiere, op. cit., vol. II, 
para. 639. 

:i; See list of exceptions and immunities afforded the 
shipowner in article 4 of the Hague Rules. 

Jg The arguments are supported by the Hague Rules and 
carriers are perfectly justified in raising them when the facts 
appear to bring the incident within the exceptions. The fact 
is, however, that. as the party against whom the claim is made, 
the carrier is initially the sole judge as to whether he should 
or should not plead the exemption. If he does so on slender 
or tenuous grounds, while his misjudgement may be corrected 
by subsequent litigation, he has meanwhile injured the cargo 
owner by delaying settlement of his claim. 

30 This paragraph and the following paragraph are based 
on information obtained from respondents to the UNCTAD 
questionnaires. 
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its own by-laws and regulations, either exempting or 
limiting its liability or imposing unreasonably short time 
limitations. Another source of frustration may be the 
shipowner's insistence on a full set of original claim 
papers, i.e. invoice, bill of lading, certificate or origin 
or of value, insurance certificate, etc., and tallying docu
ments appropriate to a particular port 40 Cargo owners 
often find great difficulty in presenting this complete 
set of papers quickly to shipowners in support of a 
claim. This is an added source of criticism. and adds to 
the delay in settling claims. 

32. The replies received to the UNCTAD question
naires show that the cargo owner, when faced by such 
substantive and procedural complications, often stops 
pursuing the claim further against the carrier and either 
absorbs the loss or claims against his insurers:n Many 
of the respondents also complain that, in consequence 
of this lengthy procedure, with its acknowledged further 
result of blurring the cogency of evidence ,:>r lightening 
its weight, claims often become barred by the expiry 
of the statutory period within which proc,:edings must 
be instituted. 

33. It will be readily apparent by now that in order 
to establish his case the cargo owner, like any other 
claimant, faces the hu:rdle of the procedu:ra. laws of the 
country in which he prosecutes his claim. Hence, the 
amendment of the Rules will not per se resolve all the 
claimant's difficulties. 42 

34. Whether he is discussing his claim with the 
carrier concern_ed or is involved in litigation, a prime 
difficulty faced by the cargo owner concern:; the burden 
of proof upon him to establish his claim against the 
carrier. When does it rest upon him, to what extent, 
and when and to what extent is it cast upon the carrier? 
In this necessarily simplified account of cargo claims 
procedure, it is assumed that the burden of proof rests 
initially upon the claimant. The sequem:e of events 
that follows when he proceeds against the carrier for 
loss or damage of his goods is briefly given below. 

35, Generally, the order of the procedure is:43 

(a) The claimant must first prove his loss; 

rn A great number of complaints were receiv{d from cargo 
interests lO the effect that shore authorities seldom accept full 
liability for goods delivered into their custody bdore re-deliv• 
ery to receivers. Complaints also were made about the 
unsatisfactory nature of many of their "receipt:;" and "out
turn" report:,, wbieh were often so qualified as to make it 
almost impossible for cargo owners to establish their claims, 
either .'lgainst the carriers or the shore authoritie1;. 

n It is usually much easier and quicker for him to recover 
a claim from his insurer, to whom he has me~ely to prove 
los& against a covered risk, than from the cc.rrier, against 
whom, as explained earlier, he must also establish liability. 

12 All questions of procedure-including ordinarily those 
regarding evidence-are usually decided accotding to the 
national law of the court in whicll suit is brougbt. The rules 
relating to burden of proof are generally consid~red to be in 
an intermediate position, forming part of both the substantive 
and the procedurnl laws, although they are alm"1it invariably 
treated in textbooks as part of procedure. 

43 The sequence has generally followed that given by 
W. Tetley, op. cit., pp. 34 m1d 35. 



(b) The carrier must then prove (i) the cause of the 
loss, (ii) that due diligence was exercised to make the 
vessel seaworthy to guard against the loss, and (iii) that 
he is not responsible by virtue of at least one of the 
exculpatory exceptions of .the Rules; 

(c) The claimant must then put forward any relevant 
arguments in rebuttal; 

(d) Finally, there is a middle ground where both 
parties may produce various additional proofs. 

36. Initially, the burden is on the claimant to prove: 
(a) That he is the owner of the goods and/or is the 

person entitled to make the claim; 
(b) The contract or the tort/delict, i.e. either that a 

contract of carriage existed, or the negligence of the 
person sued;H 

(c) That the person against whom the claim is made 
is the responsible person (the claimant sometimes has 
difficulty in deciding whom to sue, in cases involving 
charters, for example); 

(d') That the loss or damage occurred while the goods 
were in the carrier's possession (usually the claimant 
will attempt to prove the condition of the goods when 
they were received by the carrier and the condition at 
the time of their discharge); 

(e) The physical extent of the damage or the Joss; 
(f) The actual monetary value of the loss or damage. 

37. To avoid liability, the carrier must prove: 
(a) The cause of the loss; 
(b) The exercise of due diligence to make the vessel 

seaworthy at the beginning of the voyage and to guard 
against the loss; 

(c) His right to invoke one of the valid immunities 
stipulated in the bill of lading, as may be appropriate 
in different jurisdictions. 

38. It is then open to the claimant to allege: 
(a) Negligence on loading; 
(b) Negligence in stowing; 
(c) Failure to take care of the cargo; 
(d') Negligence on discharge. 

This stage may be followed by the exchange of other 
arguments, proofs and related evidence between the 
parties. 

39. The cargo owner should not ordinarily find it 
too difficult to establish his loss or damage in a 
straightforward case against a reasonable carrier, if he 
can produce clean bills of lading and unqualified "bad
order" discharge receipts. He would ordinarily secure 
compensation, unless his claim was barred by a valid 
limitation or exemption clause in the bill of lading or 

H Most jurisdictions take the position that the existence 
of the contract with the carrier excludes the action in tort 
(i.e., for damages) against the carrier. Some jurisdictions, 
however, have allowed the claim in contract to be joined with 
the claim in tort in the same action. An action in tort is 
sometimes, however, brought against the carrier's servants, 
agents or independant contractors with whom the claimant has 
no direct contractual relationship. 
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warehouse deposit conditions. Should the ":Jurden of 
proof, however, then pass back to him, he would nor
mally face very great difficulty in trying to establish 
how, where and when the loss or damage occurred, as 
most of the necessary supporting information would be 
in the possession either of the carrier or of the ware
house, or would be unavailable. In case of pJferage or 
unobserved specific acts of negligence or Cefault on 
the part of anyone, the claimant's position becomes 
difficult. These difficulties are mentioned here because 
they illustrate the practical difficulties usually faced by 
the cargo owner when he attempts to establish his 
claim.45 

40. Under modern trading conditions, it is seldom 
possible to carry out a careful physical ship--side tally 
at the time of the loading and discharge of tb.e goods. 
The tally after discharge, which also serves .u. the tally 
for entry of the goods into the warehouse, is, as often 
as not, prepared several days after the actual discharge 
of the goods from the vessel. Specific reservations are 
frequently inserted on tally sheets or out-turn reports 
about the quantity, quality or condition of the goods. 
These "speak" against the ship. This will be so even 
though the ship may, in fact, have discharged the goods 
in sound condition, and they were lost or damaged while 
in transit, or when in the warehouse, before :he ware
house tally took place. The period of liability of the 
carrier is thems apparently extended beyond the 
"discharge" period as defined in the Hague 
Rules. The cargo owner should be able in such cases 
to hold the carrier prim.a facie responsible unless the 
carrier can produce incontrovertible evidence that, in 
fact, the goods had been discharged in sound condition 
and the loss or damage occurred later. In most cases, 
however, the carrier then points to exonerating clauses 
in the bill of lading which provide that M liability 
ceases as soon as the goods have passed over ilie ship's 
rail or after they have been "discharged".46 When this 
happens, the cargo owner must then either g,o to the 
extreme of litigation or else claim against the w.trehouse. 
The warehouse, particularly if it is owned or adminis
tered by a public authority, usually has such stringent 
exonerati(m and limitation-of-time clauses in its con
ditions of deposit that the cargo owner can proceed no 
farther except to collect his loss from his insurer, if he 
has insured the goods. 

41. When the "in-tally" sheets of the v;.arehouse 
contain-as they often d~indeterminate observations 
and qualifications as to the quantity or condition of the 
goods, such as «subject to delivery", or .. About ... 
[packages] ",47 etc., the cargo owner is again placed in 
the dilemma of not being able to obtain compensation, 

,~ Ordinarily, production of a clean bill of lading should 
suffice to establish his prima facie claim. See D.M.f?. {1961), 
Tribunal de commerce de Dunkerque (Tyrifford, 23 jan
vier 1961) p. 678. See also Dent v. Glen Line, 67 LI. L.R. 12. 

46 The status and validity of various exonerat.u;g clauses 
used by carriers is examined in paras. 293 et seq. below. 

H To judge by cargo owners' replies to the UNCTAD 
questionnaires, this vagueness has been a recurrent source of 
complaint. 



either from the ship or (with even less chance of success) 
from the warehouse. 

42. There would seem to be a pressing need to 
ensure that uniform local regulations and practices 
should exist in ports to make the cargo owner's position 
secure. He should be placed in such a position that 
he can obtain recompense for loss or damage from 
either the carrier or the warehouse without unduly 
strict limitation and exonerating clauses barring or 
delaying settlement of his claim. Such a solution would 
equally assist carriers, since the line of demarcation 
between their responsibility and that of the warehouse 
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would be more effectively drawn, and a clearer defi
nition of risks should ordinarily tend to reduce insurance 
rates in the long run. 

43. Alternatively, so far as the cargo owner's 
recourse for compensation is concerned, the carrier alone 
should be made responsible to him for the care of 
the goods until delivery. Any loss or damage which 
occurred after discharge from the vessel and before 
delivery to the cargo owner could be set1Jed between 
the carrier and the warehouse under separate agreements 
between them. These agreements could he standard
ized for all ports and carriers. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE BILL OF LADING 

44. Maritime law grew out of the business customs 
of early seafaring traders. 41 Legal problems, whether 
so called or not, must have arisen from the earliest days, 
as for example disputes between cargo owners and 
masters of ships as to exactly what goods had been 
delivered on board.° Custom took shape thereafter, 
to govern conduct with a view to avoiding trouble. 
Today little is known of the legal provisions that per
formed this function in ancient times. No formal sea 
code has survived from Greek or Roman antiquity, 
and "the few glimpses we get of the working of what 
might today be called maritime law could at the most 
serve as bases for reconstructions of doubtful validity".no 

45. The pattern of modern shipping and the associ
ated law has been traced to the practice of the Italian 
city-states of the eleventh century. H From this origin, 
the maritime law "grew up and came of age under the 
tutelage of the civil law52 and it still bears the imprint 
thus acquired, even when administered in the courts of 
common law countries". 53 As the great national States 
arose in Europe, the international law of the sea came 
to be assimilated into national law, or at least to be 
re-stated in authoritative codifications. 54 

46. Because of its common origin as general law 
in the Mediterranean region, the developing maritime 
law retained a remarkable likeness in all countries, and 
even until the late nineteenth century "a large part oi 
the corpus of maritime law applied by the courts of 
vari,ous nations was regarded as supra-national".55 

48 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 2. 
4 P See C. B, McLaughlin, Jr., "The evolution of the Ocean 

Bill of Lading", 35 Yale Law Journal, 1925. 
50 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 2 et seq. 
" 1 Exemplified in their codification, Ordinamenta et Consue

tudo Maris de Trani (1063); Tables of Ama\fi (1131); Consti
tutum usus (1161) cited in G. Ripert, Droit maritime, 4th ed. 
(Paris, 1950,1953), vol. I, para. 89. These codes "could 
hardly state much living law for the concerns of modern 
shipping" (see G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 7). 

52 Civil law fa here given the general meaning of systems 
based on the Roman law as distinguished from the common 
law systems which arose out of Anglo-Saxon systems. 

~i See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., pp. 7 and 8. 
54 L'ordonnance sur la marine, 1681; Ordinance of Bilbao 

(1737); Ordinance of Sweden (1750): Codice per la Veneta 
mercantile marina (1786); Algemeines Landrecht (1794) cited 
in G. Ripert, op. cit., vol. I, para. 91. 

'" "Less developed countries' and developed country law: 
problems from the Law of Admiralty", by R. Hellawell, in 
vol. 7 of Columbia Journal of Transnational law, No. 2, 1968, 
p. 205. 
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This similarity persists today and is advanced by several 
widely ratified conventions applicable to various aspects 
of maritime law. In many if not most instances, the 
developing countries have modelled their national mari
time laws on the law of a developed country, frequently 
that of their former metropolitan Powers. 

4 7. "Since this more or less uniform body of mari
time law has been shaped by developed nations, and 
most particularly by nations with shipping incerests, it 
may be vested with a bias unsuitable to less-developed 
nations. To the extent that maritime law favours 
carrier interests over cargo interests, it is inimical to 
less-developed countries because, by and large, less
developed countries do not have substantial .merchant 
fleets .... In any event, those countries which do not 
choose to develop a substantial merchant fleet have an 
obvious interest in seeing that their law does not discri
minate against cargo interests".~ 6 

48. Today, discussion of whether the maritime law 
is fairly balanced between cargo and carrier interests 
often focuses upon one central question: bow losses 
arising from the carriage of goods by sea should be 
borne.51 

49. Historically, maritime law held the carrier 
absolutely liable for loss or damage to cargo, whether 
or not he was negligent and (with the exceptions noted 
below) regardless of the cause of the loss.58 He could 
only escape this liability if the loss or damage was 
caused by an act of God, a public enemy, inherent vice 
even until the late nineteenth century " a large part of 
been appropriately made the subject of a general. average 
sacrifice. 59 

:;o Ibid., p. 206. 
:;1 1bis is a relatively recent question. Records ~how that 

as late as the early nineteenth century this question was not 
of pressing importance. The only avaibble vessels wer<; small 
sailing ships, and cargoes were not usually of a penshable 
nature. Probably a certain amount of damage was expected 
as fill incident of every ocean voyage and very little litigation 
found it;; way to the courts until the mid-nineteenth century. 
Further, until the advent of steam the absence of th,: modem 
need for the speedy dispatch of vessels in port bred tolerance 
of more leisurely methods of cargo handling and tallyillg 
ashore. This factor in turn afforded greater opportllnity for 
more careful ship-side tallies than is perhaps possible today, 
thus reducing that fertile area of disputes as to wltere and 
when any loss or damage was caused to the goods. 

58 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 119. For the 
position under French law, see R. Rodihe, op. cit. 

~9 See T. G. Carver, op. cit., paras. 9-20. 



50. Even where the loss was caused by one of 
these "common law exceptions" the carrier remained 
liable if he had been negligent or otherwise at fault. 
The shipper would succeed in his claim if he proved 
receipt of the goods for carriage in good order and either 
non-delivery or delivery in bad order, provided that 
the carrier could not show that one of the "common law 
exceptions" had caused the loss or damage. In effect, 
the carrier was a warrantor of safe arrival, and fault 
was immaterial. 60 

51. In addition, in all contracts of carriage of goods 
by sea there were implied, in the absence of expressed 
stipulations to the contrary, undertakings by the carrier 
(a) that the carrying vessel was seaworthy, and (b) that 
the ship would commence and carry out the contractual 
voyage with reasonable diligence without unjustifiable 
deviation (see paras. 256-264 below). Cargo owners, 
or charterers, could repudiate the contract of carriage 
and claim compensation for any damage suffered as a 
result of the breach of these undertakaings as defeating 
the commercial purpose of the voyage. 

52. The carrier was thus liable for any loss or 
damage occasioned to cargo carried on his vessel if 
it occurred either through his own negligence or through 
the unseaworthiness of the vessel. Even the exceptions 
implied by the law did not, it would seem, avail the 
shipowner unless they were expressly stipulated in the 
bill of lading. 61 Therefore, the shipowner's liability 
under both the common law and the civil law codes was 
in theory strict. 

53. The advent of marine insurance62 in the twelfth 
century introduced a further element of sophistication 
into the usages of sea carriage. 63 Originally marine 

60 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 120. 
~1 Tbe bill of lading was the document which came in time 

to specify the goods at risk and the basis for any claim for. 
non-delivery or damage. The merchant did not at first need a 
custody-of-cargo receipt frorn his carrier while his business 
arrangements (i.e., in modern terms, his "contract of car
riage"') remained part of the customary arrangements for 
dividing the expenses and the profits of the venture. For so 
long as the merchants travelled with the goods, particulars were 
merely entered in a "book" or register which was part of the 
ship's papers. When the merchant ceased to accompany his 
goods, the necessity arose for a separate document which was 
at first a receipt and later embodied the terms on which the 
carrier would transport and deliver the goods. At first these 
were customary terms which came in time to be incorporated 
into the common law of England and the commercial codes 
of continental Europe. Thus was born in the twelfth century 
the primitive precursor of the modern bill of lading. The 
"book" gave way to a "bill" in the fourteenth century, 
when excerpts from it were delivered to the shipper who 
received in this form what was akin to the modern document.· 

ff 2 A contract of insurance is a contract of indemnity where
by the assured pays a certain sum, called the premium, to 
the underwriter, who in consideration thereof takes upon him
self the risks insured against and undertakes to make good 
te the assured any loss which be may sustain by reason of the 
named peril. A contract of marine insurance is a contract 
whereby the insurer undertakes to indemnify the assured against 
marine losses, e.g. the losses incident to madtime adventure. 
See H. Holman, A H11ndy book for shipowners and Masters, 
16th ed. (London, Ed. M. R. Holman, 1964), p. 529, 

63 
" The procurement of marine insurance results in the 

sharing by the ultimate consumer of the losses that overtake 
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insurance was simply a mutual protection among indi
vidual shipowners themselves and its customs "became 
somewhat standardized before they were articulated in 
extant codes" in the Middle Ages. 64 The earliest 
known codes date from the early fifteenth century. 
They attempted to regulate the practices ,Jf marine insu
rance, which became established as a business by about 
1600. 

54. For centuries, a sort of maxim nr fundamental 
principle existed in maritime commerce "that between 
the shipowner and marine insurance urrderwriter the 
goods owner ought to be kept harmless against all losses 
except those of the market. The rule was that, once 
properly packed goods were placed on board a vessel 
so as to be fit for carriage, and were fully insured 
·against all risks, the owner of them by either the 
contract of affreightment or insurance must be made 
to feel secure". 65 This ideal of security in maritime 
trade presupposed, however, that the bill of lading was 
always in such a form that, when accompanied by the 
insurance policy or certificate, it would be regarded by 
merchants and bankers as connoting pos.:ession of the 
goods, i.e. that the liabilities of the carrier and under
writer were conterminous. The shipowner undertook to 
deliver the goods, accidents of navigation excepted, the 
acciderits being covered by the underwriter. 

55. Not all risks were, or are, insurable, and at 
first underwriters would not assume any of the risks 
of personal injury or damage to cargo~ 6 and, as des
cribed in paragraph 58 below, carriers crune in time to 
exempt themselves from most, if not all of their liab
ility by inserting specific clauses in their bills of lading. 
This practice served to impair the value Jf the bill of 
lading and insurance policy when taken. together as 
evidence of the security of the goods. It was to protect 
themselves from uninsured risks that shipowners devised 
and organized mutual protection clubs which developed 
into the modem type of P and I clubs in ::be late nine
teenth century and which came to give the shipowner 
protection against his liability for damage to the cargo 

property in commerce, and the reduction of uncertainty in 
ocean carriage. The underv-'nter charges a premium for the 
insurance of the risks that he underwrites. This premium 
charge becomes one of the items in the invoice 'or the sale of 
the goods, and in the freight rate, which is also an item in the 
invoice, and thus it becomes indirectly included as part of the 
cost of insuring the hull of the vessel. In th111 way cost of 
insurance becomes part of the price of goods and is an indirect 
charge on the consumer". (See W. D. Winter, ,Warine Insu
rance, 3rd ed. (New York, McGraw Hill, 1952), p. 96.) 

61 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit .. p. 49. The 
basic insurance policy of apparently Italian origi!l which came 
to be generally used (and has with slight chang(:s come down 
to this day) originally did service for both hull (i.e. the ship 
itself) and cargo risks that were frequently insured together. 
(Ship and cargo are seldom insured together in inodem times, 
but the basic phraseology in the Lloyds policy ~uggests that 
it does insure both, and this can easily mislead the uninitiated.) 

85 Paper by Richard Lowndes "Report of the Committee 
on an International Law of .Affreightment and Bills of L:Wing", 
printed in the Report of the Ninth Annual Co11/ere11ce of the 
Association for the Reform and Codification OJ the Law of 
Nations, Cologne, 16-19 August 1881. 

16 See W. D. Winter, op, cit., p. 274. 



he carried. Similarly, the cargo owners sought wider 
cover from the marine insurance market for the risks 
of sea carriage. 

56. The market responded to this need by covering 
new perils as commerce developed but it does not afford 
protection against every type of marine loss that may 
arise in the course of a voyage. The principal risks 
insured are enumerated in the "perils" clause of the 
policy, which are either supplemented61 or restricted 
by further clauses. 63 

57. Underwriters often pay cargo owners' losses 
first and attempt to recoup later from carriers sums paid 
out in respect of losses or damage for which carriers 
are liable. In this way tbe insurer may pay for damage 
to goods caused, for example, by improper stowage, 
although the carrier of the goods is at the same time 
liable to the consignee for such damage. 6 ~ Cargo 
owners are therefore much attracted by the wide cover 
afforded by modern insurance policies and by the speed 
with which most underwriters pay claims as contrasted 
with the "slowness and resistance of private parties, 
including carriers, in dealing with claims".10 

58. The bill of lading became in time the basic 
shipping document, embodying (or evidencing) the 
contractual relationship betwen carrier and shipper, and 
forming the basis for all claims arising from the trans
portation of goods by sea. 11 It was originally a 
"straight" or non-negotiable bill of lading. But in 
due course, with the spread of commerce and the 
increasing complexity of business and in consequence 
of the concern for speed, the need was felt for trans
ferring the property in the goods before they arrived 
at destination. Hence, the practice arose of trans
ferring the ownership of the goods by endorsing the 
bill of lading to the buyer. By the eighteenth century, 
this practice was well established and the "negotiable" 
bill of lading was in common use. The early bills of 
lading did not contain any exceptions at all. 72 The 
earliest qualifications to be introduced were either of 

61 E.g., to cover land risks before shipment and after dis
charge from the vessel, usual!y underwritten on a "wareholllle 
to warehouse" basis. 

6 8 It has not been considered necessary to give an 8Ccount 
here of tbe various clauses in insurance policies. The current 
position is summarized by C. M. Schmitthof, op. cit., pp. 268 
et uq. 

69 See G. Gilmore and C. L Black, op. cit .• p. 85. The 
question of "overlapping" insurance and the interrelation 
between cargo insurance and P and I cover are discussed in 
paras. 154-165 below. 

10 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 86. 
11 See A. Knauth, op. cit., p. 376 et seq. Also,see W.P.Ben

net, History of the Bill of Lading, (Cambridge University 
Press, 1914). See also R. Rodiere, op. cit., vol. II, para. 438. 
For a more complete discussion of bills of lading, see 
chap. I above. 

12 In the early simple form of bills of lading there was no 
indication, beyond vague phrases such as "the accidents of 
navigation excepted", as to what was to be done, or what the 
respective rights of the parties were, in any of the situations 
that might lead to the voyage not being successful. The ex
ception was taken to mean perhaps no more than the negative 
proposition that in the event of such accidents the shipowner 
was not bound to perform an impossibility. 
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a general type, such as the "danger of the sea only 
excepted" or "said to be" clauses.73 Howe·1er, as a 
result of eighteenth century judicial decisio::is, ship
owners began generally to amend their bills ,Jf lading 
not only to stipulate the old common law exceptions but 
also to exempt themselves from liability in rnspect of 
all perils of the sea and of navigation "of whatever 
nature and kind". Through such provisions inserted 
in their bills of lading (known as "exoneration clauses" 
or "negligence clauses"), carriers began to limit contrac
tually the strict liability imposed upon them ·:;iy mari
time law. Their use of freedom of contract principles 
expressed in both common Iaw11 and civil law created 
a situation whereby the carrier was enjoined or. the one 
hand to strict liability by maritime law, but could, on 
the other, contract out of almost all liability by appro
priately framing the clauses in the bill of lading. 

59. Carriers were permitted by law to extend these 
principles of freedom of contract and did so to such 
effect that they came to exempt themselves from prac
tically every liability of ocean carriage. 10 No sooner 
did a court· decision go against them than their legal 
advisers inserted a fresh clause in their bill of lading to 
nullify this result in the future. 16 Bills of lading came 
to include stipulations to the effect that the carrier was 
not to be liable for the results of his own negligence 
or that of his employees. The reasons which criginally 
led carriers to disclaim. liability for their servants' actions 
relating to stowage and misdelivery of the goods were 
said to be bound up with "the infancy of stef'.m navi
gation" _H Competition among shipowners was increas-

1l A " said to be " clause is one which qualifies uither the 
quantity or the weight of goods, as stated in the bill of lading, 
for example, "received (five) packages of ... said to weigh 
(five) tons". 

74 Cargo interests considered "freedom of con1ract" in 
regard to bills of lading as being more technical t 1an real. 
See Report of the Imperial Shipping Committee on 1he Limi
tation of Shipowners Liability by Clauses in Bills of Lading 
a11d on Certain Other Matters relating to Bilh o:' Lading 
(H.M. Stationery Office, Cmd. 1205, 1921). Also " . . the 
shipper and the carrier are not upon equal terms and the 
shipper is at the mercy of the carrier unless protected by the 
law". See F. S. Strauss and Co. v. Canadian Pac. Ry., 245, 
NY, 407, 411, 173. N.E. 564, 566 (1930). 

7~ See A. N. Yiannopoulos, Negligence Clauses :n Ocea11 
Bills of Lading (Louisiana University Press, 1962), p. 4. 

1ti See report of the International Law Associali<ln, 22nd 
Conference, 1905, p. 187. Competition between different ship
ping lines accelerated this development. One line would intro
duce far-reaching exemption claus11s, and perhaps lat(,r reduce 
its freight rates to attract business. Competition then induced 
other lines to insert similar clauses into their bills of lading. 

77 See paper by Richard Lowndes, a report of the Inter
national Law Association Conference, 1881, p. lOS et seq. 
Lowndes, the great authority on general average, asc:·ibed the 
reasons advanced by steamship owners for taking this action 
to the "peremptory necessity" for steamers to effect quick 
dispatch, and described it as a "crude device" for sh1king off 
responsibility for careless cargo handling. He felt that these 
reasons were likely to lose in time most, if not all, of their 
force. From his remarks, it appears that no sooner were the 
old deliberate ways "which served for sailing ships" ai,andoned 
than the necessity for dispatch led to a great deal of hurry and 
confusion in the loading and discharging of steamships. He 
felt that it was not realized sufficiently in the early years of 
steam that dispatch was not incompatible with strict pn:cautions 
against error. 



ing enormously, and the volume of world trade ex
ceeded the carrying capacity of shipping. Thus, where 
exoneration clauses were upheld, the position of the 
carrier became virtually the reverse of that under general 
maritime law. Instead of being absolutely liable irres
pective of negligence, he enjoyed a contractual exemp
tion from liability regardless of negligence, and this 
contractual exemption became as wide as the carrier's 
bargaining position would allow.78 Generally speaking, 
in what might be termed "cargo-oriented" countries, 
the views of cargo interest largely prevailed and stricter 
liability was imposed upon carriers than in shipowning 
countries where caniers continued to enjoy "an almost 
unlimited freedom of contracting". rn 

60. In view of the growing dissatisfaction of the 
shippers, bankers and underwriters, the shipowners were 
forced to negotiate and to meet some of the shippers' 
complaints about the situation. In England, some ship
owners agreed to adopt model bills of lading80 which 
expressly stipulated that they would be relieved from 
liability only in cases of errors in navigation and not in 
the case of fault on the part of the master or crew in 
the care and custody of cargo. 81 Under other model 
bills of lading, the shipowner was held liable for faults 
committed by the master or crew unless these related 
to navigation and to the management of the ship. 82 

61. A simultaneous development took place in the 
United States and the British Dominions, whose ocean 
trade depended heavily on United Kingdom shipowners. 
It was, in these countries, therefore, that the struggle 
between shipowning and cargo interests came to a 
head80 and legislation was demanded "to remove the 
chaos and abuse produced by unlimited freedom of 
contract".a4 After considerable negotiation, the 
demand of the shippers for legislation was acceded to 

80 The Harter Act prohibited clauses exonerating the carrier 
also R. Rodii:re, op. cit., vol. II, para. 576. 

19 "The unification of private maritime law by international 
conventions", by A. N. Yiannopoulos in Law.and Contemporary 
Problems (Durham, N. Carolina, 1965) vol. 30, p. 370. 

M See S. Dor, op. cit., p. 16. Model bills of lading appar
ently related mostly to bulk cargo trades, e.g., the 1890 Grain 
bills of lading of the Black Sea, of the Azov Sea, an the 
Danube. Other model bills of lading were introduced in the 
coal and timber trade (1898), and in the ore trade (1901). 

S1 A "Conference Form" bill of lading was adopted at a 
meeting at Liverpool in 1882; it was the first to admit the 
concept of "due diligence" and to fix a limit to the shipowner's 
liability of £100 sterling per package. The "Conference 
Form" biU of lading became the basis for the Hamburg Rules 
adopted at Hamburg in 1885 (see S. Dor, op. cit., p. 19). 

i 2 In Japan, the position was so strict that the shipowner 
could not even by express agreement exempt himself from 
liability for damage to the goods caused by his own fault, by 
bad faith, by the gross fault of his employees, or by unsea.. 
worthiness of the vessel. See Imperial Shipping Committee 
Report, p. 8. The Spanish Commercial Law of 1885, sec
tion 618, was also very strict in its provisions concerning the 
liability of shipowners. 

a• See A. N. Yiannopoulos, op. cit .. p. 4, foot-note 7: "The 
world was virtually divided into carriers' countries and ship
pers' countries". 

8
~ See Fletcher, The Carrier's Liability, 1932, p. 224. 
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in the form of a compromise. The Harter Act85 was 
enacted in the United States in 1893, followed by the 
Australian Carriage of Goods by Sea Act (COGSA) in 
1904, the New Zealand Shipping and Seam.an Act in 
1908, and the Canadian Water Carriage Act in 1910. 

62. The need for further reform was generally felt, 
but shipowning countries feared that the re-imposition 
of liabilities upon their carriers would increase their 
freight charges and place them "at a disadvantage by 
comparison with others". 16 They did not relish the 
idea of abridging the principle of freedom of contract 
which formed a fundamental feature of their legal 
systems. It also came to be realized that a solution 
would have to be based on an international agreement 
in order to be of any practical value in international 
trade. Moves towards the reform and unification of 
the law thus began to concentrate on the creation of 
an international model bill of lading which would estab
lish certain world-wide minimum standards with res
pect to the shipowner's liability. International confer
ences were held, mainly under the auspices of the 
International Law Association and CMI. The trend 
towards uniform legislationsr was temporarily halted, 
however, by a movement in favour of the preparation 
of a code of rules defining the rights and liabilities of 
sea carriers which would be voluntarily bcorporated 
in bills of lading. The project for unifomL legislation 
was later revived. Events came to a head "when the 
British Government, under the pressure of the Do
minions, insisted that the shipowners reach an agree
ment". SS After considerable discussion among the 
representatives of leading shipowners, underwriters, 
shippers and bankers of the big maritime nations, 89 a 
set of rules was finally drafted by the Maritime Law 
Committee of the International Law Association at a 
meeting held at The Hague in 1921 and came to be 
known as the Hague Rules, 90 but the Rules were not 

~:; The Harter Act prohibited clauses exoneratirg the carrier 
or his agents from liability for faults in care and custody of 
the cargo, but the carrier was not to be held liable, if he had 
exercised "'due diligence", to make his ship seaworthy and if 
the damage caused to the cargo resulted from "faults and errors 
in the navigation or management of the vessel". A fo,t of 
"excepted clauses" further favoured the carrier. The Harter 
Act "established an important principle which hter inspired 
the Hague Rules and the Brussels International Convention: 
it settled the problem of the carrier's liability l:,y making a 
distinctiori between faults iri the navigation and management 
of the vessel and faults in the care and custody of the cargo" 
(see S. Dor, op. cit., p. 17). The Dominions Ads contained 
provisions broadly similar to those of the Harter Act. 

86 See S. Dor, op. cit., p. 18. 
81 For the use of this tenn, see International LegiJ"lation on 

shipping by T. K. Thornmen {Uni.ted Nations publ.cation, Sales 
No.: E.69.ll.D.2); and the note by the UNCTAD secretariat 
entitled "Working paper on international shipping legislation" 
(TD/B/C.4/ISL/2 and Add.I). 

83 See S. Dor, op. cit., p. {9. See also R. Rodi<!re, op. cit., 
vol. II, para. 577. 

-1~ See S. Dor. op. cit., p. 19. 
90 "The Hague Rules snd the Carriage of G,)ods by Sea 

Act adopted the compromise between the conflicting interests 
of the carrier and the cargo owner which was effectuated in 
the Harter Act" (see "Ocean Bills of Lading and Some Pro
blems of Conflict of Laws", Notes, note 18, p. 214, Columbia 
Law Review, vol. 58, 1958. 



immediately adopted. 91 The Rules were amended at the 
London Conference of CMI in 1922. Agitation for 
legislative action on the lines of the Rules continued, 
and a diplomatic conference on maritime law was held 
in Brussels in 1922. A draft convention drawn up at 
that conference was amended at Brussels in 1923, and 
in due course an international Convention was ulti
mately signed there by the most important trading 
nations on 25 August 1924.92 Each State was expected 
to give the Hague Rules statutory force with regard to 
all outward bills of lading as soon as the Convention 
became effective, on 2 June 1931. 

63. The Brussels Convention was not conceived as 
a comprehensive and self-sufficient code regulating the 
carriage of goods by sea, 93 but was intended merely to 
unify certain rules relating to bills of lading. Its most 
important effect perhaps was that the carrier could no 
longer contract out of certain defined responsibilities 
and was given specific rights and remedies. 94 

64. The Convention "was based on the principle of 
the carrier's liability, which was lessened through a 
system of immunities and statutory limitations".90 The 
principles of the Convention have been well summarized 
as follows: "The Convention establishes the carrier's 
minimum obligations, his maximum immunities and the 
limit of his liability. "96 

65. Under the Rules, the carrier was not held res
ponsible for the unseaworthiness of the ship, providing 
that this unseaworthiness was not caused by lack of 
due diligence on bis part before and at the beginning 
of the voyage, nor for the consequences of acts, neglect 
or faults of the master or his other agents in the navi
gation or management of the ship. A series of excep
tions was then listed, fully exempting the carrier from 
liability unless proof of his liability was provided. 

66. Finally, if the carrier was held liable, the 
amount to be paid per package or unit was not to exceed 

n~ "The Hague Rules were drafted in the form of a uniform 
Bill of Lading in the hope that the great shipping companies 
would adopt them voluntarily and that similar eoterprises would 
soon follow suit. The shipping companies, however, were not 
prepared to give up their extensive immunities under the then 
existing laWli of several countries and it became apparent that 
legislative action was necessary to make the uniform rtlles part 
of bills of lading" (see A. N. Yiannopolous, op. cit., p. 5). 

~~ The Rules adopted by this Convention are popularly 
known as the "Hague Rules", because they were originally 
drafted at The Hague in 1921. The terms "Brussels Conven
tion., and "Hague Rules" are sometimes used interchangeably, 
to indicate those rules which were approved at the 1924 Con
ference. 

u J. Devlin in Chandris v. lsbrandtsen-Mol/er (1951) 
1 KB. 240, 247. "It was not meant altogether to supplant 
the contract of carriage but only to control, on certain topics, 
[fuUJ freedom of contract, which the parties would otherwise 
have". 

H See C. I. Colombos, "The Unification of Maritime Inter
national Law in Time of Peace" in British Yearbook of Inter
national Law 1944, vol. XXI, p. 101. 

95 See S. Dor, op. dt., p. 20. 
~s See C. Smeesters and G. Winkelmolen, "The Rules of 

Article 91" in Droit maritime et Droit ffuvial, 2nd ed. {Brus
sels, Ferdinand Larcier, 1933) vol. II, paras. 625 et seq., at 
para, 676. 
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£ 1 00 sterling, unless the nature and value of these 
packages or units had been declareC by the shli:,per prior 
to loading and stated in the bill of lading. It must 
be added, however, that while the carrier did not have 
the right to lessen the liability he incurred, he was at 
liberty to enlarge, in part or in w'hole, any of his liab
ilities. 97 

67. Shippers' dissatisfaction with the allocation of 
liability for loss or damage to goods in ocean transport 
was not entirely silenced by the adoption of tle Hague 
Rules, but continued to be expressed intermittently in 
varying degrees of intensity by private trade organiz
ations in different countries. International concern with 
the subject, particularly among developing countries, 
found expression in due .. course in UNCTAD in the 
mid-1960s. Earlier, however, a suggestion that the 
Hague Rules should be re-examined arose in a report 
of the Sub-Committee on Conflicts of Law of CMI 
recommending the amendment of article 10," 8 which 
was considered at the Rijeka Conference of CMI in 
September 1959. The Conference, after haying dis
cussed whether it was desirable to amend article 1 O, 
adopted a resolution on its future work instructing its 
Sub-Committee "to study other amendments a:ud adap
tations to the provisions of the International Conven
tion". 99 

68. There were many divergent views among the 
national maritime law associations as to the desirability 
of amending the Hague Rules. Some delegatlons felt 
that only a limited number of amendments to the Rules 
would be desirable in order not to upset the af;reement 
reached in 1924. Others thought that a su·bstantial 
revision had become necessary after 40 years c,f usage. 
It was against this background that the suggestion was 
made that the Hague Rules should be amended by way 
of a protocol, so as not to upset the general scbeme of 
the Convention. 

69. In 1963, the Stockholm. Conference ,Jf CMI 
reached agreement on the text of the amendments that 
should be submitted to the Diplomatic Conference on 
Maritime Law. 100 The main recommendation of the 
Conference was in effect the overruling of two British 
judicial decisions. H 1 The Muncaster Castle case1n 
had resulted in the decision that a carrier was liable 
for lack of due diligence to make a ship seaworthy, 
even if he had selected with the greatest care a surveyor 
to ensure that it was seaworthy. The decision in the 

07 Under article 6 of the Hague Rules. 
os Article 10 states that the provisions of the Convention 

shall apply to all bills of lading issued in any of the contracting 
States. 

oo CMI 24th Conference-Rijeka, 1959, Proceedings, p. 430. 
IDO Draft Protocol on International Convention to amend 

the International Convention for the Unification of certain Rules 
relating to Bills of Lading. CMI, Conference-Stockholm 1963, 
221/222. 

1n See R. P. Colinvaux, " Revision of The Hagee Rules 
relating to bills of lading", Joumal of Business La~, (1963-
1964), p. 341. 

u: Riverstolle Meat Co. Pty, Ltd. v. Lancashire Shipping 
Co. Ltd. (1961), A.C. 807. 



second case, Scruttons v. Midland Silicones Ltd.,103 

had implied that servants of a shipowner should not be 
able to avail themselves of the benefits of the excep
tions in the Hague Rules. 

70. The other important amendments (discussed at 
the Stockholm Conference concerned the following: 

(a) Statements in the bill of lading (article 3, para
graph 3 (a) (b) and (c) of the Rules) to be prima fade 
evidence of the receipt by the carrier of the goods; 

(b) Extension by agreement of the one-year time 
limit for bringing suit against the carrier; 

(c) Actions for indemnities by the carrier against 
third parties; 

(d) The limitation of liability at a higher monetary 
limit; 

(e) The rate of exchange to be used for conversion 
of the sum awarded by a court; 

(f) Application of the Hague Rules to both "inward" 
and "outward" bills of lading, regardless of the law 

m (1962), A.C. 446. 

governing such bills of lading or the nation.ality of the 
parties, 

71. The twelfth Diplomatic Conference met at 
Brussels in two sessions in May 1967 and February 
1968 with the Stockholm draft protocol before it for 
approval. At the first session, the Conference rejected 
the amendment intended to overrule the Muncaster 
Castle decision. Moreover, several countries criticized 
the amendments relating to the limitation of the carrier's 
liability and application of the Hague R.tles, whicb. 
led the Conference to postpone its deliberations for 
further discussions between delegations. 1 04 At its 
second session in February 1968, the Conference finally 
reached agreement on the final text of the amendments 
to the Hague Rules, known as the Protoce:l, 1°5 

104 See C. Legendre, "La Canffrence dipfomatique de 
Bru.xelles de 1967" (O.M.F. 1967), pp. 515 and SW. 

100 Text reproduced in annex II to this report. The Pro
tocol will come into force when ratified by ten c:,untries, five 
of which should have a fleet, sailing its own flag, of more than 
I million tons. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NEED FOR REVISION OF THE HAGUE RULES 

A. Introduction 

72. The evidence of the need for the rev1s1on of 
the Hague Rules, beyond what was done in the 1968 
amendments, which have not yet become operative, 
comes from several sources. These are, first, the com
plaints made in response to the inquiries by the 
UNCTAD secretariat;106 secondly, a study of standard 
texts and periodicals; and thirdly, the result of the 
analysis of the commercial and economic aspects and 
consequences of the present position and of the analy
sis of the Hague Rules themselves. 

73. The main grounds for concern are: 
(a) Uncertainties arising from vague and ambiguous 

wording of the Rules, which lead to conflicting inter
pretations (and which complicate such matters as the 
allocation of responsibility for loss or damage to cargo, 
and the burden of proof, this being a subject of com
plaints by both carrier and cargo interests); 

(b) The continued retention in bills of lading of exon
eration clauses of doubtful validity, and the existence 
of restrictive exemption and time limitation clauses 
in the terms under which cargo is deposited with 
warehouses and port authorities; 

(c) Exemptions in the Hague Rules which are pecu
liar to ocean carriage, in cases where the liability should 
logically be borne by the ocean carrier, such as those 
which excuse him from liability in respect of the negli
gence of his servants and agents in the navigation and 
management of the vessel, and in respect of perils of 
the sea, etc.; 

(a) The uncertainties caused by the interpretation of 
terms used in the Hague Rules, such as "reasonable 
deviation", "due diligence", "properly and carefully", 
"in any event", "subject to", "loaded on", "dis
charge";101 

(e) The ambiguities surrounding the seaworthiness of 
vessels for the carriage of goods; 

(f) The unit limitation of liability; 
(g) Jurisdiction and arbitration clauses; 

161 For previous discussion of the need for the revision of 
the Rules see e.g., T, K. Thommen, op. cit., and the report of 
the Working Group on International Shipping Legislation on 
its first session. 

1-0 7 See article 4, para. 4; article 3, para. 1, 2 and 6; and 
article 1 (e) of the Rules. The uncertainties created by these 
terms are aggravated by the practical difficulty of determining 
precisly where and how a loss or damage oecurred. 

(h) The insufficient legal protection for car.;oes with 
special characteristics that require special stowage, 
adequate ventilation, etc., and cargoes requiring deck 
shipment; 

(z) Clauses which apparently permit carriers to dive.rt 
vessels, and to tranship or land goods short of or beyond 
the port of destination specified in the bill of lading 
at the risk and expense of cargo owners; 

{j) Clauses which apparently entitle carriers to de
liver goods into the custody of shore custodians on terms 
which make it almost impossible to obtam. ~.ettlement 
of cargo claims from either the carrier or the warehouse. 

B. Commercial aspects 

74. The commercial aspects would include: the part 
played by the bill of lading in the course of maritime 
trade as a document of title to and a receipt for goods 
as well as a memorandum containing either the contract 
of carriage or its evidence. What requires consider
ation is whether the bill of lading as at present formul
ated satisfies the expectations of the seller, the c;mier, the 
receiver, the banker and the cargo insurer, all of whom 
depend upon its contents for their respective needs. 

75. This aspect is examined in· chapter JV of the 
present report. This analysis, together with the evi
dence received in response to the inquiries made, sug
gests that commercial practice has largely adapted 
itself to operating with the bill of lading as it exists. 
There would apparently be no immediate need to 
amend the Hague Rules if the sole object of amending 
them were to improve the operation of the bill of lading 
as a commercial instrument, except perhaps in regard 
to its status as a receipt for the goods. 

76. At this point, it is relevant to point once again 
to the need to ensure that local regulations and prac
tices in ports are revised to make the cargo owner's 
position more secure (see paras. 42 and 43 a:Jove). 

C. Economic aspects 

77. The discussion of the economic aspects relates 
to the consequences of a breakdown in the relationship 
between cargo owner108 and carrier in ocean carriage. 
An examination of the sequence of the events that 
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as As a "negotiable" document a bill of lading may pass 
through several hands. The term "cargo owner" is used to 
cover all of these holders of the bill. 



follow when goods subject to ocean carriage are lost 
or damaged provides the best way of approaching the 
economic aspects. 

78. What requires initial investigation is whether 
the loS'l lies where it falls, or is specifically imposed 
upon one of t~e parties to the contract ?'f oce_an car
riage. This will depend on the way m which the 
risks of ocean carriage are distributed by the func
tioning and interpretation of the applicable maritime 
law. 

79. Cargo owners usually make a money claim 
against the carrier for loss or damage, and the claim 
is either rejected or settled partially or fully on the 
basis of the distribution of risks and the limitation of 
liability sanctioned by the existing law. Cargo owners 
either accept the carriers' decision or dispute it through 
arbitration or litigation. The loss suffered by the cargo 
owner and uncompensated by the carrier represents 
the initial economic impact which may be said to be 
"sanctioned" or permitted by the working and interpre
tation of the existing laws. It does not represent the 
full or real economic impact, since many additional 
factors require consideration (see paras. 172-175 below). 

80. The analysis in chapter V of this report shows 
that there is a significant uncompensated loss. In 
part, this arises from the fact that through both s~e
cific provisions and omissions, the Hague Rules provide 
what appears to be an excessive number of opportu
nities for the shipowner to avoid, legally, liability for 
loss of cargo and so to reject the claim made by the 
cargo owner. In part also, it occurs because of the 
unit limitation, whereby the liability of the shipowner, 
even where full responsibility is admitted, is limited 
to a fixed amount irrespective of the actual value of the 
goods lost (see paras. 265-284 below). 

81. A further subject for consideration is the 
extent to which "overlapping" or "double insurance" 
is effected by cargo owners, who may be forced, because 
of the uncertainty in the apportionment of risks and 
burden of proof, to insure risks which in fact are borne 
by carriers. This aspect is treated in paragraphs 154-
165 below. 

82. The next point for investigation is how this 
uncomperu:ated loss and the extent of double insurance 
would be affected if the risks of ocean carriage were 
redistributed by a change in the laws, bearing in mind 
also the effect of any consequential changes in the 
freight and insurance rates. It is concluded (see 
para. 164 below) that there is no reason to expect 
that, if risks were so redistributed as to eliminate uncer
tainty and, hence, the need for double insu~ance, there 
would be any over-all increase in the combmed cost of 
freight and insurance, as is often feared. Indeed, 
there should be a reduction in the over-all costs borne 
by the cargo interests. Further, the elimination of 
uncertainty which would follow a change should reduce 
the frequency of recourse to arbitration and litigation, 
and so reduce expenses in that respect. 

83. Very few pertinent statistical data were found 
available to enable the secretariat to measure in quan-

titative terms even tentatively, the impact of the eco
nomic aspec~ of the laws of ocean carri~e on trade 
and development. The position is outlined m chapter V 
below where it is shown why no conclusions can be 
reach;d. However, although the economic cost of the 
present Rules could not be measured precise:.y in quan
titative terms, there is no doubt that this coi:t could be 
reduced by suitable changes in the Rules. 

D. The Hague Rules 

84. As pointed out earlier (see para. 9 above), the 
analysis of the Hague Rules in chapter VI below has 
been restricted to those sections which, as a result of 
the research carried out, appear to present problems 
and to be in need of revision in the interests of trade 
_and development. No attempt at a comple~.e analysis 
has been made, since well-known texts cover the sub
ject adequately. 

85. Not every standard clause found in most bills 
of lading has been examined. ·For example, there are 
the "Both to blame collision clause" and th~ "Jason" 
and the "New Jason" clause, which are often criticised. 
They are not discussed, because not only did replies 
to the UNCT AD questionnaire not raise these problems, 
but also their discussion would have enlarged 1he limited 
scope of this report to embrace collision regulations 
and general average. 

86. Similarly, there are problems raised by con
tainer traffic and the ''sea-leg" of combined transport 
operations which have been extensively discussed in 
recent years, m also the interest shown in tht:. pr?posal 
to introduce an insured bill of lading; these topics are 
not treated in this report, although they closely concern 
bills of lading. 

87. In considering the Hague Rules in relation to 
the needs of the present international trading situation, 
the following criteria may be adopted: 

(a) Balancing of equities between carriers and cargo 
interests; 

( b) Commercial efficacy; 
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(c) Economic considerations; 
(d) Clarification of the law and practices, particularly 

as to allocation of liability for loss or damage to cargo; 
(e) Removal of anachronisms. 
88. The analysis in chapter VI below based on the 

criteria stated above indicates that the operation of 
certain parts of the Rules is unsatisfactory, ~~he ar~as 
of concern which have been identified, togerher with 
brief reasons for the concern, are given in paragraphs 91 
to 122 below. A more detailed consideration of each 
case appears in chapter VI. This appears to provide 
strong grounds for revising the Rules or for tne estab
lishment of a new international convention. 

100 A draft combined transport (TCM) convenlion is at 
present under consit.leration by the ECE in!an:f Transport 
Committee. Joint IMCO/ECE meetmgs are studymg the draft 
convention. 



89. Revision of the articles of the Hague Rules 
along the lines indicated would, in the main, have the 
effect of redistributing the risks of ocean transport, the 
risks borne by the carriers being increased and those 
borne by the cargo owners reduced. It should be 
observed that the allocation of risks has not been con
stant since ocean transport first started. Before the 
eighteenth century, the carriers bore most of the 
risks (see para. 49 above). In the nineteenth century 
and in the first half of the twentieth century, the distri
bution of risks was changed to the disadvantage of the 
cargo owners. Thus, any movement to redistribute risks 
to the advantage of cargo owners does not create a 
new situation, but is only a movement in a field in 
which change has been frequent in the past, and towards 
a situation which, in the past, worked. 

90. It will also be apparent that the changes which 
might be made in the law require attention at some 
or all of three levels: 

(a) Internationally, through new conventions or 
amendments to existing ones; 

(b) Nationally, through local legislation or regu
lation; 

(c) By the wider usage of uniform contracts, model 
clauses, etc. no 

91. The first concern is article 1 (a) regarding the 
definition of the term "carrier" (see paras. 180-185 
below). This raises two uncertainties: (a) whether 
other persons, such as shipping and forwarding agents 
who issue bills of lading, might be considered "carriers" 
for the purpose of the operation of the Rules; and 
(b) whether the shipowner or the charterer is liable as 
"carrier" when a ship has been chartered and the bill 
of lading contains a "demise clause". The first ques
tion could be resolved by amending the definition of 
"carrier". Because charterers can now limit their 
liability in the same way as shipowners, the demise 
clause has become a confusing anachronism, and the 
Rules might be amended to state clearly that "demise 
clauses" are invalid. 

110 Some examples of "model" bills of lading desigtied for 
liner trades are: (a) The Conline bill of lading drafte.d by the 
Baltic and international Maritime Conference (for text, see 
annex: III, below); (b) the model bill of lading originally IJre-. 
IJared by a leading P and I club for the use of its members, 
and since used either in its original or an amended form as a 
model for individual bills of lading by different shipping lines 
(for text, see annex III, below); (c) the model bill of lading 
drawn up by ALA.MAR (for text, see annex III, below). 

The Conline bill of lading has the merit of brevity artd does 
not include most of the redundant clauses found in other stan
dard bills of lading. It is, however, subject to the Hague 
Rules. The P and I recommended bill of lading is also subject 
to the Rules and drafted so as to exonerate the carrier from any 
liabilities beyond those specified in the Rules as interpreted by 
him. This model also avoids many of the usual redundant or 
notoriously invalid clauses. The Alamar bill of lading is 
significant as a model prepared by a regional group of deve
loping countries, and is also based on the Hague Rules. Many 
shipping companies from most developing countries use bills 
of lading which are basically similar to those used by their 
colleagues, whether from developed or developing countries, in 
common trades. They have tended in recent years to use the 
P and I model as a basis. 

92. In article 1 (b) (see para. 186 below), tb.e phrase 
"in so far as such document relates to the curri.age of 
goods by sea" would have to be amended if it should 
be decided to extend the Rules to the period when the 
goods are in the carrier's custody before loading and 
after discharge. -

93. The definition of the term "goods" in article 1 
(c) (see paras. 187 and 188 below) excludes deck cargo 
and live animals, so that the Rules do not appl~1 to those 
items. There appears to be no justification lor main
taining this exclusion; if it were abolished, carriers 
would still be protected adequately by the exceptions 
in the Rules and the limitation of liability. Moreover, 
a large number of containers are now carried on deck, 
and it appears reasonable that the same :=,rinciples 
should apply to containers carried on deck as to those 
carried below deck. The definition of the term "goods" 
might, therefore, be amended to include all goods, 
whether carried on deck or not, including Jive animals. 

94. It is doubtful whether in article 1 (d) (see 
para. 189 below) the definition of a "ship" includes 
barges and lighters which are used to load and discharge 
vessels. It seems desirable that the Rules shm1ld apply 
to lightering operations in case where the carrier owns 
or operates the barges of lighters as part of his contract 
of carriage. If so, the definition of the tenn "ship" 
could be amended to include such craft. 

95. In article 1 (e) (see paras. 190<202 below), 
problems arise over the definition of the period of 
carriage du.ring which the Hague Rules are to apply. 
This is usually considered to extend ". . . from the 
time ... goods are loaded on" until •'they arc dischar
ged from the ship". This part of article 1 rais~s several 
problems. For example, one major problen is that 
the Rules are interpreted in many countries 80 as not 
to apply to periods when the goods may be in the 
carrier's custody of under his control before loading and 
after discharge; during those periods, the carrier may 
contract out of liability to the extent allowed by local 
law. The second problem is that the terms "before 
loading" and "after discharge" are not sufficiently 
precise to define the moments at which the Rules begin 
and cease to apply. There appears to be no sufficient 
justification for allowing carriers to escape liability 
for loss or damage to goods under their contrnl before 
and after the "carriage of goods" period. Both the 
problems noted above could be resolved if the Rules 
were amended to apply during the entire period that 
the goods are under the eontrol of the carrier. 
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96. If the period during which the Rules apply is 
not extended, then it might be clarified that the terms 
"loading" and "discharge" mean the handling of goods 
from shore or ship's tackle in the port of loading to 
shore or ship's tackle in the port of dischar.;i:e, in all 
cases in which the carrier is responsible for loading and 
discharging the goods. If this alternative were adopted, 
it would still be difficult for cargo owners tQ recover 
for loss or damage caused when the goods were in the 
custod.y or under the control of shore bailees, There
fore, the need would exist to prevent, unifornily, shore 



bailees from limiting their duty of care, or from con
tracting out of liability for the full value of the goods. 

97. In many countries, interpretations of the phrase 
"before and at the beginning of the voyage" in article 3, 
paragraph 1 (see paras. 203-206 below), have led to 
an unreasonable result: the term "voyage" is inter
preted as a single bill of lading voyage, regardless of 
the number of stops the ship may make at ports along 
the way. Thus, a carrier whose ship takes on cargo 
at ports A, B and C, and then, for example, sinks 
because it was unseaworthy upon leaving port C is 
liable only to cargo owners who shipped from port C, 
and not to those who shipped from ports A and B, 
provided that the vessel was seaworthy when it left 
those ports. This rule would be more simple and 
reasonable if it were amended to require the carrier to 
exercise due diligence to provide a seaworthy vessel 
upon leaving every port of call, and throughout the 
voyage, and to make the carrier liable for all cargo, 
regardless of where it is loaded, if he fails to comply 
with this rule. 

98. There is uncertainty over the interaction be
tween the carrier's duty towards the goods under 
article 3, paragraph 2, and the catalogue of exemp
tions in article 4, paragraph 2.1 u This uncertainty is 
complicated by the statement in article 3, paragraph 2, 
that it is "subject to the provisions of article 4". This 
problem might be relieved if article 3, paragraph 2, 
were amended to state clearly that the carrier must 
comply with its requirements to escape liability, and 
that these requirements are not affected by the article 4, 
paragraph 2, exception. 

99. It is not clear in article 3, paragraph 6 (see 
paras. 212-219 below), whether the one-year limi
tation period begins to run from "delivery" or from 
"discharge", when those operations occur at different 
times. If the Rules were amended to apply to the entire 
period during which the goods are in the carrier's 
custody, as discussed in paragraph 95 above, then the 
time limit would begin to run from "delivery" and the 
uncertainty would be resolved. But if the Rules were 
11ot amended in this way, it would still be useful to 
amend article 3, paragraph 6, to clarify that "delivery" 
means the moment when the consignee receives, or 
should receive, the goods. Article 3, paragraph 6, 
might be amended further to state that it would be 
sufficient for suit to be brought in any jurisdiction having 
a reasonably close coru;iexion with the contract of 
carriage (such as the country of shipment or of desti
nation), and that the claimant would not be restricted 
to bringing suit in a particular jurisdiction. 

100. There is some question whether the word 
"suit" in article 3, paragraph 6, includes arbitration 
proceedings. To include arbitration proceedings could 
be unfair to consignees when the bill of lading has been 
issued under a charterparty. Article 3, paragraph 6, 

11, See paras. 207-20 and 220-255 below for a fu[ler discus
sion, and para. 111 below on the burden of proof with respect 
to the catalogue of exceptions in article 4, paragraph 2. 
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might, therefore, be amended to exclude arbitration 
proceedings fiom the term "suit". 

101. In some jurisdictions, the one-year period of 
limitation ceases to apply when the contraci: of carriage 
has been nullified by an unjustifiable deviation from 
the itinerary; in others, it continues to apply because 
of the words "in any event". The meaning of the 
words "in any event" may be in need of clarification. 

102. The exception in article 4, paragraph 2 (a), 
with negligence in "the navigation or in the management 
of the ship" (see paras. 222-227 below) is an anachron
ism, which today causes great confusion and much 
.litigation over what is "management of tte ship" as 
opposed to care of the cargo. It allows carriers to 
escape liability for the negligence of their servants in 
a large number of cases. This exception requires recon
sideration. 

103. The exception in article 4, paragraph 2 (b) 
(see paras. 228 and 229 below), which e tempts the 
carrier from liability for loss or damage caused by fr.re 
(unless caused by the actual fault or privity of the 
carrier), raises three problems, which might be resolved 
by amendments: 

(a) Should the exceptions be eliminated, or at least 
limited severely, in view of the fact that modem ships 
are required by law to carry extensive fire protection 
equipment, and can maintain radio contact with shore 
authorities and other vessels at sea? 

(b) Should the Rules be amended to prevent local 
fire statutes in various countries from granting to the 
carrier a wider immunity in case of fire than. he would 
enjoy under the Rules? 

(c) Should the Rules be amended to make it clear 
that the burden is upon the carrier to show how the fire 
was caused, and to bring himself within the exception? 
The carrier might remain liable if the cause of the fire 
could not be established. 

104. The exception in article 4, paragraph 2 (c), 
concerning "perils . , . of the sea" (see paras. 230-232 
below) is stated in vague terms and is subject to widely 
varying interpretations. It has perhaps b1:co?1e ~n 
anachronism, for the same reasons as those. given m 
paragraph 102 above with regard to negligei~t naviga
tion. If the exception is maintained, the mearnng of the 
term " perils of the sea" might be defined more strictly. 

105. The exception in article 4, paragrr:ph 2 (l), 
with respect to "act or omission of the ship~r" (s~e 
para. 233 below) might be defined more precisely, in 

order to prevent carriers from disclaiming liability on 
this ground when there has been merely a misdescription 
of the goods or some other trivial lapse on the shippers' 
part, quite unconnected with the cause of Joss or damage 
to cargo. 

106. There have been complaints that carriers take 
advantage too readily of the exception in article 4. 
paragraph 2 (j), concerning strikes (see par~s. 234-~36 
below), in order to justify route deviations m situations 
which are not in fact sufficiently serious tc warrant 
deviation. The Rules might be amended to provide 
guide-lines for determining in what cases a strike is 



sufficiently serious to justify a deviation from the 
itinerary, and to ensure that the interests of all parties 
are considered in making this determination. 

107. The burden and method of proving "inherent 
vice" under article 4, paragraph 2 (m) {see paras. 237 
and 238 below) might be clarified by amendment. 
Moreover, the Rules might mention specifically the 
customary tolerances with respect to "inherent vice" 
by reason of which the carrier is excused from liability. 

108. It is not clear in what circumstances carriers 
can claim exemption for "insufficiency of packing" 
under article 4, paragraph 2 (n) (see paras. 239-247 
below), nor is it clear precisely what tYPe of notation in 
the bill of lading is effective for claiming this exemption. 
It would be useful to clarify these points by amend
ment. 

109. The exception for "latent defects", in article 4, 
paragraph 2 (p) (see paras. 248-251 below), might be 
eliminated, so that it could be claimed, if at all, only 
under the "catch-all" exception provided in article 4, 
paragraph 2 (q) (see paras. 252 and 253 below). It 
would appear that the concept of "latent defects" could 
be included in the carrier's obligation to provide a 
seaworthy vessel. This has been done by interpretation 
in several countries, and some countries have not men
tioned latent defects as a specific excepted peril. 

110. There are a number of other exceptions under 
paragraph 2 of article 4, namely those in sub-paragraphs 
(d), (e), (j), (g), (h), (k), (l) and (o), the_ implications 
of which have not been considered in detail. Most of 
these exceptions could be eliminated, since the circum
stances to which they refer can be covered by para
graph 2 (g). 

111. As noted above, the problem of the interaction 
between the provisions in article 3, paragraph 2, regard
ing the carrier's duties and the catalogue of exemptions 
in article 4, paragraph 2, has not been resolved satisfac
torily, so that it is often uncertain what each party must 
prove in order to prevail. This uncertainty could be 
removed through appropriate amendments to clarify 
the burden of proof. It appears reasonable that the 
c~ier should be required to prove both his compliance 
with article 3, paragraph 2, and his exemption under 
one of the provisions of article 4, paragraph 2. 

112. The Rules neither define the tern "deviation", 
as expressed in article 4, paragraph 4 (see paras. 256-
264 below), nor state the consequences of an "unreason
able deviation". As a result, the whole subject is 
clouded with uncertainty and it is extremely difficult fo: cargo owners to prove that an "unreasonable devi
~tion" caused their loss. There are at least two ways 
in Which this problem could be clarified and simplified: 
~a) the Rules might be amended to state that a deviation 
IS presumed to be unjustified unless the carrier proves 
ththat compelling conditions forced him to deviate for 
_e. benefit of the ship and the cargo; and (b) clauses 

S11;0-ilar to those found in the United States COGSA 
Illlgh.t be added to article 4, paragraph 4. 

113. Article 4, paragraph 5 (see paras. 265-284 
below), limits the carrier's liability to £ 100 sterling per 
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package or unit. The phrase "per package or unit" 
has caused considerable uncertainty, principally because; 
(a) there are significant departures from the model 
Rules in the COGSA of several countries; (b) it is not 
clear whether "unit" should mean a unit of goods or 
the weight or volume urnt by which freight is calculated; 
(c) the term "package or unit" does not always fit the 
wide_ variety of forms in which goods may be shipped, 
and m some cases the number of packages may differ 
from the number of units; and (d) it is not clear· \Vhetber 
a container or pallet constitutes a single "Package". 

114. These difficulties could be relieved somewhat 
if the Rules were amended to define the terms "package" 
and "unit" more precisely. For the reasons given in 
paragraph 113 above, it is believed that merely to 
increase the limitation amount is not sufficient t:i resolve 
the problems and remove uncertainties of article 4, 
paragraph 5. 

115. Article 5 (see para. 285 below), whi,;h states 
that the provisions of the Rules are not applicable to 
charter-parties, but goes on to say that they apply to 
bills of lading issued with charter-parties, appears to 
need clarification. Difficulties are encountered by 
charterers, shippers, carriers and receivers in id~ntifying 
their liabilities when the terms of charter-parties are 
incorporated in bills of lading. 

116. Article 6 (see paras. 286 and 287 below) 
under the Rules does not apply to "non-negotiable 
receipts", provided that certain conditions are fulfilled. 
One of these conditions is that the carriage must not 
be an "ordinary commercial shipment made in the 
ordinary course of trade". This phrase is rather vague, 
and might be clarified by amendment. 

117. The measure of damages, even in the 1968 
amendments (see paras. 288-290 below), depends upon 
market value or "normal value", which are often diffi
cult to establish and the determination of which may 
involve litigation. This uncertainty would be removed 
by the adoption of more precise standards of measure
ment, such as CIF value plus a percentage for profit, 
or invoice value plus freight, insurance and a percentage 
for profit. 

118. The Rules are silent on the question of damages 
for delay (see paras. 291 and 292 below), bu~ courts 
generally have held that a carrier is liable for loss or 
damage arising from a delay caused by his fault as 
legally defined. However, losses due to delay are often 
difficult to establish precisely, and carriers frequently 
deny liability for such losses. It would remove 
considerable uncertainty on this point if the Rules were 
amended to confirm that delay is included within the 
concept of "loss or damage", so that carriers w:>uld be 
liable for delay arising through their fault or negligence. 

119. Many bills of lading contain a number of 
"liberty" clauses (see paras. 294-299 below) purporting 
to grant the carrier right.s and immunities which he 
would not otherwise enjoy, but which in fact are invalid 
because they conflict with the Hague Rules. Such 
clauses may mislead cargo owners into dropping valid 
claims, they may prolong negotiation over claims which 



otherwise might have been settled promptly, and they 
encourage unnecessary litigation. It would therefore 
be desirable to end the practice of including invalid 
clauses in bills of lading. One means of doing this 
might be to include in the Rules specific references to 
many commonly used invalid clauses, as examples of 
clauses prohibited by the Rules. 

120. Two examples of frequently invalid liberty 
clauses are "freight clauses" and "refrigeration clauses." 
A "freight clause" is one which states that the freight 
shall be earned and payable regardless of whether the 
vessel and goods are lost. If there is a loss for which 
the carrier is legally responsible, then such a clause is 
invalid as a lessening of the carrier's liability in viol
ation of article 3, paragraph 8. "Refrigeration clauses" 
are those which attempt to relieve the carrier from 
liability for defective functioning of the refrigeration 
machinery. Such clauses are generally invalid under 
article 3, paragraph 8, for they lessen the carrier's 
liability under both paragraph l (c) and paragraph 2 
of that article. 

12 L Carriers often insert "jurisdiction" clauses 
(see paras. 299-304 below), specifying that any dispute 
arising under the bill of lading shall be decided in a 
particular country, or that a particular country's law 
should apply to such disputes. The validity of juris
diction clauses is non-uniform and uncertain, and at 

present the Rules are silent on the subject. The 1968 
amendments to the Rules did not, as earlier proposed, 
extend the scope of the Rules to both inward and 
outward bills of lading. It would be extremely helpful 
to have a uniform rule on jurisdiction. Perhaps it 
would be both certain and fair to stipulate tha: jurisdic
tion lies, inter alia, in either tbe country of shipment or 
that of destination, at the option of the party claiming 
in respect of the loss. 

122. "Transhipment" clauses (see paras. 305-309 
below) often state that each carrier along a mute is to 
be responsible for the goods only while they are in his 
possession. If valid, such clauses raise problems 
because: (a) the extent of the different carriers' liabilities 
is difficult to determine precisely; (b) goods may be 
transhi-pped at a -port where the Hague Rules are not 
in force, with the result that the Rules may not apply 
to the on-carriage period; and (c) the transhipment 
clause may state that each carrier's bill of lading is to 
apply while the goods are in that carrier's hands. A 
further question is whether jurisdiction clauses in each 
bill of lading along the route are valid; if they are, a 
cargo owner might have to sue different carriers under 
different jurisdictions. These problems might be solved 
by stipulating in the Rules that the original carrier shall 
be responsible for the entire through transit, and that 
the Rules shall apply to the entire transit. 
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PART II 

ANALYSIS OF THE FUNCTIONING OF THE BILL OF LADING 

CHAPTER IV 

COMMERCIAL ASPECTS 

123. From the preceding chapters, it has been seen 
that the bill of lading is a commercial document with 
a long history, and that it has meant different things 
at different times (see chapter II above). Beginning 
as a bailment receipt for goods, it has developed into a 
receipt containing the contract of carriage and acquired 
in time a third characteristic, that of a negotiable docu
ment of title. 

124. Changing methods of trade led to great shifts 
in the legal theory underlying the bill of lading. In
itially, the important element was possession. Who 
had possession of the goods when the litigated question 
arose, the seller or the buyer? This was particularly 
important at times when possession at sea was often 
determined by force, in the age of pirates and privateers. 
After piracy and privateering had been eliminated in 
the nineteenth century in Europe, the legal emphasis 
began to shift from possession to title (or, as the Sales 
Acts and Codes put it, to property)_ll 2 The question 
began to be, who had title to (or property in) the goods 
when the crucial incident occurred~was it the seller, 
or the buyer, or a middleman? It became important 
to determine at what moment title changed. In the 
early nineteenth century, some French court decisions 
began to stress the importance of documentary title to 
sea-borne goods. English decisions expressing the same 
idea followed. Title and documents thus became more 
significant than possession of the goods at sea, and 
early forms of CIF sales contracts appeared in the late 
1880s. The bill of lading, insurance policy, invoice, 
etc. together formed a freely transferable "unit" or set 
of documents. which could be bought and sold not 
merely once but repeatedly while the ship was at sea, 
representing the goods that were in the ship and pro
tecting the principal risks of their non-arrival or arrival 
in bad order. 

125. A further legal development set in about 
1900, when the important question was conceived to be 

112 See A. W. Knauth, op. cit., p. 377. 
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not who had the title to the goods, but who had the risk 
as to the goods and the whole transactioo. 113 The 
ultimate question when goods were sold and bought 
overseas on CIF terms thus became: who bears the risk 
of any loss? On the other hand, possession, or title to 
the goods, became less important. 

126. These changes in the commercial and legal 
basis of the bill of lading have made it a fle:xible docu
ment based partly on general maritime law and partly 
on the special clauses introduced by the parties, as 
controlled to a greater or lesser extent by various stat
utes, international conventions and usages, 1ogether 
with local procedural systems that come to regulate its 
provisions in the course of its world-wide currency. m 

127. The commercial aspects of the bill of lading 
must, therefore, be examined against this complex back
ground when the commercial role of the bill al' lading 
is evaluated as "one of the indispensable documents in 
financing the movement of commodities and merchan
dise throughout the world.115 

128. The commercial aspects of bills of lading 
within the context of the present inquiry broadly include 
its role in the course of trade as a document ,Jf title, 
a receipt for the goods and a memorandum containing 
either the contract of carriage or its evidence. What 
requires examination is how well or indifferently the 
bill of lading as at present constituted performs these 
commercial functions. In other words, does it satisfy 
the needs of the seller, the shipper (if he is a different 
person from the seller), the carrier, the receiver, the 
buyer (if be is a different person from the receiv!r), the 
banker and the cargo underwriters, all of whom depend 
upon its contents for their respective needs? 

129. The principal matters of concern to some or 
all of these parties would include: 

m Ibid., p. 379. 
114 Ibid., p. 134. 
111 See G. Gilmore and C. L Black, op. cit., p, 87. 



(a) The negotiability of the bill of lading;w 
(b) The efficacy of its role in the sale of goods as 

regards the passage of property and risk of loss, and 
within the operation of the terms of shipment (e.g., 
FOB, CIF, etc.); 

(c) Its role in documentary sa1es;116 

(d) Its role in bank letters of credit;116 

(e) Its efficacy as a receipt for goods; 
(f) Its status as a contract of caniage;1u 
(g) Its status as a document of title.11o 

130. The relationship between the sales contract 
for the goods and the bill of lading will be examined 
briefly. The buyer needs the bill of lading in order 
to receive the goods, and also in order to be in a pos
ition to prosecute any claim against the carrier, or to 
transfer his rights to subsequent purchasers. Sales 
contracts contain the terms on which the goods have 
been sold, e.g. on FOB or on CIF or other terms. 
These terms1 

ia are the product of the customs and 
usages of merchants rather than of legislation. "The 
shipment terms serve several functions: (1) They deter
mine the point at which property in the goods passes 
from seller to buyer, and consequently which party 
bears the risk of loss and what remedies are available 
to either party on breach by the other; (2) They deter
mine what perlormance by the amounts to a tender 
which will put the buyer, who thereafter refuses to 
accept delivery, in breach; (3) They are a widely used 
means of quoting price".m The economic impact of 
the use of these terms was examined in the report by 
the UNCTAD secretariat entitled Terms of shipment. 
No specific complaints related to the legal impact of 
these terms has been received. Consequently, it has 
not been considered necessary to investigate the subject 
further. 

131. ln consequence of the spread of the practice 
of financing international trade by documentary letters 
of credit, the perlonnance of the sales contract by the 
seller is completed upon presentation of the required 
docwnents to the bank. 12 ~ Problems of property 

1 IS No major complaints appear to have been n1ised as to 
the negotiability of the bill of lading (except in connexion with 
ils status as a receipt), its role in documentary sales, in bank 
lelters of credit or as to its status as a document of title. No 
comments are therefore called for in respect of these topics. 

111 Chapter VI below is devoted to the problems raised by 
the bi!l of lading as a contract of carriage. 

\!~ The International Chamber of Commerce in its Brochure 
166. Paris, 1953, bas defined these terms, which are in general 
use under the code name "Incotcrms 1953". See also Terms 
of shipment: report by the secretariat of UNCTAD (United Na• 
tions publications, Sales No.: E.69.II.D.14). 

119 See G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, op. cit., p. 96. 
uo See D. M. Sassoon, "CIF and FOB contracts", para. 172 

(British Shipping Lows. vol. 5), A carrier who has issued a 
"non-negotiable•· bill of lading ordinarily fulfils his obligations 
by tle\iving the goods to the consignee named in the bill of 
lading. Contra, the carrier who has issued a "negotiable" bill 
of lading does so by delivering the goods to the holder of the 
biU of lading. In the former case it may not be necessary to 
produce or even be in possession of the bill of lading, while 
in the latter its production is "indispensable"; see O. Gilmore 
and C. L. Black, op. cit., pp. 89-91. 
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transfer between seller and buyer have thus lost most of 
their former significance. The seller's interest is to 
be paid as quickly as possible for goods which he has 
sold. The "clean" bill of lading 121 is the only accept
able supporting documentary proof he can provide that 
the goods ( of the description specified in the contract) 
have been shipped by the due dates and in apparent 
good order and condition. 

132. Most modem ocean bills of lading are "order" 
bills of lading, by which the carrier undertakes to 
deliver the goods at the port of destination to the 
named consignee or to his "order". The word "order" 
gives to the bill of lading its legally and commercially 
important characteristic of a document of title. The 
authority for conferring his status on order bills of lading 
is contained in national laws. m 

133. The legal ownership or possession of the goods 
can be transferred from the named consignee to other 
persons without the need for any of them to see or 
have the goods in their physical possessior., for at the 
time of the transfer the goods are on the high seas. 
Ownership or possession of the goods is transferred 123 

initially when the named consignee signs his name on 
the bill of lading. The document may then pass to 
other parties until the last holder presen~s it to the 
carrier as his demand for delivery of the r,oods at the 
port of destination. The various indorsees and holders 
.of the bill of lading are entitled legally to rely upon the 
"tally" and upon the statements of "appHrent (good) 
order and condition" in the bill as being ,:orrect, and 
may hold the carrier liable under the applicable law for 
the accuracy of these statements (see para. 26 above). 

134. For practical purposes, order biLs of lading 
are usually treated as fully "negotiable".124 The shipper, 
the consignee and all intervening parties holding nego
tiable order bills of ladiug wholly depend 011 the bill of 
lading for the following three vital stateme::its: 

(a) The statement as to the accuracy of the loading 
tally with respect to whether the goods were shipped or 
received on board; 

(b) The statement as to the correctness of the "clean" 
outward appearance and condition of the cJ.rgo; 

(c) The statement as to the correctness of the date 
of loading. (Confirmed documentary credlts are res
tricted by time limitation; unless the goodi: have been 
delivered to the ship by the specified date, the credit 
conditions will not be satisfied.) 

121 T<: be "clean", the bill of lading must have no reser
vations on it as to ~he condition of the goods which would 
prevent them from being readily marketable. St:e paragraphs 
135 to 138 below. 

12:i The uccount given here of transfer and 1wgotiation has 
been considerably simplified in order to prese:it a general 
picture, The position in practice varies in different countries 
according to their national laws. 

12,s Whether it is ownership or possession which is trans~ 
ferred depends upon the law governing the contrnct contained 
in the bili of lading. 

1'l4 See T. G. Carver, op. cit,, paras. 1045-10'.!7, as to ~ne 
distinctions that are sometimes drawn between bills of ladmg 
and bills of exchange in regard to negotiability. 



135. The carrier faces problems raised by provisions 
in the sales contract when the shipper requests a clean 
bill of lading for goods which are obviously not as 
represented. The shipper undertakes in return to 
indemnify the master, ship and carrier for making, what 
is, in fact, an incorrect statement.1ia 

136. Requests for clean bills of lading are of two 
kinds. The shipper either wants a receipt for a certain 
number of bags, bales or other cargo units, although 
the tally shows a lesser number, or he wants an 
acknowledgement that the goods were received in 
apparent outward good order and condition when the 
apparent outward condition may not be so. 

13 7. It is the shipper's responsibility to deliver to 
the vessel sufficient cargo in a condition that entitles 
him to a bill of lading which is "clean" enough to 
support his sales or credit terms. Neither the vessel 
nor its master nor the carrier are ordinarily directly 
concerned with the terms of sale. Their only obli
gation under maritime law is to issue to the shipper, on 
demand, a true bill of lading stating the quantity and 
apparent outward condition of the goods.m They are, 
of course, in general responsible to bona fi.de endorsees 
and purchasers of the order bill of lading for the truth 
of the tallies as to quantity and whatever represen
tation is made in the bills of lading as to the apparent 
condition of the goods. 

138. When cargo is found to be damaged or is 
lost, the claimant is almost always a purchaser of the 
goods on terms which include the "negotiation" of the 
bill of lading. The law in most countries usually pro
vides that a buyer of goods who acquires an order bill 
of lading which is endorsed to him or in blank and 
for which he has paid value in good faith obtains a title 
superior to that of the original shipper. The reason 
is that the bona fide purchaser may rely on the 
"clean "12t face of the bill of lading and would not 
usually be affected or limited in his rights against the 
carrier by what his shipper may know concerning the 
goods being short-delivered or in bad order. The 
carrier who issues a clean bill of lading for goods known 
to be short in amount or in "unclean" condition must 
therefore settle the inevitable claim for shortage or 
damage at the port of destination, and it is for him to 
indemnify himself vis-ii-vis the shipper on the basis 
of the letter of indemnity. 

lH Letters of indemnity are considered fraudulent docu
ments in many countries, depending upon the circumstances of 
issue. See, for e:x:ample, J. C. Carver, op. cit., para. 474, and 
R. Rodierc, op. cit., vol. II, para. 470, for jurisprudence in 
French, German, United States, United Kingdom, Greek, Italian 
and Belgian courts. 

12G See article 3, paragraph 3, of the Rules. 
121 See International Chamber of Commerce publication 

No. 223 (1963) The Problem of Clean Bilis of Lading. As 
no grievances of a serious nature were raised on this topic by 
respondents to the UNCTAD questionnaire, the matter has not 
been dealt with in any detail in the present report. The nego~ 
liability of ''claused" or "unclean" bills of lading may, of 
course, be impaired; in this connexion, see paragraphs 140 
and 141 below. 

139. Sometimes, sales contracts provide that state
ments in bills of lading as to shipment and dat~ will be 
accepted as being conclusive. Such clausei, which 
may be unknown to the carrier, make it more impor
tant than ever that the bill of lading should be as 
accurate as the carrier can make it. 

140. The material available to the UNCTAD 
secretariat suggests that, so far as the commercial 
aspects of bills of lading are concerned, the m2in prob
lem is that of the status and function of document 
.as a rece_ipt: tor it is this status which frequently affects 
its negot:Iab1hty. To begin with, a carrier's obligation 
to answer for one or more of the basic characteristics of 
the goods may differ in different countries.m He may 
mention either the weight or the quantity or both, and 
ma}'. be Iiabl~ or exc_used for discrepancies quite arbi
tranly accordmg to different laws in the different coun
tries where disputes may arise. This situation causes 
uncertainty in the minds of cargo owners, bankers, 
underwriters and others who depend upon th,~ bill of 
lading for reliable information as to the quantity, con
dition and description of the goods carried. 

141. Likewise, the bill of lading must at~est that 
the shipment corresponds as to quantity to the quantity 
specified in the invoice. m The description of tl1e goods 
mentioned in the bill of lading may, however, some
times differ materially from what appears in the 
supplier's invoice or credit requirements: ..... each of 
the documents will contain a description and it will be 
a careful and lucky seller who can ensure that the 
several descriptions match exactly. " 130 Unless the bill 
of lading is skilfully filled in by the shipper and by the 
carrier to make the description of the goods tally with 
the goods and the documentary or credit sales require
ments, the bill of lading suffers from defects which 
impair its negotiability or the transferability of the 
goods. 

142. These uncertainties as to the accurate des
cription of the quality and weight (or quantity) of the 
goods tend to reduce the value of the bill of lading, 
both as a negotiable document and as an acknowledge
ment of what goods were in fact shipped. 

143. It is not possible to deal with these two topics 
-negotiability and the status of the bill of lading as 
1a receipt-separately. It would appear that, first, it 
must be agreed what essential characteristics should be 
specifically acknowledged by the carrier as attaching 
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us Article 3, paragraph 3 (b), of the Hague Rules requires 
that the carrier mention on the bill of lading "either the number 
of packages or pieces, or the quantity, or weight, as the case 
may be, as furnished in writing by the shipper". In some 
countries, the carrier must also answer for the quali1y of the 
goods, although he can exempt himself doing so. 

1211 See D. M. Sassoon," CIF and FOB contracts", para. 71. 
in British Shipping Laws, vol. S. See also judgement of 
MacNaghten J. in Liban Wood Co. v. H. Smith and Sons Ltd. 
(1930) 37 Ll. L. R. 296, 300: ''If there is an invoice for a spe
cified quantity and the bill of lading is for either an unknown 
quantity of goods or a quantity of goods substantially different 
from that in the invoice, the bill of lading would not be a proper 
bill of lading which the buyer would be compelled to accept". 

uo See G. Gilmore and C. L Black, op. cit., p. 106. 



to the goods received, and he would then be unquali
fiedly liable for the goods in the condition in which be 
received them. 

144. For example, in regard to machinery, a brief 
description of the machines and the quantity shipped 
would usually suffice. It would not be necessary in 
most cases to acknowledge, for instance, the weight or 
specifications, nor would the carrier be held liable for 
any discrepancy in weight or measurements detected at 
destination. In the case of other cargoes, weight may 
be a decisive factor, as it often seems to be where bulk 
shipments (e.g. grain) are concerned. Consideration 
may be given to the idea that the carrier should be 
liable for the weight, subject to customary tolerances 
(see para, 109 above) in the case of such shipments. 
U has to be appreciated, however, that whenever the 
carrier is liable for delivery of goods by weight, be has 
to exercise his discretion whether to weigh the goods 
himself, or not, prior to shipment. If rigid laws 
unreasonably compelled him to guarantee delivery of 
goods by weight, his operating costs would rise because 
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of the time occupied in weighing the goods. This might 
induce him to raise his freight rates. The introduction 
of strict liability on the part of carriers for weight of 
goods or other characteristics should be viewed with 
these possible undesirable consequences in mind. 

145. Although difficulties exist affecting the func
tion of the bill of lading in satisfying its commercial 
functions, in fact, and despite the inherent weaknesses 
in the situation, commercial practice ap]_)f:ars to have 
largely adapted itself to the situation, and as a result 
the problems are minimal. 131 

131 The 1968 Brussels Protocol improved wmewhat the 
status of the bill of lading as a receipt. Article 1 of the 
Protocol amended paragraph 4 of article 3 of the Rules by 
adding to that paragraph a sentence, in italics in the revised 
text of the paragraph reproduced hereunder: 

"4. Such a bill of lading shall be prima facie evidence of the 
receipt by the carrier of the goods as therein described in accor• 
dance with paragraph 3, (a) (b) and (c). However, proof to 
the contrary shall not be admissible when the Bill of Lading 
has been tr"iinsferred to a third party acting in good faith". 



CHAPTER V 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

A. Introduction 

146. The bill of lading is a commercial document 
pertorming a comple::;; set of functious. So far as its 
c(lmmcrcial aspect.~ art concerned, the, qut~1ion ls how 
these functions are defined, and how effectively they 
are perfonned. As has been seten in the previous 
chapter, by and large, except for certain wcaknr,sses 
as a reccipt, thte bill of lading fulfils its function rea
sonably etfrctlveJy. 'lbis oonclus,on does not, however, 
express any opinion concerning the costs imposed on 
Lradte by modern practice rt"lating to the bill of lading. 
In other words, commercial effectiveness and econormc 
efficiency are different things. 

147. Clearly, there mu~t be an economic C(.)St. 
The orgaru:lation cl trade and fue related documen
tation, the making anrl ~ettling of claims for lost and 
damaged cargo and all the other activities connected 
with the faciliation of trade involve costs. Hence, theo 
pertinent question is not whether the bill of lading 
impo~e;; costs on trade. The amwer to thal question 
is dearly lhM it imposes costs, and even the most per-
feet commercial instrument which wuld be devised 
would impose co~ls. The pertinent question which bas 
to he asked con~ists of two parts. First, what is the 
level of the economic costs imposed in relation to the 
commercial function performed (that is, the cost effec• 
tlveness)? Secondly, on whom do the costs foll? This 
second quC,!;tion is relevant, whether o:r not the economic 
costs are shown to he reasonable, in the circumstances. 

14fL The prc.~cnt chapter is concemcrl with these 
two questions and it shows that the bill of lading ru; at 
present constituted fail,; on tlite grounds of cost e[ec
tivenc~!.-that is, the costs imposed are ton high in 
.rtefation to the commercial funccions performed-and 
tha1 the costs fall more heavily on the cargo owner than 
seems to be justified. 

149. Moot of the difficulties to he discussed arise 
when cargo h; lost or damaged and thl' ca:rgo owner 
lodges a claim with the earner tor compensation. "To 
give a qualitative perspective to the discussion, the 
UNCTAD secretariat l'ndeavourted w obt.a.iu ioionuation 
regarding cargo claims for a recent year. It hoped 
lo be able to show the total value of cargo carried by 
ocean transport during the particular year and, in rela
tion to thfa, to show the value of cargo claims made. 
Thte fib'Ures would then havt, indicated the ruagnilude of 
the losses suffered by cargo owners as a res11lt of loMs, 
tlamage or delay to cargo, The secretariat hoped to 
break down the figure of cargo claim.li to show what 
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percentage of these was acccpte,d ,n full by tile carriers, 
what percentage Of the claicu, w.is settled bv coi:ipromise 
and what percentage was rejected. · 

I 50. Had these specific t.lata been available, not 
only would a valuable perspe.ctive have been g,vcn, hut 
the extent tu which claims were rejected wonld have 
been a first indication of the iml-'act of the ei:ceptions 
listed under article 4, paragraph 2. of the Hague Rules, 
which permit caU"ier~ to avoid liability for c.trga;:; damap;e 
in a large number of circumdancc~. S1mifarly, the 
value of lhe claims ~ettled by compromise might have 
provided sone indication of the uncertainty inherent in 
the functioning of the Rules. The data could have 
been no morte lhau indicalivl', and cerl.ainly no deiluitive 
judp;ement as to whether the economic corcfs were 
cxcc:a.:a.ive or not could have been btiiied ou tilt, results. 

151. Questions were asked of hodi~-S such a~ the 
International Chamber of Shipping. and in the ques
tiouuaire sent by th,;, secretariat to shipping lines and to 
in~urers in order to obtain the required information. 
Global figures could not be obtained, si.m;e no organiu
atiou collects the data. Although a good deal ,)f infor
mation was obtained regarding the experience of indi
vidual insur,;,n;, P and I clubs and shipping li11es, this 
did not enable the secretariat to calculate the desired 
magnitudes. With regard to the settlement of claims, 
tb.e ex.peri.ence r,;:porkd by di[forent respoudent~ was 
so diverse that no meaningful indications c,,uld be 
derived. In ~ume castes, fw ,;,;,;ample, up t11 1hree
quarters of the claims made were accepted by the 
carrier:;, while in other cases the proportion o.' claims 
<U,.."t:l'ptl'd was as low as 20 per cent. 

152. 1n consequence, a quantita.livt: perspective 
which would be in any sense use[ul cannot be given. It 
must be stressed, however, that the lack of sufficient 
quantitative information in no way prevents economic 
judgements from beirlg made. Indeed, even if it had 
been obtained, the information would have been indica
tive on1y, a useful background, but nothing approaching 
a "proof" of the scale of the problem. In fru:,t, there 
are many asptects of economic performance in tl1c world 
which are, by their nature, not quantifiable, ,md the 
cost cffcetiveness of the bill of lading is one of iiese. m 

,,, For example, roo•l of tbe major n,.adl.ime Powers accep
ted, by ratifyiug the lla3t1e Rules ur >nlopting simil~r legislatiru,., 
a system of liabilily and distrihutinn of r<Sks which \Vll~ not 
based ufl"D any qu2nti1ative cvaluallon of the economic issues 
involved. Nor is there evidence that such evaluation ;,recede.ii 
recent chtl.nges in national legi.sl11tion, in both d~veloped 
marltet uonomy and Oe<0elopin1:, countries, ex1end\1: "Lhe ~cope 
of the ll111:ue Rule~ to inCJ"ease carriers' liabilities. 



This inability to quantify the problem is inherent iti the 
situation, not simply attributable to lack of data. 

B. Cost effectiveness of the bill of lading 

153. The question of the cost effectiveness of the 
bill of lading resolves itself primarily intho that of where 
the risk for loss lies and who bears the costs of insuring 
against that risk. There are other less important points, 
some of which will be considered briefly. 

Overlapping insurance 

154. Cargo owners insure those risks of loss or 
bill of lading resolves itself primarily into that of where 
damage to their goods which they feel obliged to cover 
either because liability for such risks is not accepted 
by carriers or because the risks are uncertainly allocated 
between the parties concerned or, by not being specified, 
apparently fall on the cargo owner. Ideally, cargo 
owners should not need to insure against the risk of 
loss or damage to their goods which is covered by the 
liabilities falling upon the carrier under the contract of 
carriage. These risks and liabilities are spelt out in 
article 3 of the Rules, which provides, inter alia, that, 
apart from the carrier's obligation to make the ship 
seaworthy, he is required, subject to article 4 (which 
specifies his rights and immunities), to "properly and 
carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for and 
discharge the goods carried". 

155. It will be seen from the analysis in chapter VI 
below that the apportionment and definition of risks 
and liabilities are not at all clearly demarcated in the 
Rules, and that the position is further complicated by 
the uncertainties concerning such matters as the burden 
of proof, and procedure. Thus, it often happens that 
cargo owners have no alternative but to over-insure, 
lest they be exposed to the incidence of risk for which 
carriers might not compensate them, even though 
carriers may be liable to do so under the Rules. 

156. The extent of the insurance cover is a matter 
of individual preference on the part of the cargo 
owner.133 If he purchases the maximum cover--e.g. an 
all-risks policy-he will almost certainly be over-insured, 
since it will include liabilities for which the carrier 
would ordinarily be responsible. Alternatively, he can 
insure under a limited form of policy, e.g. against total 
loss of cargo only, in which case. in the event of less
than-total loss, he would be under-insured, in that this 
less-than-total loss is not covered. Insurance policies 
are not usually issued for individuDI risks. The assured 
generally enters into a "package deal", and among the 
risks covered by the premium paid by the cargo owner 
will be included those for which his contract of carriage 
places the liability on the carrier. Thus, the additional 
insurance by the cargo owner includes insurance against 
risks for which the carriers are already responsible. 

1 33 "Cargo is carried uninsured to a much greater extent 
than should be expected" (see K. S. Selmer, The Survival of 
General Average (Oslo, Oslo University Press, 1958), pp. 192 
and 193). The position varies in different trades. 

In this way, insurance policies overlap, since both carrier 
and cargo owner are insuring against the same risks.184 

157. It might be useful to illustrate how ambiguity 
in the definition of risks can lead to overlapping in
surance. One can take as an example the risk of perils 
of the sea, in respect of which the carrier is immune 
from liability under his contract of carriage arid against 
which the cargo owner can insure. Overlapping in
surance can arise in this- way: the immunities can be 
construed, in one sense, " ... as a list of possible causes 
for loss of or damage to cargo for which the carrier 
cannot be blamed. As such, the catalogue has of 
course no legal significance-there are obviously a 
number of other causes which might be relied upon. by 
a carrier to exculpate himself".135 This means that 
until a cargo owner accepts a statement by the carrier 
that a peril of the sea caused the loss, and that the loss 
is therefore unrecompensable, or it is so decided by 
arbitration or litigation, the words of the immunity 
clause have no operative legal force of their own but 
.are of uncertain effect. Accordingly, the cargo owner 
has to continue insuring agai.nst "perils of the sea", 
even though there may be circumstances in which the 
carrier would be liable to him for loss caur:ed by perils 
of the sea. 

158. It was precisely this type of uncertainty in the 
working of the law which was in the mind of Sir Nor
man Hill, the principal spokesman for British shipowners 
in many international conferences, when he said" ... 
those doubts and uncertainties have for 50 years bur
dened overseas commerce with the cost of double 
insurance in respect of many of the risks incident to 
the voyage",13e Although these statements were made 
before the Hague Rules came into general operation, 
the position is not markedly different today. 

159. If cargo owners could be certain of being 
covered against some risks by the carrier under the 
contract of carriage, and if they could be assured that 
they could recover the full value of their claims, they 
would have no need to go outside their terrm. of carriage 

134 "Cargo insurance ... insures against some lmses for 
which the ship is responsible, for the cargo und,:rwriter pays 
on many claims, even though negligence of the ship has been 
a concurrent cause of the loss" (see G. Gilmore and C. L. Black, 
op. cit., p. 169). It is often said that, since carriers insure 
against liabilities and cargo interests insure against risks of phy
sical loss of or damage to their cargoes, it is difficult to speak of 
"duplication" in a technical sense. The belief held in many 
leading insurance markets is that the insurance coverage avail
able (i.e. carriers' liability and cargo insurance) are intended 
not to duplicate or overlap each other but to satisfy tb.e separate 
needs and responsibilities of the respective parties. On the 
other hand, there is a certain sophistry in this argument, 
since tbe "'event" being insured against is the same, namely, 
loss or damage to cargo. 
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13; See S. Brackhus, "The Hague Rules Ca=.alogue", in 
K. Gr0nfors, Sfa Lecrures on the Hague Ru.Les. op cir. 

1,cr See p. 20 of his evidence before the Joint Select Com
mittee o~ Curriage of Goods by Sea. in the report published 
by H.M. Stationer;• Office in 1923. Sir Norman also said later 
in his evidence '"One of the objects of the (Hague; Rules is to 
safeguard oversea commerce against the burdens of the cost of 
double insurance: that is, of insurance with both tht, shipowners 
an the underwriters". 



an.d pay premiums to cargo insurers to cover the same 
risks. Under existing laws and practices, this does not 
seem to be possible. They must, therefore, pay un
necessary premium for so long as the uncertainty 
remains. 

Shifting the risk as a measure of economic effectiveness 

160. Overlapping insurance arises because of uncer
tainty as to where the risk for loss or damage lies. 
Such uncertainty is inevitable when the division of the 
risks between the carrier and the cargo owner is not 
clear, as is the case under the Hague Rules. The uncer
tainty can be reduced by clearly demarcating the respec
tive risks of the parties concerned, but since even in 
that situation argument could arise about the physical 
circumstances of the loss, uncertainty can be eliminated 
only by shifting all of the risks on to either the carrier 
or the cargo owner. Thus to determine whether the 
present economic costs are or are not excessive, one 
has to compare the present level of costs with what 
that level would be if all risks were clearly moved on 
to either the carrier or the cargo owner. 

161. For the sake of argument, the problem of 
overlapping insurance will be assumed to be non-exis
tent. It will be assumed that through insurance by the 
carrier and the cargo owner all risks are exactly covered, 
no more, no less. If this were the position, then there 
is no reason to believe that a redistribution of risks 
would necessarily lead to any increase in the over-all 
cost of insurance. What would happen if, for example, 
risks were redistributed so that the carrier bore more 
is that freight rates quoted to include insurance in a 
CIF sales contract would rise, but their rise would be 
exactly matched by a fall in the insurance costs borne 
by the cargo owner. Similarly, if all the risks were 
shifted towards the cargo owner, freight rates, where they 
include insurance, should fall, while the cargo owner's 
insurance costs would rise. There are three circumstan
ces in which it appears that this might not happen, 

162. The first circumstance is where there was a 
marked difference in the costs of the insurance bought 
by the carrier and that bought by the cargo owner. In 
this case, if more risks were attributed to the party for 
whom the insurance was the more expensive, then total 
costs would rise. However, it is more logical that 
risks should be shifted towards the carrier than that 
they should be shifted towards the cargo owner. Gener
ally, the carrier rather than the cargo owner will have 
the benefit of lower insurance costs because he operates 
on a larger scale. Therefore, the likelihood of a rise in 
costs in this circumstance is remote. An advantage 
of shifting the risk to the cargo owner js that he may 
have a clearer idea of the value of the cargo than the 
shipowner and may thus more easily avoid any costs of 
over-insurance which might be incurred if the carrier 
arranged all the insurance. 

163. The second circumstance is that in which 
a shift of the risks might lead to more insurance 
being bought than was previously the case. It was 
assumed above that all risks were exactly covered by 

insurance. In fact, the cargo owner may at present 
~.mdertake no more insurance than that which is implied 
m the CIF contract. In this case, if the carrier takes 
on more liabilities, he will insure against them, and the 
insurance element in the freight rate will rise corres
pondingly. The cargo owner will thus be payio.g more 
than before, because his goods will be cov~red by 
additional insurance, which presumably he would prefer 
to do without, this preference being inferred from the 
fact that he did not formerly take out such additional 
insurance. However, he is only in this position so long 
as ne is forced to accept a CIF contract and unable 
.to find a C and F contract. If any redistribution of 
the risks was associated with a provision to the effect 
that no cargo owner should be forced to accept a CIF 
contract if it stipulated more insurance than be wished 
to buy, then no extra cost would arise. Even if extra 
costs were involved, it must be emphasized tbat this 
extra cost would arise not because the cost of the same 
amount of insurance had risen but because more in
surance was being bought. 

164. The third circumstance in which costs might 
rise would occur if P and I clubs took a very pe~simistic 
view of the volume of claims to be met and increased 
contributions from their members very sharply to cover 
a larger volume of claims. The shipping linei: would 
then increase their freight rates to cover the extra P and 
I insurance. At the end of the year, when the P and I 
clubs found that they had over-provided, the ~hipping 
lines would not necessarily reduce their freight rates 
and certainly would not return to shippers the excess 
insurance costs which they had charged to them. This 
chain of events is probably a fairly unlikely cine. It 
implies that all P and I clubs extract from their mem
bers at the beginning of a period enough money to cover 
all the claims that may arise during the period. If, 
in practice, they receive a contribution from their mem
bers at the beginning of the period and then ask for 
supplementary contributions as experience during the 
period is gained and the exact volume of losses is 
known, then the course of events outlined above does 
not occur. Further, there is not in fact any additional 
economic cost, since the extra cost to the cargc, owner 
(i.e. the higher freight rate) is exactly m::itched by an 
extra gain to the carrier. There will have been a 
changed incidence of cost, but no change in costs. 

165. Thus, it can be seen that action to f,hift aU 
risks towards the carrier would not increase the over
all costs of exactly covering these risks, Clearly, there
fore, the economic cost of the present r6gime is excessive, 
the excess being exactly indicated by the extent of over
lapping insurance which arises because of uncertainty. 

Delay in settlement 

166. One economic cost arises from delay in the 
settlement of claims. If there is no uncertainty as to 
who bears the risks, then, when once the fact of loss or 
damage has been proved, there is no reason why cargo 
claims should not be settled immediately. In the situ
ation of uncertainty, however, the settlement of claims 
is frequently very protracted. For example, one ship~ 
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ping line reported to the UNCT AD secretariat that by 
the end of 1969 over one-third of the claims made in 
1968 had not been dealt with. There is a clear econ
omic cost here, only partly offset by the savings in 
interest cost on the part of the carrier, who enjoys the 
use of funds belonging to the cargo owner during the 
period until settlement is made. 

Arbitration and litigation 

167. There are two aspects to this question. Owing 
to complexities and uncertainties, more claims go to 
arbitration or result in litigation than if the procedures 
were more clear-cut. Arbitration and litigation mani
festly impose costs, including the indirect or unpaid 
element of the time which carriers and cargo owners 
spend in preparing for and attending proceeding'3. The 
cost of travelling to attend arbitration and litigation pro
ceedings is also high. Carriers usually stipulate in their 
bills of lading where such proceedings will occur, which 
in practice usually means that it is the cargo owner 
who has to travel to attend the proceedings. For the 
present, however, the concern is only with the fact of 
the cost of travelling and attendance, which is the same 
whichever party bears it. 

C. lle incidence of the costs 

168. There can be no dispute concerning the inci
dence of the costs of overlapping insurance. It is the 
cargo owner who must take and pay for the extra 
insurance (or stand the loss of his goods if he does not), 
He cannot shift the incidence on to the carrier and 
hence he has to bear this burden. It is also clear that 
the economic burden of delays in settlement falls entirely 
on the cargo owner; indeed it is to the carrier's advan
tage to delay settlement. Also, where carriers deter
mine the venue of arbitration, the costs of attending 
fall more heavily on the cargo owner than on the 
carrier. 

Unit limitation of liability 

169. Even where carriers accept full responsibility 
for loss or damage to cargo and settle a claim, it is 
subject to the unit limitation of liability.m The cargo 
owner receives the limited sum from the carrier; the 
carrier is reimbursed to a similar extent by bi<. P and I 
club, less the applicable deductible. The only case in 
which the cargo owner does not lose is that where he 
has himself insured the cargo. 

170. How important is this question of limitation 
of liability? One major shipping line informed the 
UNCT AD secretariat that, had there not been any per 
package limitation, t.hen in 1965, for an unstated pro-

13 T It is subject to that limitation under the Hague Rules 
{if applicable) or under other limitations if the law applied 
contains !imitations provbions. The limitation is usually dis
regarded if the carrier is in breach of some of the Rules (see 
S. Dor, op. cit., p. 49). The unil limitation of liability is £.100 
per unit or package, according to the Rules, and comparable 
stipulated amounts in vanous countries. 
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portion of the claims paid, the amount paid out would 
have risen from $1.25 million to around $6 million. 
On the other hand, one respondent with nearly 3,000 
clairits for 1968 stated that the unit limitation applied 
to only 12 of these. These two pieces of evidence are 
clearly contradictory. Other evidence obtained by the 
secretariat was not sufficiently conclusive to enable the 
contradiction to be resolved. Thus, there is no way 
of knowing definitely whether unit limitation is a major 
or a minor problem. 

171. Whatever the dimension of the p[oblem, its 
incidence falls on the cargo owner, not on the carrier. 
If the problem is small, it could be removed without 
difficulty or hardship to carriers. If the problem is 
serious, then the need to deal with it is the greater as 
the incidence is not shared but falls entir-ely on the 
cargo owner. 

D. The position of developing countries 

172. It has been shown that the bill of lading fails 
the test of cost effectiveness. It has also been shown 
that the incidence of the costs of the present regime 
lies heavily on the cargo owner, and tl:is is true 
wherever the cargo owner is situated. It remains to 
be seen whether these factors have any special and 
undue impact on the developing countries. 

173. Where there is an inequitable in,:idence of 
costs, no international transfer of income occurs in 
cases where both parties are in the same country. 
Where, however, the parties are in different countries, 
the inequitable incidence of cost leads to a real income 
transfer between the two countries. Since the devel
oping countries are more important as cargo owners 
than as carriers, the present system is unfa, ourable to 
them and gives rise to a real income transfer from JX)Or 
countries to rich ones. It needs to be noted that there 
is exactly the same real income transfer from non
shipowning developed countries. 

174. Payments for exports are usually made against 
production of clean bills of lading after shirment, and 
any cargo claims are raised against the carrier at desti
nation by importers. It is importers who are affected 
by the present position. With respect to the exports of 
developing co~tries, so long as the importers are in 
developed countries any loss falls on them. Thus, 
in so far as their exports are concerned, t1e present 
legal position regarding bills of lading appears to have 
relatively little direct economic impact on ex :Jorts from 
developing countries. 

~ 75. The value of cargo claims arising on imports 
into developing countries represents the value of the 
goods lost or damaged, i.e. monetary loss, plus the loss 
of the use of the goods until replaced. Th•! effect of 
the loss of the use of the goods exceeds in most cases 
the effect of a similar loss affecting developed countries. 
Inventory holdings in developing countries are usually 
minimal because of shortage of working capital, while 
many countries are distant from their sources of supply, 
with the consequence that the time taken to replace 
lost or damaged goods represents a serious. practical 



and economic problem for them. Except in the sim
plest cases, compensation from carriers and insurers 
usually takes considerable time. 138 The re-ordering of 
the. goods, the cost and problems of securing additional 
foreign exchange before the claim for loss is settled, 
the transit time of :he goods re-ordered, all add up to 
additional economic waste and considerable hardship. 
As an indicator of real loss, the bare monetary figure 
of cargo claims is inadequate, and the additional indi
rect adverse economic impact must not be overlooked. 

1·' 8 This contrasts with the tradition of the prompt settlement 
of claims for the loss of ships and aircraft in first-class insurance 
markets. Except for the simplest cargo claims, most claims 
take from six months to a year or more for settlement. Many 
claims disputes drag OD for several years. 
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E. Conclusion 

176. The conclusions of this discussion can be 
stated in the form of four simple propositions: 

(a) The bill of lading as at present constituted fails 
the test of cost effectiveness; 

U·J The incidence of the costs involved i.:; mainly 
on the cargo owners and only to a limited extent on the 
carriers; 

(c) There is a real income transfer from ,:ountries 
which are more important as cargo owners than as 
carriers to those which are important as carrfors; 

(d) The developing countries as a group are among 
the losers in the real income transfer. 



CHAPTER VI 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT ARTICLES OF THE HAGUE RULES 

A. Introduction 

177. The principal articles of the Hague Rules 
of relevance to this report are examined below, with 
a view to identifying those of their provisions which 
have caused uncertainty and difficulty in their operation 
and interpretation. This approach has been adopted 
in preference to an analysis of national laws, because 
shipping problems are basically similar in all coun
tries, and because the Hague Rules are applied in most 
maritime trading oountries.m 

178. One provision of the Hague Rules deserves 
special attention. At the time when the Brussels 
Convention was adopted, a central obligation was the 
requirement of article 3, paragraph 2, that the carrier 
should "properly and carefully load, handle, stow, 
carry, keep, care for, and discharge the goods canied". 
Considered alone, this brief rule imposes extremely 
stringent obligations upon the carrier. However, 
article 3, paragraph 2, was made subject to the pro
visions of article 4, and the duties specified in article 3, 
paragraph 2, have tended to be obscured by the long list 
of exceptions available to the carrier, by the limitation 
of his liability, by the rules relating to the burden of 
proof and other procedural provisions. As a result, 
article 3, paragraph 2, has not proved to be so important 
an instrument for protecting cargo owners as it might 
at first sight appear to be, 

179. Perhaps it would lead to a more equitable 
balance between caniers and cargo owners if article 3, 
paragraph 2, were restated more forcefully, declaring 
that carriers must comply with its requirements before 
they could claim the benefit of any exemptions granted 
to them under the Rules. 140 Moreover, in cases of 
loss or damage, it would appear to be more equitable 
if the carrier were initially presumed to be in breach 
of his duties under article 3, paragraph 2, and thus 
were required to prove that he had in fact "properly 

139 It was estimated in 1955 that about four-fifths of world 
tonnage was under flags of countries which adhere to the 
Convention or Rules or which, without adhering thereto, have 
enacted national legislation incorporating the Rules {see Stoldt er, 
"Zur Statuten-Kol!ision im Seefrachtvertrag", in Liber Ami• 
corum of Congratula/ions to A/got Bagge, 220, 225 (1955)). 

, 40 This is not intended to suggest a sequence of proof ln 
litigation, which is, of course, a matter of procedural law. 
Instead, it is suggested that, as a matter of substa:ritive law, 
compliance with the duties specified in artide 3, paragraph 2, 
should be in every case a prerequisite to the carrier's escaping 
liability under any other provision. 

and carefully" loaded, handled, etc. the cargo. The 
carrier normally has greater access to information 
concerning the cause of loss or damage; a prernmption 
against him would require him to offer whatever evi
dence he might have, and prevent him from escaping 
liability when the cause of loss was not explained. 

B. Definitions--Article 1 

Article I, paragraph (a) 
("carrier")-the "demise" clause 

180. The definition in paragraph (a) states that 
the "carrier" includes the owner or the charterer who 
enters into a contract of carriage with a shipper. It 
raises two points for consideration: (a) whefaer any 
person other than the owner or the charterer can be 
a carrier, for example a shipping and forwarding agent; 
(b) who is liable as "carrier'' when vessels are char
tered. 

181. On the first point, the word "includes" sug
gests that the designation of owners and charterers is 
not exhaustive, and that others might be considered 
carriers. In order to remove any doubt on the matter, 
the definition of "canier" might be clarified to confinn 
,that "canier" includes the owner, the charterer or any 
other person who enters into a contract of ,~arriage 
with a shipper. 

182. On the second point, suit can be brought 
against a charterer whenever there is a demise charter 
or whenever the charterer contracts in hiS own name 
with the shipper and issues .a bill of la.cling. There is 
uncertainty, however, where a vessel is time or voyage 
chartered and a bill of lading is issued with the name 
of the charterers heading the document which contains 
a so-called "demise" and "identity of carrier" or 
"agency" clause, and which is signed for tbe master of 
the vessel. 
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183. Most modern bills of lading contain "demise" 
clauses to the effect that if the ship is not owned by, 
or chartered by demise111 to, the shipping company or 
line by which the bill of lading is issued, the bill of 
lading shall take effect as a contract with the shipowner 

Hl A demise charter is a charter whereby the charterer 
becomes the owner of the ship during the currency of the 
charter, _:ind the master and crew become his servanb to ail 
intents and purposes, See H. Holman, op. cit .• p. 12.l. See 
also R. Rodiere, op. cit., vol. I, paras. 139, 270 and 289. 



or demise charterer and not with the charterer who has 
dealt directly with the shipper. A typical demise 
clause reads as follows: 

"If the ship is not owned or chartered by demise to the 
company or line by whom this bill of lading is issued (as may 
be the case notwithst, c1ding anything that appears to the 
contrary), this bill of lading shall take effect only as a contract 
with the owner or demise charterer as the case may be as prin
cipal. made through the agency of the said company or line 
who act as agents only and shall be under no responsibility 
whatsoever in respect thereof." 1u 

The practice of inserting demise clauses in bills of 
lading is said to have arisen in order to restrict the 
contract of carriage to one solely between the ship
owners and the bill of lading holder, in cases where 
the vessel was chartered and the charterers were not 
allowed to limit their liability under the British Mer
chant Shipping Act, 1894. 

184. Injustice has often been caused to the shipper 
or consignee when courts m some countries have held 
that the shipper or consignee cannot sue the owner of 
the ship because he is not considered to b'e the "car
rier", and charterers have been permitted to evade 
liability because they were not considered to be "car
riers" either. Cargo owners expecting a shipping line 
to carry their goods find instead that, by the use of 
demise clauses, the bill of lading terms allow the line 
to substitute a new carrier. They find that the line bas 
not agreed to cany their goods at all, but merely to 
find a suitable carrier. The result is that shipping lines, 
using bills of lading on their own forms and with their 
own headings, escape liability against shippers or con
signees who have no reasonable means of believing other 
than that the shipping line is the real carrier of their 
goods. 143 

185. The conflict and uncertainty surrounding the 
effect of the "demise" clause could be relieved if, in 
addition to expanding the definition of "carrier" as 
suggested above, the Rules were further amended to put 
beyond doubt the invalidity of such a clause. In any 
case, the original reason for the clause bas now largely 
disappeared because of changes in the law relating to 
limitation of liability.144 Moreover, the limitation of 
liability that is now of most practical importance vis-ii.
vis cargo owners is not that relating to the shipowner's 

t!z See, for example, the model P and I bill of lading in 
annex III below. 

143 For example, in N.J.A. 1960, 742; the Lulu (a Lebanese 
vessel) was chartered to the Swedish SVEA Line, which ar
ranged for goods of a Swedish shipper to be loaded into the Lulu 
and the bill of lru:ling was signed by the agent of the line, 
allegedly " for the master", and was headed by the printed name 
of the line. A Dutch receiver bought the goods, which arrived 
short of destination. The Swedish court held that the SVEA 
Line, being only the carrier. was not liable, although a Lebanese 
court h~d meanwhile declared that the Lebanese shipowner 
could not be sued because he was not the carrier. 

lH Under the International Convention relating to the 
Limitation of Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships, Octo
ber 1957, the benefit of limitation of liability now extends to 
the charterer (for the te:,i:t of the Convention, see Nagendra 
Singh, "International Conventions of Merchant Shipping" in 
British Shipping Laws (London, 1963), vol. 8). 
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total liability, based on the ship's size or va.lu,~, but the 
package and unit limitation in the Hague Rules. 

Article 1, paragraph (b) 
("contract of carriage") 

186. The phrase "in so far as such document 
relates to the carriage of goods by sea" would have to 
be amended if it should be decided to ex.tend the 
Rules to the period when the goods are in the carrier's 
custody before loading and after discharge (see 
paras. 190-202 below). 

Article 1, paragraph (c) ("goods") 

187. Deck cargo and live animals do t.ot come 
within the present definition of "goods";115 conse
quently, carriers may contract out of liability for such 
cargoes by means of exemption clauses. Since large 
quantities of cargo are carried on deck, carriers derive 
considerable advantages from the narrow scope of this 
definition.146 Moreover, the large increase in the car
riage of containers on deck emphasizes the importance 
of the law relating to deck cargo. 

188. In order to avoid the present conflicts among 
the laws of different countries, and also to do justice 
to cargo owners, deck cargo and live animals might 
be included in the definition of "goods", so that the 
Rules would apply to them as to other cargo. 

Article 1, paragraph (d) ("ship") 

189. This paragraph states that "ship" means any 
vessel used for the carriage of goods by sea, which 
raises the question whether the Rules apply to barges or 
lighters when used for loading or discharging v~ssels. If 
barges or lighters l;ll'e not to be considered as "ships" 
within the meaning of article 1, paragraph (d}, then tne 
Hague Rules may not apply during the time when goods 
are on board such barges or lighters. 141 It seems desir
able that the Rules should apply to lightering oper
ations when the carrier owns or operates the barges or 
lighters as part of bis contract of carriage. If so, the 
definition of the term "ship" could be a.mended to 
include such craft. 

H5 This is the case so long as certain conditions are satis
fied, vi:::: 

(a) The carrier must be authorized to carry the goods on 
deck by e:ii:press agreement with the shipper; if a carrier stows 
goods on deck when he is not authorized to do so, then he 
loses the benefit of the exemption clauses in the bill of lading; 

{b) '!1le cargo must be stated in the contract of carriage as 
being carried on deck. The bill of lading must expressly state 
that the cargo is carried on deck. See cases and corrmentary, 
W. Tetley, op. cir., pp. 192-197. See also R. Rodihe, op. cit., 
vol. II, para. 521. 

116 The exports of many developing countries must necessa
rily be stowed on deck, e.g. timber, livestock. 

10 See the discussion below of article I, parag·aph (e), 
which states that the Rules shall apply "from the time ... 
goods are loaded on" until "they are discharged from the 
ship". 



Article 1, paragraph (e) 
(" carriage of goods'' )-article 7 

190. Article 1, paragraph (e), is generally con
sidered to establish the period during which the Hague 
Rules apply as running " ... from the time ... goods 
are loaded on" until "they are discharged from the 
ship". m Article 7 states that the parties may enter into 
any agreement regarding the carrier's responsibility for 
the goods "prior to ... loading on, and subsequent 
to . . . discharge". 

191. In this context, the following questions are 
among the principal ones that have caused uncer
tainty:149 

(a) When does loading begin and discharge cease? 
(b) What is the legal _position before loading and 

after discharge? 

192. "The common practice has been to apply the 
Rules from ship's tackle to tackle";150 that is, from the 
moment when the ship's tackle is hooked on to cargo 
at the port of loading until the moment when the cargo 
is laid down and the hook of the tackle released at the 
discharge port. 151 This does not cause difficulty when 
proper cargo tallies can be taken at ship's side, but 
this is seldom pcssible. 152 

193. When shore tackle is used, the Rules have 
been traditionally held to apply in most countries as 
from the moment when cargo crosses the ship's rail.1~ 3 

However, in several cases the "tackle-to-tackle" rule 

1.s " •. three different periods must be distinguished: the 
period prior to loading the goods on board, the period of ocean 
carriage itself, and, finally, the period subsequent to discharging 
the goods" (see S. Dar., op. cit., p. 107). R. Rodihe distin
guishes five periods, see op. cit., vol. II, para. 589). See also 
G. Schaps-Abraham, Das Deutsche Seerecht, 2nd ed. Berlin, 
Walter de Gruyter, 1962), vol. II, para. 606, 

H9 Much of the uncertainty arises from the difficulty expe
rienced by many courts and commentators in reconciling the 
term "loaded on " in ;;rticle 1, paragraph (e), with other terms 
such a.'l "in relation to ... loading" (article 2), and "carrier 
shall . . load" (article 3, para. 2). Most of these difficulties 
would be overcome if one of the two solutions suggested in 
para. 202 below were adopted. 

1;0 See W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 159. See also R. Rodiere, 
op. cit., vol. II, para. 584. 

1s1 See A. W. Knautb, op. cit., pp. 144, and 145, for further 
descriptions of terms used and methods employed in loading 
and discharge of cargo. See also G. Schaps-Abrnham, op. cit., 
vol. II, para. 663; also, see R. Rodiflre, op. cit., vol. II, 
para. 586. 

10~ Most of the difficulties are caused by the fact that a 
port depository frequently takes charge of the goods before 
loading and after discharging. The tally sheets are often pre
pared so::veral days before loading or ufter discharge. This 
causes uncertainty as to the condition and quantity of goods 
when loading began and discharge ceased. These difficulties, 
however, arise mostly at the port of discharge. At the port 
of shipment, usually a " mate's receipt " or equivalent document 
issued by or on behalf of the carrier evidences the condition of 
the goods on loading. 

1 '·1 See W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 159. Les& o{ten, it has been 
held rhat loading does not commence until the sling of cargo 
is laid within the ship, and that discharging is complete when 
the sling is lifted from the ship's hold or deck. See also R. Ro
diere, op. cit., vol. II, para. 584. 

has been held to apply when the carrier has undertaken 
to load and discharge and shore tackle is used.10 

When goods are being loaded from or on to lighters, 
loading is considered in some countries to <:ommence 
when the goods are hooked into the tackle, rn, and dis
charge not to cease until the process of unloading all 
goods into the lighter has been completed. 158 

194. There are so many different metho& of cargo 
handling that it is difficult to generalize on this topic. 
For example, in the case of loading or discharging 
through a chute or pipe, it would appear that loading 
commences when the cargo reaches the ship" s end of 
the chute or pipe, and that discharge is complete at the 
last flange supplied by the ship. 151 

195. As noted above, article 7 of the Rulc:s allows 
freedom of contract in respect of the period before 
loading and after dischargiug. m Unless debarred 
from doing so by domestic law, m the carrier can insert 

154 See Pyrene Company, Ltd., v. Scindia Steam Navigation 
Campany Ltd. (1954), Ll.L.R. 321 and Hoegh Lines v. Green 
Truck Sales, lnc. (1962), A.M.C. 431, where the judgements 
cover this topic e::i.tensively. 

155 Jn the Pyrene case (see foot-note 154), the court held 
that if the contract r~quires the carrier to undertake 1he entire 
loading operation, then the Hague Rules apply io ail of that 
operation, regardless of whether or not the goods have crossed 
the ship's rail. Although application of the Hag,,i.e Ru!~ 
begins with loading and ends with discharge, the p;.1rties are 
free to stipulate by contract the part that each wil. play in 
those operations. At whatever point the carrier's obligation to 
load begins, that is the point when the Rules begin to govern 
his performance and to limit his liability. See alsc, Renton 
v. Palmyra Trading Corporation of Panama (1956), LI.L.R. 379. 

1H In Goodwill, Ferreira and Co. Ltd. v. Lamport and Holt, 
Ltd. (34 Ll.L.R., 192), it was held that specific cargo was not 
discharged into a lighter until all other cargo was discharged 
into the lighter. This decision was followed in th,~ Hoegh 
Lines case (see foot-note 154), where cargo already loaded into 
a !ighter was damaged when struck by other cargo being dis
charged. It was held that the Rules applied and the carrier's 
liability was limited to $500 per package. 
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H1 The interpretation of the terms seems to call for some 
physical act of possession or dispossession associated with trans• 
fer of risk between ship and shore interests. See A. W. Kna.ith, 
op. cit., p. 145, in regard to loadiJJg. See also R. Rodiere, 
op. cit., vol. II, para. 586. 

1~s The following is a typical clause in liner bills oi' lading: 
"Neither the Carrier ... nor the vessel shall be liable for any 
loss, detention or damage to the goods howsoever caustid while 
in the custody of the Carrier ... prior to loading on or sub
sequent to discharge from the vessel even though such !oss, 
detention or damage be caused by the negligence of the 
Carrier and even though the goods are in the cmtody of 
the Carrier . as warehousemen or otherwise howsoe"er, and 
the goods prior to loading or subsequent to discharge . are 
at the sole risk of the Owner of the goods." In A nselme 
Demavri,t v. Wilson's Shipping Co. (39 Ll.L.R. 289), the follow
ing clause was held valid: 

"When goods are awaiting ... [emoval after diocharge, 
or are carried at through rates or consigned from or to a place 
beyond the port of ... discharge, the shipowner is not liable 
for damage thereto or loss thereof. notwithstanding an:r negll
gent or wrongful act of default of ,my person whatsoever in 
his employ." 
1sg The French Jaw of 1966, for example, extends the carrier's 
re~ponsibi\i1y from the time goods are "taken in charge" until 
"delivery", and prohibits carriers from contracting out of thi~ 
responsibility. See Loi n° 66-420 du 18 ;uin 1966. mr /es 
co11trats d'afjritement et de transport maritime, arudes 27 
and 29 (Journal o!ficiel, 24 June 1966). 



wide exemption clauses to contract out of his duty as 
bailee while goods are in hi,- custody or under his control 
during the above-mentioned period. 

196. In the United States of America, as a result 
of the Harter Act,1 60 the carrier's liability would appear 
to be broader when the goods are in his custody or 
under his control before loading and after discharge 
than it is under the Rules. The reason is that under 
the Rules the carrier would have the benefit of the 
exceptions and limitations in article 4, paragraphs 2 
and 5. 161 The Harter Act also requires "proper deliv
ery" of the guods by the carrier.m 

197. The questions where loading commences and 
where discharge ceases are central to an understanding 
of the law of ocean carriage. The uncertainties focus 
attention on what has been called "the Before and 
After problem",1~~ that is who remains responsible, 
and to what extent, for the care of cargo before loading 
and after discharge, it being understood that after 
loading and before discharge the goods will be in the 
custody and care of the ocean carrier. 164 

160 See para. 61 above; see also A. W. Knauth, op. cit., 
pp. 163-169. This Act states inter a/ia that it shall not be 
lawful for the manager, agent, master or owner of any vessel 
... to insert in any bill of lading ... any clause ... whereby 
it, he, or they shall be relieved from liability for loss or 
damage arising from negligence, fault, or failure in proper 
loading, stowage, custody, care or proper delivery of any and 
all lawful merchandise committed to its or their charge . " 

1G1 The carrier's minimum duties after discharge have been 
generally considered to include the following: 

(a) To notify the consignee of the time and place of dis-
charge; 

(b) To make the goods available for inspection; 
(c) To choose a careful warehouseman; 
({[) To care for the goods, or see that they are cared for, 

for a reasonable period until delivery, i.e. to allow the 
consignee a rea~onable period in which to pick up the go()ds; 

(e) To receive proper receipts from the warehouse to prove 
delivery if the warehouse is managed by an independent body, 
e.g. port authority, independent contractor. 
See W. Tetley, op. cit., pp. 177 and 178. 

102 The interpretation of "proper delivery" by the United 
States courts has been such as to make it sometimes difficult 
for carriers to satisfy this duty of proper delivery. In Tan 
Hi v. United States of America (1951), A.M.C. 127, and 
earlier cases, it was held that proper delivery is a delivery in 
accordance with the usage or Jaw of the port of destination 
and that delivery to Customs or other authorities does not 
relieve the carrier of responsibility for cargo if such auth
orities are not actually charged by law or usage with the duty 
to receive cargo and distribute it to the consignees or if such 
authorities take control of cargo only because the carrier 
negligently fails to comply with Customs regulations. In 
Caterpillar Overseas, S.A. v. America11 Export Lines (1963), 
;'\--M .. C. 1662, the Court of Appeals held that such clause was 
invalid under the Harter Act since the carrier had not made a 
Proper delivery; in their opinion, a port-to-port contract ordi
narily required the carrier to deliver the goods into the pos
session of the consignee, or at least to place the goods upon 
a fit wharf at the port of destination. See also Monsieur Henri 
Wines, Ltd. v. S.S, Covadonga and Others (1965), A.M.C. 740. 

Hl See A. W. Knauth, op. cif., p. 141. S«1 also R. Rodihe, 
op. cir., vol. U, paras. 582-590. 

' 61 One of the main conclusions to which the Stockholm 
~harnber of Commerce came to when it conducted an impartial 
mvestigation in 1959 as regards the situation in Sweden would 
be applicable to that prevailing in many other countries today, 
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198. The carrier is primarily intertsted in carrying 
cargo from, say, port A to port B. If he uses his own 
tackle, he does not ordinarily object to accepting res
ponsibility from the point at which he picks up the 
item of cargo at port A until be releases it ashore at 
port B. This is the "tackle-to-tackle" situation. Fine 
distinctions that are sometimes drawn~e.g. the propo
sition that the carrier's responsibilities are restricted 
to the period "from ship's rail to ship's rail "-would 
not appear to have much practical importar.ce today, 
and serve perhaps only to confuse the matter further. 

199. If shore gear is used, the carrier wo Lild prefer 
to restrict his responsibility to the period elapsed from 
the time when the item of cargo was laid down in his 
vessel (at tho port of shipment) and his servants or 
agents began to handle it, until the time when his 
servants m:: agents placed the item of cargo in position 
to be lifted out of the vessel by the shore gear at the 
port of destination. This would be the situation in 
cases where the carrier was not responsable under his 
contract of carriage for loading or discharging lhe goods. 

200. In most situation, particularly in the liner 
trades, the carrier includes in his freight rate the cost 
of loading and discharging the goods. Whether shore 
or ship's gear is used, he is the person to whom the 
cargo owner would look for compensation should the 
goods be lost or damaged after the cargo owner had 
handed over the goods for shipment. However-and 
this is the source of most of the confusion-th~ transfer 
of the goods from the cargo owner to the carrier seldom 
takes place directly between the two of tht,m. The 
goods must often be handed over to an authority des
ignated by local laws at the port of shipment as compe
tent to accept the goods, store them in its premises and 
then load them into the carrying vessel. T'.le goods 
are usually consigned to the order of the carrier or his 
agents in loading documents while they ar,~ in the 
custody of the warehouse, which usually has its own 
terms of bailment and stipulates its own clauses dis
claiming responsibility.w Similarly, at the port of 
destination, the goods are usually delivered to a des-
ignated warehouse (usually a statutory body), ~eh then 
in turn delivers the goods to the receivers. At the 
discharge end, the goods are consigned in the bailment 
documents sometimes to the care of the receivers and 
sometimes to the care of the carrier or his agent. 166 

viz. " ... in spite of the multiplicity of persons invol ~ed, there 
are stiil situations where nobody is responsible for c.amage to 
or loss of the goods" (see note by K. GrOnfors, in Journal of 
B11sinets Law (1960), p. 120). 

J65 The extent to which such bailees as port authorities, 
warehouses, Customs agents, wharfingers, etc. are pei:mitted 
to escape liability is often governed by the local law rnstead 
of the maritime law. In some countries, the bailee of goods is 
permitted to contract out of all liability; in othen:, ~e ci:-n 
escape some liability or shift the. bu~den of ~n~~i-; lil still 
others, he is not permitted to limit his i::espons1bilmes_. T~e 
cargo owners• most serious grievance agamst shore ba!lees !s 
the short time within which the cargo owner must brmg his 
claim. Often such a claim is time-barred within a few months 
of discharge. 

)6d ln some ports, the shore bailee is consider~d to be the 
shipper's agent, in others the carrier's agent, and m others the 
agl:'nt of both shipper and carrier. 



-------------------------------------

The carrier has no control over the security of the goods 
once they are within the custody of the warehouses 
at the ports of shipment and discharge. 

201. It seems clear, therefore, that on the basis 
of article 7 the carrier could claim that he should have 
no responsibility for the goods before loading and after 
discharge and that he is entitled to disclaim liability 
for such periods. Similarly, the cargo owner would 
appear to have a legitimate grievance, in that he cannot, 
on the basis of existing laws and practices, pinpoint 
responsibility for loss of or damage to the goods after 
having consigned or received them as directed by the 
carrier. 

202. This impasse arises from the fact that the 
words "loading" and "discharge", as used in the Rules, 
~imp!y do not fit the widely varying procedures followed 
in different ports. The problem could be solved in 
either of two ways. First, the Rules could be amended 
to make it clear that the carrier is liable from the 
moment the goods are delivered in accordance with his 
instructions to the competent depository at the port 
of shipment until they are delivered to the cargo owner 
at the port of destination; if this were the solution 
ad<:>pted, the carriers would work out, with the deposi
tones at the two ports, cross-indemnity arrangements 
wh~ch should not concern the cargo owner. Alter
natively, the Rules might be clarified in such a way 
that "loading" and "discharge" would be defined to 
mean the handling of goods from shore or ship's 
tackle to shore or ship's tackle whenever the carrier 
was responsible for loading and discharging the goods, 167 

The risk of loss before loading and after discharge would 
remain with the cargo owner, but when he was com
pelled to use shore bailees, then, logically, the law in 
all countries should uniformly prevent such bailees 
from limiting their duty of care or contracting out of 
liability for tbe full value of the goods. A realistic 
period of limitation should also be set Cown. 

C. Duties of the carrier-Article 3 

Article 3, paragraph I-seaworthiness 

203. If a ship sails in an unseaworthy condition168 

which causes loss or damage to goods, the carrier can 
avoid liability under the Rules by proving that he exer
cised "due diligence before and at the beginning of the 
voyage" to make the ship seaworthy. The vessel may 
sometimes be found unseaworthy because of some 
latent defect not discoverable by due diligence, and in 
such cases cargo owners fail in their claims against 
carriers. 1n 

187 When the carrier was not responsible for the loading 
and discharge of the goods, his liability cou!d be restricted to 
the time from which he gave a receipt for the goods until 
he re-delivered them to the competent person entrusted with 
the discl:m.rge of the good:,,, 

168 The ship must also be "cargo-worthy" to be seaworthy. 
Seaworthiness is not confined to security of the "hull" of 
the vessel. See R. Rodiere, op. cit .. vol. II, para. 619. 

169 The decision in Union of India, .. N.V. Reedery Amster
dam (The Amstelot) (1963), 2 U.L.R., 223, is a good illustra-
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204. Recent judicial decisions in some countries 
have made it more diflicult than before for the carrier 
to prove that he exercised due diligence, because this 
duty is considered to be a personal oblgation that 
cannot be delegated;17

~ if there has been negligence 
by anyone employed by the carrier, including an inde
pendent contractor, then the trend of current jurispru
dence is to make the carrier liable.11 1 This jurispru
dence led to the CMI proposal in 1963 to amend the 
Rules, which would have relieved the carriers of liabi
lity for unseaworthiness providing they exercised due 
diligence to appoint ship repairers of repute (see 
para. 69 above). The move eventually failed for lack 
of support. 112 

205, The Muncaster Castle rule that the carrier is 
liable for unseaworthiness caused by the negligence 
of his employees or independent contractors appears to 
be in line with decisions in many countries, £.nd appears 
to be fair because carriers retain their right to claim 

tion on this poinr. The House of Lords held that a ship was 
unseaworthy at the beginning of the voyage, lmt that the 
cause of unseaworthiness was a fatigue crack in tbe reduction 
gear, which was unknow'l and not detectable by ~isual exam
ination. It was further found that an examination was 
carried out properly and c:irefully in accordance with the 
standard required by Lloyd's Register, and theref:>re that the 
shipowner had e~rcised due diligem:e, not OOC.ause he had 
employed skilled and competent persons but b(cause those 
skilled and competent persons had carried out all tb.e necessary 
examinations in a careful and competent mann,:r. On the 
failure of the carrier to apply the magnaflux test {,vhich would 
have shown the crack), it was held that the canier was not 
liable merely because precautions were not taken which 
subsequent experience showed might have detected or avoided 
the unseaworthiness. 

J70 See YV. Tetley, op, cit,, p. 100, "The carrier :nay employ 
some other person to exercise due diligence, but if the delegate 
is not diligent, then the carrier is responsible". The official 
version of the Rules in Frerich provides for di/ig,mce raison
nable, i.e. it is not absolute, and what is due ,liligence or 
diligence raisonnable is a pure question of fact, to be decided 
in each case on its merits; see Schade v. Nati,mal Surety 
Corp. (1961), A.M.C. 1225. See also R. Rodiere, op. cit., 
vol. 11, para. 619. 

111 Riverstone Meat Co, Pty. Ltd. v, Lancashire Shipping 
Co. Ltd., (The Muncaster Ca$lle) {1961), A.C. 807. In this 
case, which disturbed many shipowners, the ship was placed 
in the hands of reputable ship repairers for special survey and 
repairs. The House of Lords held that the carrier had not 
discharged the burden of proving that he had exercised due 
diligence to make the ship seaworthy, since a carr'er was not 
safeguarded by the fact that the negligence in repairing the 
ship was that of an independent contractor, and th,: obligation 
imposed on the carrier in the work of repair was one of due 
diligence by whomsoever it might be done, even when the 
work delegated to tbe independent contractor called for 
technical and special knowledge or experience, anc: the negli
geru:e was not apparent to the shipowner. 

1 •~ The representatives of many countdes at the CMI 
Stockholm Conference said that case-law and Ulllhoritative 
opinion in their legal system tended to agree with the Muncaster 
Castle decisior. It was "also objected . that for practical 
reasons it would be preferable for the shipowner to bear the 
responsibilities also for the negtigence of: indepe 1dent con.
tractors" appointed by him, a_~ it would be difficult or impossible 
for cargo interests to sue a ,h1pyard with which tbi,y had had 
no earlier connexion; see 0, Riska, "Shipowner's liability for 
damage caused by the negligence of an independent contractor 
performing work for the ship" in Six Lectures on the Hague 
Rules, op. cit., 88 at p. 95. 



indemnity from their independent contractor:;_ I rn This 
rule does not apparently apply to negligence in the 
building of a ship; a carrier will not be liable for negli
gence by a shipbuilder so long as he takes all appro
priate steps to satisfy himself by surveys and inspections 
that it is fit for the service in which he employs it. 174 

206. It is clear that the interpretation of the words 
"before and at the beginning of the voyage" in article 3, 
paragraph 1, has often created difficulties and caused 
injustice. In many countries, the term "voyage" is 
construed to mean the bill-of-lading voyage,1'" and the 
common law doctrine, whereby the carrier is under a 
duty to provide a seaworthy ship at the commencement 
of each stage of the voyage, does not apply. The Rules 
would appear more rational if the duty under article 3, 
paragraph 1, were maintained throughout the voyage. 

Article 3, paragraph 2-care of cargo 

207. This paragraph states that "subject to the 
provisions of article 4" (these words are excluded in 
the United States legislation) the carrier shall properly 
and carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for, 
and discharge the goods carried. 

208. There have been uncertainties in interpreting 
the terms "properly and carefully" in some countries. 
It has been held that "properly" bas a meaning slightly 
different from that of "carefully", and that it means 
that, "in addition to taking care",176 the carrier must 
adopt a system which is sound in the light of all the 
knowledge which he has or ought to have about the 
nature of the goods. The meaning of the word has 
been described as "tantamount to efficiency", 171 

209. In one case illustrating the strength of article 3, 
paragraph 2, despite the court's view that conditions 
at sea were sufficient to constitute a "peril of the sea" 
(an exception available to the carrier under article 4, 
paragraph 2), the shipowner was held liable for damage 
to goods because the stowage was deficient within the 
meaning of article 3, paragraph 2. m 

210. If the full weight of such decisions interpret
ing the words "'properly and carefully" could be incor
porated in an amendment to the Rules, it would greatly 
assist shippers. m This is particularly important as 
regards the safe carriage of products which require 

113 Si.nee the M«ncaster Custfc decision, carriers have 
frequently asserted that they 11re no better off under the Rules 
in respect of seaworthines than they were under the common 
law. which imposed on them an absolute duty to provide a 
seaworthy ship. 

''' Such wa..s the dedsion in Angliss v. P. and o. S.N. Co. 
(1927_), 2 K.B. 456, and this decision wa..s apparently not 
overruled in the Muncaster Castle ca..se. 

H~ Sec The Makedonia (1962), 7 LI. L.R. 316; I9D. 
11 & Albacora S.R.L. v. Westcott and Laurance Line Ltd. 

(1966), 2 Ll.L.R. 58, per Lard Pearce, p. 62. 
111 Ibid .• p. 64. 
1a Blackwood Hodge Limited v. Ellerman Lines Ltd, (1963), 

U.L.R. 454. 
1 rn In some countries, shippers have to contend with weaker 

judicial constructions of these words. 

special attention in handling and stowage, {:.g. venti
lation and special care. 

211. There is also the question of the burden of 
proof in regard to article 3, paragraph 2.m The main 
issue appears to be whether " ... the effect of the provi
sions laid down in the Rule "is" to place ar absolute 
duty on the carrier to fulfil its requirements ... ", or 
whether this duty is to be "modified or lessened by 
the immunities granted under article 4, paragraph 2 ".18 1 

In other words, the immunities should not be treated 
"as excuses for failure to perform correctly the stipu
lated operations", 181 but as being incidents "basically 
unrelated to this over-all duty to care for fae cargo. 
They exist to cover the events where the carrier is not 
in breach of his duties and where in the main it would 
be unfair to place responsibility for the loss or damage 
upon him''. 

Article 3, paragraph 6-time limit 

212, This paragraph states that "in any event" 
suit must be brought "within one year after delivery 
of the goods or the data when the goods should have 
been delivered". This provision has given rise to the 
following questions: 

(a) What constitutes "delivery" in order to start 
the one-year period running?18t 

(b) Does "brought within one year" mean brought 
anywhere within one year, or brought before a parti
cular court wi.thin that time? 

(c) Does the word "suit" include arbitrat.on? 
(d) What is the significance of the phrase "in any 

event"? 
(e) May the parties extend the time limit by agree

ment? 
213. The limitation period begins to run upon "de

livery" or "'when the goods should have been deliv
ered". The use of the word "delivery" instead of 
«discharge" appears to be intentional, becat:.se "dis
charge" is used elsewhere in the Rules (for exf.lilple, in 
article 2 and article 3, paragraph 2). "Delivery" ordi
narily would mean the moment when the consignee 
receives the goods from the party competent to deliver 
them,183 but some courts have held that the 1:mitation 
period begins to run before that time. m It might be 
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iso This problem is we!! summarized in "Care of CargO 
under the Hilague Rules"' by F. J. J. Cadwallader in Cullen! 
Le:ga/ Problems (London, 1969), p. 41. 

Hl Ibid. 
1u There are variations of the one-year period in some 

countries. 
188 See Tribunal de commerce de Marseille (L-~ch Dee, 

3 February 1948) D.M.F. (1949) 485, where it was held that 
"delivery" takes place the day the last piece of cargo has been 
discharged, seiparated, and is available for delivery. 

,si In c. Tenant Sons a11d Co. v. Norddeutsch~r Lloyd 
(1964). A,M.C. 754, it was held 1hat the time limit began to 
run from the time discharge W!l.'l completed " whether it be 
by complete transfer of the possession and control of the 
goods to the consignee, or ... by constructive delivery to the 
consignee's duly authorized agent". In Automatic Tube Co, 
Pty. Ltd. v. Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd. (1967), 

(Co11ti1111ed on ,oex, ,,,.ge) 



desirable to amend article 3, paragraph 6, to confirm 
that "delivery" means the moment when the consignee 
receives, or should receive, the goods. 

214. It is also uncertain whether a suit in one 
country stops the running of the one-year period in 
other countries. In at least one English case, it has 
been held that a suit was barred because it was not 
brought in England within one year, although it had 
been initiated previously in another country. 185 This 
judgement has been criticized.186 

215. If the object of the time limit is to make 
cargo owners give prompt notice of claims to carriers, 
this could be suitably accomplished, without causing 
the present anomalies, by permitting commencement of 
an action in any jurisdiction having a reasonably close 
connexion with the contract of carriage. 

216. The question bas also arisen whether arbi
tration proceedings are to be considered "suits "H7 for 
the purposes of the one-year time limitation. If so, the 
result could be harsh for consignees when the bill of 
lading has been issued under a charter-party containing 
an arbitration clause. In such cases, the charter-party 
is usually incorporated in the bill of lading by reference, 
and the consignee does not know its contents. As a 
result, the consignee may begin legal proceedings within 
one year, only to find out later, after the one-year 
period has expired, that he is without a remedy; his 
legal suit failing because he did not first arbitrate, and 
his arbitration failing because he did not appoint an 
arbitrator within one year.us To clarify this point 
and to avoid the result described above, the meaning 
of the word "suit" might be defined as excluding arbi
tration proceedings. 

217. Another point that requires clarification is 
whether, if "suit" is taken to exclude arbitration, and 
parties in fact submit to arbitration, this means that 

1 Ll.L.R. 531, the Supreme Court of Western Awtralia held that 
delivery was made either when the goods were landed on the 
wharf and freed from the ship's tackle or, at the latest, when 
the goods were placed in a depository's premises and became 
immediately available to the consignee. See also Cour de 
Cassation (Mate/ot.S Pillier et Peyrot, 20 July 1959) D.M.F. 
(1959), p. 661. 

na Compania Colombiana de Seg11ro.r v. Pacific S.N. (The 
Salaverry) Co. (1963), 2 Ll.L.R. 479. The bill of lading pro
vided for exclusive English ;urisdiction, but suit was first 
brought in New York. 

186 See note on "The 'Time Bar' of the Hague Rules". by 
R. P. Colinvaux in Journal of Business Law (1963/1964) p. 171. 
The judgement rejected a proposition in T. E. Scrutton, op. cit. 
"If suit is brought within a year in one jurisdiction, it is 
submitted that thi~ should be sufficient to satisfy the para
graph (i.e. article 3. paragraph 6, ot' the Rules) and would 
justify the goods-owners proceeding in a suit started after a 
year in another jurisdiction". 

1s1 The French text of the Rules says "ii mains qu',me 
action 11c soit intentie", which would appear to exclude arbi
tration. The word "suit" is not a term of art in English law, 
although it has varying technical meanings in different contexts. 
I:n its dictionary meaning in the sense being discussed, it 
appears to be restricted to legal process. 

138 This apparenily was the result in the English case of 
The Merak (1964) ~ Ll.L.R., 527. 

the parties have thereby waived the requirement that 
"suit" must be brought within one year.m 

218. There is a conflict among the c-Jmmon law 
countries as to the effect of the words "in any event". 
Under English law, an unjustifiable deviation nullifies 
the contract of carriage, and the Hague Ruks, including 
the one-year time limit, cease to apply. 196 In the 
United States, however, the one~year time limit conti
nues to apply, even in cases of unjustifiable deviation, 
because of the words "in any event". 19

' This conflict 
might be resolved by an amendment clarifying whether 
the one-year time limit applies when the contract of 
carriage is nullified. 

219. It is common practice for partie:; to extend 
the time limit.192 Article 5 allows the ca1rier to sur
render any of his rights and to increase any of his 
responsibilities, provided that any such s 1rrender or 
increase is embodied in the bill of lading, b01t there has 
been doubt whether article 5 applies to an agreement 
extending the time limits. In order to clarify this 
situation, the amendments (the Visby Rules) to the 
Rules agreed to in 1968 (but not yet in force) 193 state 
that the time limit period may be extended if the parties 
so agree, even if they do so after the cause of action has 
arisen. 

D. Rights and immunities of the carrier--Article 4 

Article 4, paragraph 2-the "catalogue of exceptions" 

220. This paragraph is extremely important because 
it contains the "catalogue"194 of exceptiom, which are 
available to the carrier. It begins by f!tating that 
"Neither the carrier nor the ship shdl be responsible 
for loss or damage arising or resulting from:" and goes 
on to enumerate in sub-paragraph (a) to (q) the specific 
exceptions. In the following analysis of article 4, 

119 The remarks of R. P. Colinvaux, in The Carriage of 
Goods by Sea Act, 1924 (London, 1954), p. 176, are penetrating 
on this point: " ... if the learned judge was right in The 
Salaverry [case], the result would be [that it would beJ impos
sible to comply with the 'requirement' (i.e., the hringing of a 
'suit' within one year) in every case in which the parties had 
submitted to arbitration. It would be no use the claimant 
issuing a writ withln one year, because those proc!eding would 
not be before the arbitrator. Nor could waiver be inferred 
of a liability on [the part of] the carrier. which must necessarily 
be discharged if the dispute is determined . . b; arbitration. 
That astonishing result-that the claimant in ar1 arbitration 
must inevitably los,:, in limine-follows [inexorably] from Tlie 
Salm·erry judgement; ,;rgo, it is submitted [tha: judgement] 
cannot be sustained". 
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1,0 lnskad, the six-year common law time bar lpplies. 
101 See Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company v. Poseidon 

Schiffahrt (1963), A.M.C. 65. This question a!so arises in 
connexion with the !imitation of liability under article 4, 
paragr 5 (see paras. 265-284 below). 

n2 Such an extension seems to be valid. in most jurisdictions. 
See Ben:: Kid Co. v. Kawasaki Kisen Kais}w (1'154), A.M.C. 
130, 403, 2236: Cour de cassation (Ligne Scf11di.1ave v. Lon• 
don Assurance) D.M.F. (1959) 34, and cases cited n W. Tetley, 
op. cit., pp. 198-202. 

1~0 In the text. see annex II below. 
JJ4 See S. Brackhus, "The Hague Rules Catalogue", in 

Six Lectures on the H,ig11e Rule.1·, op. cit., p. 15. 



paragraph 2, the following points will be considered: 
(a) The use of several individual exceptions; 
(b) The burden of proof; 
(c) The position of servants and agents in relation 

to the exceptions. 

221. Several of the exceptions are redundant, for 
they are included within the broader exception in res
pect of "perils of the sea"sub-paragraph (c) or under the 
"catch-all" exception of sub-paragraph (q). Examples 
are the exceptions in respect of •• act of God" (sub
paragraph (d); " act of war " (sub-paragraph (e)); 
"act of public enemies" (sub-paragraph (f)); "arrest 
or restraint of princes, rulers ... " or seizure of persons 
under legal process (sub-paragraph {g)); "quarantine 
restrictions" (sub-paragraph (h)); "riots and civil com
motions" (sub-paragraph (k)); and "saving or attempt
ing to save life or property at sea" (sub-paragraph (/)). 
These exceptions will not be considered individually. 
The exception in respect of "insufficiency or inadequacy 
of marks" (sub-paragraph (o)) has not been considered, 
since no serious problems regarding it were raised with 
the UNCT AD secretariat. 

Paragraph 2 (a)-negligence in ;navigation or manage
ment 

222. This exception is probably the most important 
in the "catalogue", since it exempts the carrier for 
loss or damage arising or resulting from the act, neglect, 
or default of the master, mariner, pilot, or the servants 
of the carrier in the navigation or in the management 
of the ship. m 

223. The exception has been severely criticized 
by cargo interests. Some courts have interpreted it 
so broadly that carriers have escaped liability even 
for defective stowage of goods resulting from a technical 
fault of the master which impaired the ship's stability. 
The master's action has been interpreted as a fault 
in the navigation and management of the ship and not 
a fault in the care and custody of the cargo.m 

224. Much uncertainty has arisen over the distinc
tion between "management of the ship" and care of 
cargo when the exception is read in conjunction with 
article 3, paragraph 2. In one case, the distinction 
was expressed as follows: 

"If the cause of the damage is solely, or even primru:i!y a 
neglect to take reasonable care of the cargo, the ship is liable, 
but it the cause of the damage is neglect to take reasonable care 
of the ship, or some pait of it, as distinct from the cargo, the 
ship is relieved from lia1'i'.ity; for if the negligence is not neg!i-

i 9s In 1969, 1,624 vessels of 500 gross tons and upwards 
were involved in collisions, while 854 were stranded. The 
e,;ception in respect of negligence in the navigation of the 
ship would have been open to carrien; in most of these 
incidents in refuting cargo claims. 

191 See S. Dor, op. cit., p. 126. Decisions in some countries 
exonerating carriers for liability for defective stowage have in 
the course of time been legislated against nationally, but the 
wording of the expression "management of the ship" still 
leaves scope for favouring the carriers. See also generally G. 
Schaps-Abraham, op. cit., vol. II, para. 607 Anm. 15, 16, 
17 and R. Rodihe, op. cit., vol. II, paras. 620-625. 

gence townrds the ship, but only negligent failure to use the 
appnratus of the ship for the protection of the carfo, the ship 
is not so relieved" rn:. 

225. In most border-line cases, the test has been: 
••was there want of care of the cargo or was there 
want of care of the vessel indirectly affecting the cargo?" 
If it is the former, then the carrier 1s liable because he 
has infringed article 3, paragraph 2, but if it is the 
latter then he is not liable under article 4, para
graph 2 (a). If the loss or damage arises from both 
unseaworthiness and defective managemem .of the 
vessel, the carrier remains responsible unless he can 
separate the losses. 1n 

226. The trend of cases may be summarized as 
follows: "An error in the navigation of thi, ship or 
in her management is an error fundamentally affecting, 
primarily, the ship. Error in the navigation and man
agement of the ship might be de.fined as an erroneous act 
or omission the original purpose of which wa;; primar
ily directed towards the ship, her safety and well-being, 
or towards the venture generally. An errc-r in the 
care of the cargo is an erroneous act or omission directed 
principally towards the cargo. " 199 The carri,~r is fre
quently exempted if both ship and cargo have been 
affected by the same error, even when bad seamanship 
has been equated with errors in navigation and man
agement. 200 It would also appear that carriers have 
escaped liability for damage to cargo resulting from 
many ordinary acts of seamanship, such as the berthing 
of ships,2 ~1 also, damage or delay cause.d by bunkering 
may in some circumstances be brought w::thin the 
exception unter the heading of defective "management 
of the ship". 

227. Each case must be decided on the basis of 
its own facts. This rule causes uncertainty imd con
siderable confusion in attempting to form any conclusions 
to guide carriers and cargo owners as to wher~ exactly 
the line is drawn between what does and what does 
not constitute an error of navigation and management 
of the ship within the meaning of the exception. Its 
existence is considered to be an anachronism by cargo 
interests in most countries; either one or both parts of 

JH Gosse Millard Ltd. v. Cauadian Government Merchant 
Marine (1929), A.C 223. (Dissenting opinion in the Court of 
Appeal), confirmed by the House of Lords. Some civil law 
countries contain the distinction of Gosse Millard in their 
codes, e.g. Federal Republic of Germany, Article 6)7, Al. 2 
H.G.B.: Greece, Article 138, Al. 2, C.M.H. 

19g The Walter Raleigh (1952), A.M.C. 618: Cour de cas
sation, Oceanic (1951), D.M.F. !951, 533. Where, however, 
the single error is both in the management of the ship and 
in the care of the cargo, the carrier is ordinarily not considered 
respomible, becnnse the error is, in effect, related to 1he whole 
venture (see W. Tetley, op, cit., p. 104). B:u.t where there are 
two separate erron;, the carrier must he able to separate the 
damage done by each, otherwise he will be responsible for all 
the damage. See Tribunal de commerce de Ja Seir.e, Sainte 
Mere l'Egfise, 30 April 1952, D.M.F., 1952, 488. 

J99 See W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 103. 
200 Hershey Chocolate Corp. v. Mars (1959), A.M.C. 2035. 
2ID Tribunal de commerce de Sete (Prosper-Schiaffino), 

19 July 1960, D.M.F. 1961, 45. 
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the exception might with profit be removed or they 
might be redefined more narrowly:m 

Paragraph 2 (b)-fire 

228. By this exception, the carrier is exempt from 
liability for loss or damage resulting from fire, unless 
the fire was caused by the actual fault or privity of the 
carrier. The fault and privity of the carrier is taken 
in some countries to mean the fault of the carrier him
self and not merely of an employee or agent. 

229. The principal questions appear to be: 
(a) Should this exception be retained, despite the 

fact that carriers are expected to install up-to-date 
communications, fire protection and extinguishing 
equipment? 

(b) If the exception is retained, is it possible to 
co-ordinate its operation with that of the "fire sta
tutes" existing in some countries so that uncertainty 
arising from overlapping may be avoided? 

(c) Should it be clarified in the Rules that the carrier 
must show how the fire was caused? (If the cause cannot 
be established, then perhaps the carrier should remain 
liable.) 

Paragraph 2 (c)-perils of the sea 

230. This clause is perhaps the defence most fre
quently raised by carriers, and usually it is contended 
that the clause covers accidents resulting from the 
impact of waves or other dangers inherent in navigation, 
such as violent storms, fog, sand banks, collisions, 
and stationary or moving obstacles encountered by the 
vessel. Every vessel must be sufficiently strongly built 
and prepared to withstand such dangers, but if a carrier 
can prove that the damage or loss suffered by the ship 
or the cargo was caused by maritime hazards beyond 
his controI,20 s he can escape liability for the loss.214 

The definition of "perils of the sea" is, therefore, cru
cial, "because more fact than law is involved. "205 In 
some jurisdictions, the clause has been very strictly 

2
~

2 There are two precedents that might be followed in 
considering the elimination of this exception. At least one 
leading maritime Power has dispensed with it in its domestic 
sea trades. Secondly. the International Convention for the 
Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to the Transport 
of the Luggage of Passengers by Sea, 1967, under articles 3 
and 4, imposes liability on the carrier for loss or damage "due 
to the fault or neglect of the carrier or bis servants or agents 
acting within the scope of their employment''. See "Conven
tions on Maritime Law (Brussels Conven.tion) ", Ministiire des 
affaires drangiires et du commerce extl!rieur de Belgique, Ser
vice des Traith (1968), p. 80. Except in regard to the carriage 
of vehicles, there is no exception in the Convention for errors 
in the navigation or management of tbe ship. 

20
-
1 The burden being upon him to bring himself within the 

terms of the exception. Even when the weather has been 
rnugh enough to constitute a peril of the sea, a carrier cannot 
utilize the benefit of the exception if he has been in breach 
of article 3, paragraphs I and 2, of the Rules and the 
breach\e~) caused or contributed to the loss or damage. 

204 See S. Dor, op. cir .. p. 119; for ex:amples of the juris
pruaence of French courts, see R. Rodi/ire, op. cit .. vol. II, 
parn. 631. 

~,, See W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 117. 
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interpreted, in the sense that the peril must have been 
« something so catastrophic as to triumph over those 
safeguards by which skilful and vigilant seamen usually 
bring ship and cargo to port safely".206 It must also 
have been one that would not have been expected in 
the area of the voyage at that time of year.m 

231. Courts in some countries have t:,.ken a more 
lenient view of the terms of the exception. One, for 
example, has stated that " ... to constitute a peril of the 
sea the accident need not be of an extraordinary nature 
or arise from irresistible force. It is sufficient that it 
be the cause of damage to goods at sea by the violent 
action of the wind and waves, when such dam.age cannot 
be attributed to someone's negligence".208 

232. Although this exception is one of the oldest 
in the carrier's armoury, it may now be anachronistic 
for the same reasons as those suggested in para
graphs 222-227 above in regard to negligence in navi
gation. The exception could be omitted, or it might 
be amended in accordance with the stricter judicial inter
pretations mentioned above. 

Paragraph 2 (i}---act or omission of the shipper 

233. No serious difficulties were raiseC about this 
exception. Carriers pleading this exception have some
times succeeded on the ground that shippers had mis
described goods when offering them for shipment, even 
though the misdescription had no connexion with the 
cause of loss or damage to cargo. This exception may 
therefore require further definition. 

Paragraph 2 G)--strikes 

234. This exception states that the carrier shall not 
be liable for loss or damage resulting from strikes209 or 
lock-outs or stoppage or restraint of labour from what
ever cause, whether partial or general. n~ The strike 
exception is used frequently and forms t. source of 
recurring complaint by cargo interests. It is frequently 
raised in connexion with article 4, paragraph 4, when 
the carrier decides to change his ports of call either to 
avoid a strike-bound port or to sail from such a port to 
another to discharge the goods. If the carrier can 
prove the reasonableness of the deviation, the courts of 

ioa The Rosalia, 264 Fed. Rep. 285. 
~or Tribunal de commerce de la Seine, Hildegard

Doerenkamp (25 fevrier 1965), D.M.F. 1966, p. 225. 
20s Keystone Transports Ltd. v. Dominion St,iel and Coal 

Corp. (1942), S.C.R. 495, at p. 505. 
209 Useful definitions of strikes are given in T. G. Carver, 

op. cit., para. 645, T. E. Scrutton, op. cit., pp. '.'.30 and 231, 
and C. Smeesters and G. Winckelmolen, Droit maritime et 
Droit fluvia/, 2nd ed. (Brussels, 1938), No. 100. 

210 This is the case unless, of course, he has infringed 
article 3 paragraph l or 2, and the infringeme-~t caused or 
comribut~d to the damage. A carrier may \osu the benefit 
of the exception if he does not exerci~e his right to .<l,eviate in 
order to avoid a strike-bound port (m order to !Ill!1gate the 
damages, because, on general principles, the car~ .er is always 
bound to mitigate the loss; see W. Tetley, op. c1:., p, 204). 



most countries confirm that he is within the exception 
and has not committed a breach of his obligation to 
the cargo owner not to deviate from the contract 
voyage. 211 There is then said to be no "deviation", 
only a "change of voyage".212 Disagreements usually 
arise between carriers and cargo owners about the time 
carriers take to assess the situation and about the 
merits of their assessment of the situation. Cargo 
owners usually consider that carriers should not decide 
as quickly as they do that a situation is serious enough 
to warrant sailing the ship to another port or to dis
charge the goods in an unsuitable place at the risk and 
expense of cargo owners. The trend of most court 
decisions, in cases concerning both strikes am:! devi
ation, is that carriers, in attempting to bring themselves 
within the exemption with respect to strikes (and reason
able deviation), should ensure that the measures they 
take are in the interests of all the parties concerned and 
also take into account all the surrounding circum
stances, the terms of the contract, the benefits to be 
deriven from and the increase of risks that may be 
occasioned by the proposed action.rn This should 
be clarified in any reconsideration of the Rules. 

235. Cargo owners further complain that when a 
strike causes goods to be discharged ( or abandoned) at 
a different port from that mentioned in the bill of 
lading, they must bear the risk and expense of for
warding the goods to their destination. This is the result 
of court decision allowing carriers to discharge goods 
when a strike has forced the vessel to deviate. What 
needs to be clarified is that the carrier, although auth
orized to deviate from the itinerary in certain circum
stances, must continue to comply with his duties of care 
toward the goods, specified in article 3, paragraph 2, 
while carrying them to the alternative port. 

236. Moreover, there "WOuld seem to be some doubts 
as to what is expected from the carrier also after dis
charging the goods at the alternative port of discharge. 
S. Dor states that ". . . the master shall take all re
quired measures to preserve and forward the goods he 
has discharged "2H and cites a case which was said to 
interpret the United States COGSAas obliging the carrier 
to insure cargo landed at the alternative port.215 

However, he also cites other cases, which appear to 
give a different impression, and since the Rules are 
silent on this point, clarification would also appear to 
be necessary. 

211 See cases cited by S. Dor, op. cit., p. 46. 
~12 Re11to11 v. Palmyra (1955) (2) Ll.L.R. 722, affirmed by 

the House of Lords (1956) 2 Ll.L.R. 379. This case clarified 
the rule that carriers, having constructively completed perfor
mance of the contract of carriage, were not liable for the cost 
of carrying the goods from the alternative port of discharge 
to the port stipulated in the bilJs of lading. 

213 The West Point (1951), A.M.C. 1505, affirmed 1952, 
A.M.C. 942: The Manx Fisher (1954), A.M.C. 177. It was 
held in The Wilwood (1943), A.M.C. 320, that cargo owners 
are entitled to expect not an infallible but a pondered and 
motivated decision. 

2H Op. cit., p. 69. 
21 5 Ibid., foot-note 2. 
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Paragraph 2 (m)-inherent vice 

237. This exception states tnat carriers shall be 
immune from responsibility for loss or damage resulting 
from "wastage in bulk or weight or any other loss or 
damage arising from inherent defect, quality or vice 
of the goods".216 It is applied frequently to the de
terioration of perishable goods "when these chmges are 
the results of ordinary processes going on in the things 
themselves, without the aid of causes introduced by 
the shipowner".m Sometimes the insufficiency of 
packing contributes to the inherent vice of cargo, and 
in such a case the carrier has been held not liable. 218 

Both the burden and the method of proving inherent vice 
are somewhat uncertain, and might be clarified by 
amendment.219 

238. Moreover, many disputes arise because cargo 
owners often fail to recognize that it is natural for some 
products-principally those shipped in bulk--to suffer 
during carriage a small deterioration which is not the 
carrier's fault. It might avoid unnecessary waste of 
time and money if the Rules mentioned, as h specific 
illustration of what the term "inherent vice" signifies, 
the customary tolerance for which the carrier is excused 
from liability. The extent to which carriers s'.1ould be 
charged with a knowledge of the nature and stowage 
requirements of the goods also needs clarification. 

Paragraph 2 (n)-insuffeciency of packing 

239. This is another extremely important exculpa
tory exception. 220 Normal or customary packing in 
a trade-"which invariably prevents all but the most 
minor damage under normal conditions of care and 
carriage"221-is generally considered to be :mfficient 
packing. 222 

21, This exception has been used frequently by carriers in 
recent times. Through their P and I associations, they have 
gone to considerable expense by employing bioch,:mists to 
show that damage to goods had arisen through the inherent 
vice of the goods and not through any fault on their part. 

211 For many applications, see T. G. Carver, op. cit., p. 15; 
W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 136; R. Rodifre, op. cit., vol. II, 
para. 635 foot-note (6), The exception particularly bears on 
loss or damage affecting major exports of many d~veloping 
countries, such as perishables and primary commodities. 

2H See Cour d'appel d'Alger (Lilois, 20 Decemh,r 1958), 
D.M.F. {1960) p. 473. If a "clean bill of lading" is issued, 
the carrier may be prevented (i.e. "estopped"), against a third 
party relying on the clean bill of lading, from pr~ ~ing that 
there was any defect in packing. This matter an,;es more 
often in connexion with the exception in respect "insufficiency 
of po eking". 

210 i.e., so that the loss or damage must be shown to be 
due to inherent qnality or vice of the goods, and it must be 
further shown that the carriers have taken all n,asonab-le 
measures in the care of the cargo. 

220 See W. Tetley, op. cit .• p. 140. See also R. Rodii:re, 
op. cit., vol. II, para. 643. 

m Ibid. 
222 See Contino; Inc. v. SS. Flying lndependen,' (1952), 

A.M.C. at p. 1503: sheets of steel were packed in steel envel
opes and the carrier tried to plead the exception of insuffi
cien~y of packing. The court held the carrier responsible: 

(Conrlnued on ~ext p,,ge) 



240. Some damage can be expected, even where 
normal packing is used. Packing capable of prevent
ing even the most minor damage it not practicable 
or expected in the case of the carriage of some commo
dities, just as care by carriers in avoiding minor damage 
is not practicable or expected in the case of certain 
commodities. The needs of carriers and cargo owners 
must therefore be assessed according to some rule of 
reasonableness to determine the degree of packing 
required, the care to be taken, and the minor damage 
expected. 2n 

241. Carriers also frequently insert in their bill of 
lading clauses such as the following: "Without responsi
bility for the possible deterioration of cargo insuffi
ciently packed" or "Unpacked crate, no responsibility 
for breaking". Both clauses have been held valid in 
some jurisdiction, although the former was said to be 
within the scope of the exception22~ and the latter 
not.220 

242. The status of these "insufficiency of packing" 
clauses is uncertain. It is not clear what effects the 
different types of clauses have, and to what extent, if 
at all, they validly exonerate carriers, affect the burden 
of proof, or are invalid by virtue of article 3, para
graph 8.226 Court decisions are confusing, particularly 
when they attempt to distinguish between notations 
on bills of lading which are said to be valid as notes of 
insufficiency of packing but invalid as "non-responsi
bility" clauses. 

243. Furthermore, although the exceptions with 
respect to inherent vice and insufficiency of packing 
are broadly similar, the burden of proof is different. 
In the case of insufficient packing, the carrier often has 

"It makes no difference whether that exception be allowed 
here or not, because proof clearly showed that the packing was 
such as is customarily used." 

22 3 Bache v. Silver Line (Silversandal) (1940), A.M.C. 731, 
at p. 734. Judgement of Judge Learned Hand: " To stow the 
goods as the libellants insist was required would impose a loss 
·upon the ship; to case them, a loss upon the shipper. 
Moreover. it is ns legitimate an answer for the ship to make 
to the shipper, that if lle delivers the bales, knowing that the 
customary stowage may damnge them. he cannot insist that 
the stowage is bnd. ns it is for the shipper to make to the 
ship, that if the ship accepts them uncased, it is bad stowage 
not to limit the tiers. The greater part of the law is made 
up of the compromise of such conflicts of interest; and this is 
no exception. Jn the carriage of goods, the trade must always 
come to some accommodation between ideal perfection of 
stowage and entire disregard of the safety of the goods; when, 
it has dune so, that becomes the standard for that kind of 
goods. Ordinarily it will not certainly prevent any damage, 
and both sides know that the goods will be somewhat exposed; 
but if the shipper wishes more, he must provide for it par
ticularly". See also Cour d'appel de Rauen (Berenger, 
30 October 1959, D.M.F. (1960), p. 481) and Cour d'appel 
d'Aix (Saint-Trove::, 24 ?ebruary 1960, D.M.F. (1960), p. 406), 
where the rule of reason with respect to packing and care was 
applied. 

221 Cour d'appel d'A<Jidjan (Saint Marc, 6 and 27 July 
1956), D.M.F. (1957), p. 358. 

225 Cour d'appel de Paris (Quiberon, 31 May 1958), D.M.F. 
(1958), p, 725. 

n 6 Tribunal de comznerce du Havre (Ville de Fort Dau
vhin, 7 December 1956), D.M.F. (1957), p. 547. 

difficulty in contradicting his clean bill of lading, m but 
this is usually not so in the case of inherent vice. 

244. The carrier often uses this exception when the 
damage or loss is attributable to wear and tear of 
stowage or strains and stresses incident to transpor
tation.iu This might be considered reasonable, but 
carriers frequently also attempt to use the exception 
improperly to excuse themselves where goods have been 
pilfered, when in fact it has been held inapplicable. m 

245. Considerable confusion has also been caused 
in many trades by carriers' attempts to use the exception 
in respect of goods packed in cartons or second-hand 
bags, sacks, etc., and the position is not at all clear. 
In order to forestall this exception, the cargo owner 
must use diligence to pack his cargo adequately, either 
because "'be bas to know that the good,; will suffer 
damage"236 or "it had become customary in the trade 
to wrap this type of cargo''ll81 or "he should take into 
account the nature of the voyage and tl:.e means of 
loading and unloading used in the ports.m 

246. Most of the cargo owner's problems arise from 
the uncertain effects of the qualifications l:(S to alleged 
insufficiency of packing which carriers in~ert in their 
bills of lading, and over the burden of proof. It would 
appear that clarification is necessary as to the burden 
of proof and the exacts status of notations in regard 
to packing as inserted on bills of lading. 

247. It seems necessary also to clar:fy that the 
carrier will not benefit from the use of this exception 
unless he shows that the loss or damage arose solely 
out of the insufficiency of packing, and did not arise 
out of, and was not in part attribuable to, any fault, 
failure or neglect on the part of the carrie:-, his agents 
or servants. 

Paragraph 2 (p)-late.n:t defects 

248. This exception, which relieves the carrier from 
liability for loss or damage arising from latent defects 
in the ship not discoverable by due diligence, must be 
consiG~red in relation to article 3, paragraph 1, and 
article 4, paragraph 1. It would appear that the degree 
of due diligence required in this exception is the same 
diligence as that required under article 3, paragraph 1, 
and article 4, paragraph 1, except that, because there 
is no mention of "before and at the beginning of the 
voyage", due diligence must be exercised. on every 
occasion when inspection should reasonably be madeY3 

221 Silver v. Octan Steamshiv Co., 35 LI.L.R. 48, at p. 55. 
D.M.F. (1960), p. 406. 

2n Cour d'appel d'Aix (Saint-Tropez, 24 Fe,ruary 1960). 
229 A. E. Potts and Co. Ltd., v. Union Stea'llshi{) Co. of 

New Zeala11d. Ltd. (1946), N.Z.L.R. 276. 
230 Cour d'appel de Paris (Port-Navaio et Pont-Aven, 

27 November 1959), D.M.F. (1960), p. 223. 
2Jt Cour d'appel de Rouen (lie Maurice, 15 Jmuary 1960), 

D.M.F. (1960), p. 669. 
232 Tribunal de commerce de Marseille (Estrdla, 22 April 

1953), D,M.F. (1953), p. 576. 
233 See W. Tetley, op. cir., p. 150. See also R. Rodihe, 

op. cit .• vol. II, paras. 648-650. 
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The latent defect is usually a detect in construction and 
is rarely due to wear and tear. : 3 " 

249. A definition usually relied upon in common 
law countries states that a latent defect is "a defect 
which could not be discovered by a person of competent 
skill and using ordinary care".m A representative 
definition in civil law countries is a defect "which an 
attentive examination does not discem".236 The com
plicated nature of the exception, and of its burden of 
proof, underlines, perhaps, its description as "one of 
the less understood of the exculpatory exceptions".287 

250. In most legal systems, the carrier must first 
prove that a latent defect caused the loss, and then, as 
in other exceptions, that he exercised due diligence to 
make the vessel seaworthy-in respect of the loss-and 
that the defect was not discoverable by reasonable dili
gence or an attentive examination. Since there is no 
mention of "before and at the beginning of the voyage", 
tht! exercise of due diligence would appear to be 
required on every occasion when inspection should 
reasonably be made. 

251. Restrictive interpretations of the exception 
by courts238 usually assist claimants, but not invariably. 
Claim settlements are frequently said to be delayed 
for long periods while the carrier attempts to prove the 
existence of latent defects, the exercise of due dili
gence, etc. The exception, originating as it does in 
some undetectable flaw in the construction or material 
of the carrying vessel, concerns the responsibility of 
the carrier so basically and touches that of the cargo 
owner so remotely that it might perhaps be discarded 
more easily than others. Latent defect is not men
tioned as a specific excepted peril in the national legis
lation of many States. It would appear appropriate that 
consideration should be given to omitting this excep
tion. 

Paragraph 2 (q)---any other cause 

252. This "catch-all" exception has raised ques
tions as to what the words .. any other cause" were 
intended to cover, but "there seems to be no doubt 
that the intentions of the framers of the Rules were 
to protect the carrier from responsibility for loss or 
damage, of whatever nature not already specifically 
covered by the Rules, unless arising with the fault or 
privity of the carrier or with the fault or neglect of the 
agents or servants of the carrier".u 9 The exception is 
not so widely used as its language might indicate. The 
reasons for this can be summarized as follows: 

231 The. Walter Raleigh (1952), A.M.C. 618 at p. 637. 
235 See Dimitrios N. Rallias, 13 Ll.L.R. 363 at p. 366. 
236 Cour d'appel de Rouen (Guinle, 8 November 1952), 

D.M.F (1953), p. 84. 
23 7 See W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 150. 

22s e.g., Tribunal de commerce du Havre (Paul-Emile 
lavary, May 1953), D.M.F. (1953), p. 707. 

2sD See W. E. Astle, Shipowners' Cargo Liabilities and 
Immunities, 2nd ed. (London, 1954), pp. 161 and 162. See 
also the explanation of exception (q) in R. Rodi~re, op. cit., 
vol. ll, para. 767. 
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(a) Carriers tend to use the exceptions in article 4, 
paragraphs (a) to (p), whenever possible, beca1:se when 
they are used the cargo owner has the burden ol proving 
default or negligence on the part of the carrier;"" 
whereas, in order to benefit from the "catch-all" excep
tion, the burden is upon the carrier to show that neither 
his own default or privity nor neglect by his agents or 
servants241 contributed to the loss or damage. 

(b) Because of the large number of exceptions listed 
in article 4, paragraphs (a) to (p), there are, in practice, 
very few "other causes". One such cause is pil
ferage. M2 

253. The case-law bearing on the question whether 
the carrier must show how the loss occurred has been 
described .as "vague and apparently faulty, in particular 
because v1rtually all the information if available at all 
is available to the carrier alone. To' excu1pate a carrie; 
when the cause of the loss is unknown is to make it 
beneficial for carriers not to discover the cause". 242 

254. The exemptions in article 4, paragraph 2, 
have not been extended to carrier's servants and agents 
in those countries where there is a fundamental legal 
principle that only a party to a contract can take benefit 
of its terms. Servants and agents can be sued in such 
jurisdictions for negligence, and their liability is broader 
than that of the carrier,m but this facility is usually 
of dubious value to cargo owners. Carriers have often 

ll 4o Pendle and Rivet Ltd. v. Ellerman Lines Ltd., 29 LI.L.R. 
133 at p. 136. The details of what the carrier must prove to 
benefit from this exemption are well summarized by Vv. Tetley, 
op. cit., pp. 154-158. 

2n Stevedores, although independent contractors, were held 
to be "servants" of the carrier in Hourani v. T. and .r. Harri
son, 28 Ll.L.R., 120. Heyn v. Ocean S.S. Co., 27 Ll.I..R., 334 
is to the same effect. 

21 2 The City of Baroda (1926) 25 Ll.L.R. 437: Leesh River 
Tea Co. Ltd. v. British India S.N. Co. Ltd. (The Chyebassa) 
(1966), 2 Ll.L.R., 193. In the latter case, goods were damaged 
by sea water owing to the carrier's stevedores stealing a storm 
valve cover plate during unloading and loading at Por'. Sudan. 
The Court of A;Ppeal held unanimously that the removal of 
the plate was in no way incidental to the process of discharge 
and loading, that the act of the thief was that of a stranger who 
was performing no duty at all for the carrier. Since the 
stevedore was acting outside the scope of his employrr,ent and 
the theft could not have been prevented by any rei.sonable 
diligence on the part of the shipowners, the carrier was held 
entitled to the benefit of the catch-all exception. Thh finding 
was apparently based on a common law doctrine that the 
master is not to be blamed for what his servant does while off 
"on a frolic of bis own". What circumstances would come 
within such a "frolic" would be a matter for individud judge
ment. It is, however, arguable that surely the cargc, owner 
should not suffer because the carrier employed a 1hief he 
had himself introduced into the vessel. There would appea:r 
to be room for amending the terms of this exception 1<0 as to 
regulate the relationships between cargo and carriers in such 
a way as to ensure that the cargo owners' interests are not 
prejudiced by the actions of persons employed by the ,;arriers, 
or at least to give the benefit of any doubt to cargo owners, 
who are in no position to control events. 

21s See W. Tetley, op. cit., pp. 155 and 156. Cases appear 
at times to favour and at others penalize carriers. 

H4 See Adler v. Dickson (1955), Q.B. 158; and Scruttons v. 
Midland Silicones (1962), A.C. 446; Herd v. Krawi/l, 359 US 
297: Wilson v. Darling Island Stevedoring Co., (1956), 
1 LI.L.R. 346. 



inserted clauses into their bills of lading extending the 
exceptions in article 4, paragraph 2, to their servants 
or agents. The value of such clauses has not, however, 
been tested conclusively in the courts. m 

255. Servants or agents through whom the carrier 
performs his contract have been given the benefit of the 
same exceptions and limitations as the carrier in the 
amendment to the Rules on this point (article 4 bis) in 
the 1968 Brussels Protocol. 

Article 4, paragraph 4-deviation 

256. This paragraph states: 
"Any deviation in saving or attempting to save life 

or property at sea or any reasonable deviation shall 
not be deemed to be an infringement or breach of 
this Convention or of the contract of carriage, and 
the carrier shall not be liable for any loss or damage 
resulting therefrom." 

257. The United States version of the Rules adds 
the following words: "provided, however, that if the 
deviation is for the purpose of loading or unloading 
cargo or passengers it shall, prima fade, be regarded as 
unreasonable". 20 

258. Deviation is usually defined as departure from 
the customary or contractual route, or delay "whereby 
the character and incidence of the voyage are 
altered". 2H There must be a departure from both the 
customary route and the contractual route, if the two 
are different. Hs The Rules neither define deviation as 
such, nor do they indicate the consequences of an 
unreasonable deviation.219 The resulting uncertainty 
has been a recurrent subject of complaint by cargo 
interests. 

259. A leading case'50 contained the following test 
to ascertain whether a deviation is reasonable. m 

The true test seems to be what departure from the contract 
voyage might a prudent person controlling the voyage at the 
time make and maintain, having in mind all the relevant cir-

21~ It has been held effective in the United States case of 
Carle and Montari Inc. v. American Export lsbrandtsen Lines, 
and John McGrath Corporation (1968), l Ll.L.R. 260. 

Ha The courts have held that the carrier must overcome 
the presumption contained in these words. 

241 See H. Holman, op. cit., p. 170; some United States 
courts have considered the term to include such occurrences as 
overcarriage, mis-delivery, carriage on deck, when not permitted 
under the contract or by custom, etc. 

H~ Ibid., p. 169. 
~ii The Convention only provides thay any deviation for 

the purpose of saving or attempting to save life or property 
or any reasonable deviation is not to be considered a "breach 
of the contract''. 

~,o Foscofo, Mango and Co. Ltd., v. Stag Line Ltd., 
41 Ll.L.R. 165, 

2,1 S. Dor takes the view that the word "reasonable" in 
this connexion is incapable of any precise definition. He states 
"as there is no indication of the proper test to apply, the 
courts of ditkrenl countrie,; may admi.t a different w[ution 
for a similar case, though it seems that the interest of the 
cargo owner should be considered predominant " (op. cit., p. 48). 

cumstances existing at the time, including the terms of the 
contract and the interest of all parties concerned, but without 
obligation to consider the interests of any one as conclusive. 

260. The burden of proof is a second source of 
uncertainty in cases of deviation. It as JSually held 
that, because the carrier has greater access to the facts,_ 
he has the burden of proving what was the contractual 
routem and that the loss took place while the vessel 
was on that route. The claimant must then prove the 
deviation or the unreasonable change in r.he route.153 

261. A third uncertainty arises from the fact that, 
as a result of a deviation, goods often art: discharged 
somewhere other than at the port of destination. In 
such cases, it is uncertain who must bear -:he risk and 
expense of bringing the goods into the destination 
port.2~4 

262. Furthermore, in common law systems, where 
unjustified deviation is considered to nullify the contract 
of carriage, with the consequence that liabilities are 
then based not on the Rules but on common law prin
ciples, it is not altogether certain whether all or only 
some of the Rules are affected. This uncertainty would 
also appear to require clarification. 

263. These problems might be clarified and sim
plified il' deviations were presumed to be unjustified, and 
carriers were held liable for all the risk and expense 
of bringing the goods to the destination port, unless 
they could prove that compelling conditi,)ns for the 
benefit of both ship and cargo forced then:. to deviate. 

264. Alternatively, uniformity could be secured by 
following the United Stades approach of raising a 
rebuttable presumption that any deviation .'.or the pur
pose of loading or unloading cargo or passengers is 
unreasonable. 

Article 4, paragraph 5-limitation of i'iability 
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265. Article 4, paragraph 5, limits the liability of 
carriers to £ 100 per package or unit of the goods. 
The cases show that usually "the limitation amount 
bears no relation to the actual damage sustained by the 
cargo owner". 

202 The bill of lading normally states only the ports of 
loading and discharge; if it mentions a specific route or other 
ports of call, this would in effect be the agreed route. The 
real geographical route would probably only be found from 
a study of: (a) the customary routes taken by tl"e line in the 
past; (b) the notices and advertisements before the voyage; 
(c) the booking-note, and (d) the bill of lading itself. 

2,:: "Nevertheless, the burden of proof in questions of 
deviation does not sit squarely on the shoulders o! either party. 
Rather, deviation appears to be one of those legal questions 
in which each partv is obliged to (and to protect its interests, 
should) do every1hfng that he can to make proof of his own 
contentions. If, however, a rule of burden of proof exists 
as to deviation, it is probably, that the carrier m1st prove the 
geographic route of the contract and that the lo.is toolj:: place 
on the route. ·n1e deviation must then be proven by the 
claimant, and the reasonableness of the deviat on must, ;it 
th:n point. be proven by the carrier·' (see W. Tetley, op. cit., 
p. 209.) 

:c1 This problem is also discussed in para. 2:15 above, on 
the subject of strikes. 



266. Limitations of liability evolved historically in 
different forms from sixteenth century statues in Western 
Europe designed initially to encourage investment in 
shipping. They were enunciated in their present form 
in the Rules to impose a mandatory minimum liabllity 
on carriers to prevent them from "limiting their liability 
to ridiculously low amount.s •· on the plea that they 
wished to exempt themselves "from liability on packages 
containing goods of unanticipatedly high value".i:;a 

267. Shipowner representatives at the 1921 Hague 
Conference stressed that carriers should be protected 
against "excessive and quite unanticipated cargo claims''. 
The view that the right of limitation was available only 
in respect of high value packages was rejected even
tually at the final conference at whicL the Hague Rules 
were agreed, and article 4, paragraph 5, was adopted 
to invalidate bill of lading clauses that had come to 
limit carriers' liabilities to "almost . . nominal 
ch.irges". 2JG 

268. The word "unit" was subsequently added to 
extend the limitation of liability to goods not shipped 
in packages.m Article 4, paragraph 5, was made to 
apply irrespective of "the nature or value of the cargo" 
and it was this feature of the rule that came in time 
to be considered "likely to be decidedly awkward and 
arbitrary in its application, frequently leading to results 
which in the concrete case are felt as unjust or unrea
sonable".2~8 

269. The limitation of liabili'y is composed of two 
elements: 

(a) The stipulated amount; 
(b) The quantitative unit of the goods by which to 

calculate the carrier's maximum liability. 

270. The first element raises the straightforward 
question whether the present limitation is too low, and 
should be raised. The proper basis for calculation 
raises more complex questions, however, because the 
terms "package" and "unit" have not been interpreted 
uniformly. One reason is that the COGSA of several 
countries depart significantly from the Hague Rules in 
their provisions on limitation of liability. For example, 
the United States version of the Rules states "packages 
. . . or in the case of goods not shipped in packages, 

~ 55 See E. Selvig '·Unit Limitation and Alternative Types 
of Limitation of Carrier's Liability'' in Six Lectures on the 
Hugue Rules, op. cit .• p. 120. The Liverpool bill of lading 
form (1882), clause 3, provided that the carrier was "[n] ot 
accountable for goods of any description which are above the 
value o{ £ 100 per par-kage, unless lhe value be herein 
expressed and a special agreement made". This reference to 
a "per package limitation" was adopted in the Canadian 
Water Carri<1ge of Goods Act 1910, and later used as a 
model for the Hague Rules, article 4, paragraph 5, but with the 
addition of the words "or unit". 

i 5 o See E. Selvig. Unit Limitation of Carrier's Liability 
(Oslo, Oslo University Press, 1960), p. 28. 

iai Ibid., p. 38. The word "unit" replaced "per cubic 
foot. , . or per cwt . . . whichever shall be least . . . of the 
goods carried", which appeared in an earlier draft of the Rules. 

~~g Ibid., p. 29. 
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per customary freight unit".m Article 158 of the 
Polish Maritime Code uses the expression "one package 
of cargo or any other unit of cargo as by custom used 
in trade". The Czechoslovak Maritime Law states 
"per package or customary freight unit of cargo". 

271. A second reason for difficulty in calculating 
the limitation is that the terms "package" and "unit" 
are not sufficiently precise to fit various shippinii prac
tices.260 The word "unit", especially, has been called 
"flagrantly ambiguous".-.c1 It may refer to the physical 
shipping unit (for example, an unboxed car or item of 
machinery, a bale, barrel or sack, etc.), i.e., a "unit 
of cargo"/ 02 or it may mean the unit on the basis of 
which the freight is calculated, i.e. the "freight unit".26 " 

272. Because the amount of freight is usuall:y based 
on the weight or volume of the cargo (even for cargo 
consisting of shipping units), the total amount of damage 
recoverable will vary according to whether liability is 
limited on the basis of shipping units (packages) or 
freight units. Usually calculations based upon freight 
units will cause the limitation to be higher than those 
based upon shipping units. 

273. There is also doubt as to whether the carrier's 
liability for bulk cargoes is subject to the limitation. u 4 

The prevailing view seems to be that the rule applies 

~,P For example, in the case of Guff Italia v. Anerican. 
Export Lines (1958), A.M.C. 439, a tractor, weighing 
43.319 lb, was shipped without skids but with superstructure 
partly encased with wooden planking and was delivered in a 
damaged condition. The carrier attempted to limit hi:; liabi
lity to $500, contending that the tractor was a package, but 
the District Court held that the carrier's liability for <lamage 
could only be limited to $500 per measurement ton (on 
which basis the freight was computed); and since the tractor 
weighed < 34.6 measurement tons, the limitatioil figure was 
34.6X500=$17,300. Thus, when freight units are in excess 
of the shipping unit, the United States rule is more fav<•urable 
to lbe cargo owner than that of the other common law coun
tries. But tbe United States version of the rule will militate 
against cargo owners if the freight unit is the same as the 
shipping unit. In The Edmund Fnnnin.g (1953), A.M.C. 86, 
which concerned the loss of ten locomotives and tenders which 
were uncrated and, therefore, could not be defined as packages, 
the Court of Appeal held that, since the freight ra1e was 
calculated at $10,000 per unit of locomotive and tend,~r, the 
carrier's liability was limited to $500 per unit of locomotive 
and tender, or $5,000 in all. This case illustrates the irrmense 
benefit to carriers of article 4, paragraph 5. 

no Difficulties have arisen, for example, in attempting to 
determine bow much packing or covering is required to establish 
that the goods constitute a package. The French "cofo .. and 
the Scandinavian "kollo" do not appear to fit precisely within 
this definition of "package", as they would include goods 
shipped in wrapping or containers that may not appropriately 
be called pm.:kages. United States decisions apparently support 
the view that a "package" under the Rules need not be Cllmple
tely covered, wrapped or packed (see E. Selvig, in Six Lvctures 
on the Hague Rules, op, cit., p. 116). 

~G, See E. Selvig, Unit Limitation of Carrier's Li,ibility, 
op. cit., p. 42. 
t62 Italian Naval Code, Art. 423, S.M.C. 122; and USSR 

Maritime Code, Art. 118. 
263 United States COGSA, Art. 4{5); and Swiss MHitime 

Code, Art. 105. 
204 Tribunal de commerce d'Oran (10 August 1950), D.M.F. 

(1951), p. 444. 



to all types of cargo, m but it might be as well to clarify 
in future amendments whether the freighting unit (i.e. 
weight or volume) or the weight or volume unit in which 
the goods are described in the bill of lading should apply 
to bulk cargoes. 

274. Anomalous decisions haVe also arisen in cases 
where freight was quoted as a lump sum for one shipping 
unit, and as a lump sum for a consignment consisting 
of several shipping units. '< 66 

275. Problems also arise in applying this rule to 
containers and pallets, which were unknown when the 
Hague Rules were drafted. 217 It is not clear whether 
a container or pallet constitutes a "package", for which 
the carrier's liability is limited to £ 100, regardless of 
the number of smaller packages stowed inside the 
container or strapped to the pallet. 

276. In one case, 54 cartons each containing 40 tele
vision tuners were strapped to 9 separate pallets, and 
the question for the court was whether the number of 
packages was 9 or 54. The court held that, because 
each pallet constituted an integrated unit, capable of, 
and intended for, handling, there were only 9 packages 
and that the carrier could limit his liability to $500 per 
pallet.ns 

277. However, the result is different where carriers 
group goods belonging to different persons in one 
container and issue separate bills of lading for the indi
vidual shipments. In this situation, the container 
clearly cannot constitute a single package. 

2 78. The limitation of liability applies " unless the 
nature and value of such goods have been declared by 
the shipper before shipment and inserted in the bill 
of lading". This apparent option to the shipper to 
secure a more complete protection has had little practical 
effect. Shippers 1iave rarely declared cargo values in 
bills of lading,m since this can have the effect of 
attracting additional ad valorem freight rates. Carriers 
cl.!im that the ad valorem charge protects them against 

261 See E. Selvig, Unit Limitation of Carrier's Liability, 
op. cit., pp. 36-39; Schlegelberger and Liesecke, article 660. 
note --1-. A Genoa court has hdd that the carrier was entitled 
to limit his liability for damage to frozen fish carried in bulk 
(The Tamesis Dir. Mar. 1960, 523, Genoa, 29 July 1959). 

~,~ See ca~es mentioned in root-notes 20 and 21 in E. Selvig, 
Six Lectures (''1 the Hague Rulef, op. cit., p. 115. If the freight 
were agreed as a lump :um for one shipping unit, no anomaly 
wouW ordinarily arise, since both freight unit and shipping 
unit would be the same; ,ce The Edmund Fannin:; (1953), 
A.M.C. S6,2 CCA, discussed in foot-note 259 above. 

~,, The 1968 amendments cover this topic (see para. 283 
below). A special Convention for Combined Transport Oper
ators is also under consideration. 

~os Slwulard Electrica, S.A. v. llamburg Sudamerikanische 
and Columbus Linus (l~l67) 2 LI.L.R. ,\pparently the court 
w,1s heavily influenced hy the fact that all the shipping docu
ments referred to 9- pacl-ages and that the shipper could have 
obtained full coverage simply by declaring the value of the 
good~ in the bill of lading. 

'"" They are apparently reluctant to declare cargo values, 
in case this may bf them open to paying additional taxes: 
see note 9 in E. Selvig, Unit Limitation of Carrier's Liability, 
op. di., p. 197. 
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declarations of excessive value by cargo owners. As 
the ad valorem freight rate is usually a high percentage, 
cargo owners generally find it cheaper to obtain their 
own insurance than to declare value.21 " As a result, 
cargo owners rarely declare value, anc consequently 
the limitation upon carrier's liability normally applies. 

279. There is uncertainty as to the type of losses 
to which the unit limitation of liability applies. The 
prevailing view seems to be that dire::t as well as 
indirect damage is subject to limitation of liability.211 

However, it would seem that in some cases "the carrier's 
liability for loss because of wrongful dt.livery without 
presentation of the bill of lading or to a person not 
empowered by the bill of lading to take delivery, is not 
a liability subject to limitation according to article 4, 
paragraph 5",m nor is the liability of the carrier appar
ently limited for misrepresentations in the bill of lading, 
if it is proved that no loss or damage has occurred 
whilst the goods were in the custody of the carrier.273 

This problem certainly require clarificaticn, since many 
of the cases are confusing. 

280. The apparently absolute form of the words 
"in any event" in article 4, paragraph 5, appears to 
need clarification, since "it has been telt somewhat 
unjust that the carrier should be protectei by this limi
tation of liability irrespective of the :rnturt: of the breach 
or of the faults which caused the loss o~ damage ".274 

In some countries, the carrier can apparently take 
advantage of the limitation when he is in breach of 
article 3, paragraphs 1 and 2, even if the <.et or omission 
of the carrier is· done recklessly or with intent to cause 
damage. In others, the proposition is evidently estab
lished that the carrier cannot rely on article 4, para
graph 5, when the damage is imputable tci serious faults 
on the part of the carrier. In the 1968 amendments, 
the new rule states that neither the carrier nor the ship 
shall be entitled to the benefit of the limitadon of liability 
if the damage resulted from an act or omission of the 
carrier done with intent to cause damage, or recklessly 
and with knowledge that damage would probably result. 

281. Article 4, paragraph 5, is to be read in conjunc
tion with article 9 of the Rules in those c:mntries which 
have given effect to or enacted article 9 in their national 
legislation. Article 9 states that the monetary units 
mentioned in the Rules are to be "of i:old value". 215 

2ro Ibid., p. 200. 

: 11 Ibid .• p. 97. As exemplified in the findin~ of the Cour de 
cassation (Kopajtic, 4 January 1950), D.M.F. 1950, p. 167 
(see G. Ripert, Droit maritime, 4th ed. (Paris, Ubrairie Da!!oz, 
1950), p, 226). Renton v. Palmyra (l9'.i6), 2 Ll.L.R. 
379 appears to support the contention that !ms or damage to 
goods in the Hague Rules is not restricted to actual lo5s or 
physical damage to the goods {see E. Selvig, Unit Limitation 
,,f Carricr".y Liahility, op. cit .. p. 96), 

e12 See E. Selvig, Unit Limitation of Ca,rier's Liability, 
op. cit., p. 100. 

""; Ibid., pp. 101 and 102. 
~ 71 ibid., p. !07. 
"" T. G. Carver. op. cit .• para. 306. sta:es: " The gold 

value of £ 100 ill 1924 clearlv meant the intrinsic value of 
the gold coin to which the holder of £ [00 in noles was in 
theory entitled by Act of Parliament, viz. JOO gold sovereigns, 



The ambiguity of the phrase has rendered its exact inter
pretation uncertain, particularly in view of the severe 
depreciation of many currencies in relation to gold.m 
This question will lose its importance when the 1968 
amendments come into general force. 

Limitation of liability under the 1968 Protocol 

282. In the amendments of February 1968, the new 
paragraph 5 of article 4 considerably improves the 
position of cargo owners with respect to limitation of 
liability. Not only does it raise the limit, but it also 
makes a special rule for containers and other similar 
articles of transport. The new rule raises the limi
tation to 10,000 Francs Poincare (approximately £276 
sterling at the present exchange rates) per package or 
unit or 30 Francs Poincare per kg (approximately £842 
sterling per ton) of the gross weight of the goods, 
whichever is higher. The first limit is intended to 
apply to light, valuable cargo, while the second limit is 
in.tended to apply to heavy cargo. Although the weight 
unit limitation appears to have improved matters for 
cargo owners, it should be stressed that the figure is 
considerably below the figures in other international 
transport conventions. It seems desirable that in this 
respect article 4, paragraph 5, should be more in line 
with those conventions. 

283. The new article 4, paragraph 5, further states 
that, where a container, pallet or similar article of trans
port is used to consolidate goods, the number of packages 
or units enumerated in the bill of lading as packed in 
such article of transport shall be deemed to be the 
number of packages or units for calculating the limi
tation of liability. This amendment clearly improves the 
position of cargo owners.in 

284. From what bas been said in the prec.eding 
paragraphs, it would appear that the existing article 4, 
paragraph 5, is unsatisfactory and in need of con
siderable modification, although the 1968 amendments 
have made some improvements. The view that carriers 
would not be able to secure competitive P and I in
surance rates if limitation rules were relaxed in favour 
of cargo owners, is considered "hardly tenable" by a 
modem authority who bas specialized on unit limitation 
studies.278 

which, as then Britain was contemplating a full return to the 
gold standard, was an obvious standard by which to fix inter
nationally the extent of the canier's liability .... " 

HG " . . . the original amounts now appear ridiculously 
Jow" (see E. Selvig, Unit Limitation of Carrier's Liability, 
op. cit., p. 34). 

2 H For example, if 100 boxes of cargo, valued at £,60,000 
and weighing 10 tons gross, are stowed in one container and 
the container is lost overboard during the sea transit, and the 
I 00 boxes have been enumerated in the bill of lading, the 
limit of liability will be £276 X 100 = £27,600. If the 
bo.xes have not been enumerated in the bill of lading, so that 
the container becomes the package or unit, the cargo owner can 
stm take the benefit of the weight limit in the same provision, 
so that the limit will be £842 X 10 = £8,420. 

278 See E. Selvig in Six Lectures on Jhe Hague Rules, 
op. cit., p. 122. He feels that global limitation of liabilities 
guide the P and I clause in this matter. See also paragraph 164 
above. 

E. Article 5 

285. Article 5 states that the provisions of the Rules 
are not applicable to charter-parties, but goes c,n further 
to say that they apply to bills of lading issued with 
charter-parties. Difficulties encountered by charterers, 
shippers, carriers and receivers in identify1ng their 
liabilities when charter-party terms are incorporated 
in bills of lading are discussed in paragraphs 310•324 
in chapter VIIi below. 

F. Special conditions--Article 6 

286. Article 6 states as follows: 
Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding articles, 

a carrier, master, or agent of the carrier and a shipptff shall in 
regard to any particular goods be at liberty to ente1 into any 
agreement in any terms as to the responsibility and liability of 
the carrier for such goods, and as to the rights and immunities 
of the cmrier in respect of such goods, or concerning his obli
gation as to seaworthiness so far as this stipulation fa not 
contrary to public policy, or concerning the care or diligence 
of his servants or agents in regard to the loading, handling, 
stowage, carriage, custody, care and discharge of 1he goods 
carried by sea, provided that in this case no bill of lading has 
been or shall be issued and that the terms agreed shall be 
embodied in a receipt which shall be a non-negotiable document 
and shall be marked as such. Any agreement so en1ered into 
shall have full legal effect. Provided that this article shall 
not apply to ordinary commercial shipments made in the ordi
nary course of trade, but only to other shipments "here the 
character or condition of the property to be carried or the 
circumstances, terms and conditions under which the carriage 
is to be performed are such as reasonably to justify a special 
agreement. 

287. The Rules are said not to apply to non-nego
tiable receipts under certain conditions. One of these 
conditions is that the carriage must not be an "-:mlinary 
commercial shipment made in the ordinary course of 
trade". This phrase is rather vague and might be clari
fied by amendment. 
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G. Damages 

288. The principal articles of the Rules of major 
cone.em to this report have now been examined. One 
topic, which is not specifically mentioned in the Rules, 
but which arises directly out of their operation. is that 
of damages. This subject was introduced into the 
Rules in the 1968 amendments, and is discussed below. 

289. After it has been established that the carrier 
is liable under the Hague Rules, a second problem 
arises over the method for calculating the amount of 
damages which he must pay. The Rules do not 
stipulate that any particular method shall be i.:sed for 
this calculation, but the rule of thumb used h.35 been 
"arrived sound market value" less "arrived damaged 
market value", m subject of course to unit limitation 
of liability. 

219 See Empresa Central Mercantil v. Brasileiro (1957), 
A.M.C. 218, at p. 220: Tribunal de c0mmerce de Rauen (Nido, 
23 February 1962), D.M.F. (1962), p. 294. Courts have often 

(Conrlnued 01' """I page) 



290. Article 2 of the 1968 amendments stipulates 
that: 

The total amount recoverable shall be calculated by refer
ence to the value of such goods at the place and time at which 
the goods are discharged from the ship in accordance with the 
contract or should have been so disch,uged. The value of the 
goods shall be fixed according to the commodity exchange 
price, or. if there be no such price, according to the current 
market price, or, if there be no comnlOdity exchange price or 
current market price, by reference to the normal value of goods 
of the same kind and quality. 

The effect of the new Rule is to codify the principles 
which have been generally applied over the years, but 
the difficulty of establishing the market value of goods 
would seem to remain. Adjustment based upon the 
CIF value plus a percentage for profit, or upon invoice 
value plus freight, insurance and a percentage for profit, 
might lead to greater certainty in the matter and would 
avoid protracted litigation between parties. m 

c:iutioned that "arrived sound market value" is a rule of 
thumb only, and subject to many exceptions in order to be 
brough.t with.in the basic plincip\e of resti!Utio in i»!egrum. 
Arrived sound market value is difficult to calcu!Me unless there 
is a market with published prices at the place of discharge. 
C and F or CIF value, although easier to calculate, is not a 
true measure of damages, because arrived sound market value 
includes customs duties and profit, in addition to cost, in• 
surance, and freight. The practice of taking i11voice value or 
CIF value and then deducting salvage (Le. arrived damaged 
market value), although giving an immediate figure. favours 
carriers. because C and F or CIF value is not arrived sound 
market value, while salvage is arrived damaged market value. 

no See, however, Copiapo (1943), AM.C. 412, for general 
difficulties in connexion with the calculation of damages, 

Damages for delay 

291. Courts in some countries have held that the 
words "loss or damage" in the Rules includes damage 
caused by delay, so that cargo owners can claim damages 
for delay caused by the fault of the carrit:r.m It is 
common to see clauses in liner bills of lading either 
excluding or limiting liability for delay; such clauses 
would appear to be invalidated by the application of 
article 3, paragraph 8,212 but they continue to be used. 

292. In practice, cargo owners find considerable 
difficulty in obtaining compensation for kss suffered 
through delay, because such losses are difficult to prove 
and to quantify. The Rules are silent on the matter 
and usually disputes can only be settled by arbitration 
or litigation, Some national COGSA do, however, make 
provision for delay m and the Rules might be similarly 
amended to make the position clear in the .future on a 
matter of considerable concern to cargo owners. 
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2a1 See Renton v. Palmyra (1956), (2) Ll.L.R., 379, and 
Anglo Saxon Petroleum v. Adamasws Shipping Co. (1958), 
(I) Ll.LR, 73: The Main (1940), A.M.C. 1299. The United 
States Court of Appeals i.n. Comm. Trans. lnterr,at. v. Lykes 
Bros (1957) A.M.C. 1188, held that "the provisiom of COGSA 
apply to 'loss or damage' by de!ar without physical damage to 
cargo". See also The Ardennes 84 Ll.L.R. 340. In many 
countries, the question of liability for delay in delivery of the 
cargo is often dealt with in the context of their .~eneral law:s, 
vide "Technica ii. Gospodorka Morska" 1/1968, p. 551. See 
also R. Rodii:re, op. ci!., vol. II, para. 608. 

~s:i See Cour d'appel de Madagascar (Lione1, 19 March 
1952), D.M.F. (1952), p. 599. Also see S, Dor, Ot, cit., p. 165, 

233 COGSA, Japan, Art. 3. Some other countries have a 
similar provision, but it is not clear, from the cL.ses, whether 
immaterial damages are covered by the provisions of these laws. 



CHAPTER VII 

REVIEW OF BILL OF LADING CLAUSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED BY TIIE HAGUE RULES 

A. Introduction 

293. "The provisions of the Brussels International 
Convention do not pretend to cover all aspects of ocean 
carriage; much is left to mutual aoreement between the 
parties, providing however that s~ch clauses or cove
nants do not contravene the principle set forth in 
article 3, paragraph 8, of the Convention"Y4 In addi
tion to the specific provisions of the Hague Rules, there 
are a number of standard bill of lading clauses which 
raise problems and require consideration. Such clauses 
include (a) "liberty" clauses, (b) "jurisdiction" clauses, 
which specify that disputes concerning a bill of lading 
shall be decided in a particular country, or that a par
ticular country's Jaw should apply to such disputes, (c) 
"transhipment" clause!'., by which a carrier claims the 
right to tranship and disclaims responsibility for the 
goods during segments of the transhipmeot, and (d) 
clauses which incorporate the terms of a charter-party 
in a bill of lading. These clauses should be considered 
in the light of two standards: (a) article 3, paragraph 8, 
of the Rules, which nullifies any clause lessening the 
carrier's liabilities otherwise than as provided in the 
Rules, and (b) general considerations of fairness in the 
balance of rights and duties between the parties to a 
contract of affreightment. 

B. Liberty clauses 

294. The tenn "liberty clause" or "voyage clause" 
arose in connexion with those clauses which were 
"devised and improved from time to time in order to 
enable shipowners to do what would otherwise be 
regarded in law as a 'deviation'".185 In a narrow sense, 
the term still applies only to those clauses which attempt 
to grant the carrier liberty to deviate from the itin
erary. 281 However, the term "liberty clause" is often 
used in a broader sense, to include a wide range of 
clauses with attempt to grant the carrier rights or immu
nities which he would not otherwise enjoy.m .. Liberty 

2s.; Sec S. Dar, op. cif., -p. 11. 
zso See H. Holman, op. cit .• p. 402. See also clauses 7-12 

in the P and I model bill of lading in annex III, below, which 
are typical Jibelly clauses. 

2SG See paras. 256-264 above on the question of deviation. 
281 "Shipowners have sought by means of these clauses to 

provide for themselves a 'maximum' of rights and liberties ... 
The purpose of the Convention was precisely to restrain, to 
some extent, such attempts" (see S. Dor, op. cit., p. 41). 
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clauses" in this broader sense might include, for 
example, "freight" and "refrigeration" clauses, clauses 
granting the carrier the liberty to carry goods on deck, 
to dry-dock with cargo on board, to leave good; on the 
wharf on arrival if the receiver is absent, and to postpone 
the date of the ship's departure and the date of delivery 
of the goods. us It is in this broader sense i;bat the 
tenn "liberty clause" is used in this report.~0 

295. Some liberty clauses are clearly invalid because 
they conflict with the Hague Rules; yet they £:ontinue 
to clutter bills of lading, causing uncertainty and increas
ing litigation. Their removal would facilitate, trade, 
because their continued inclusion has the following 
onerous effects: (a) the clauses mislead cargo interests, 
thus causing them to drop the pursuit of valid claims, 
(b) they present an excuse for prolonging discussion 
and negotiation of claims which otherwise mig'ht have 
been settled promptly, and (c) they encourage unneces
sary litigation. 

296. Two examples of liberty clauses which have 
frequently been held invalid are "freight" clau:ies and 
"refrigeration" clauses. Freight clauses frequen1ly have 
the effect of lessening the carrier's liability, and hence 
are invalid under article 3, paragraph 8, of the Rules. 
For example, the following freight clause appears in 
virtually all liner bills of lading: "freight on thf: goods 
shall be deemed earned on shipment and shall be 
payable vessel and/or goods lost or not lost." 1I there 
~s a loss for which the carrier is legally responsible, 
then the clause quoted above is considered a lessening 
of liability in violation of article 3, paragraph 8; the 
carrier must refund the freight if already paid, or make 
no claim for the freight if it is payable at destination.290 

297. Refrigeration clauses frequently attempt to 
relieve the carrier from liability for the defective func
tioning of the refrigerating machinery. Such ;:Jauses 
are generally held invalid under article 3, paragraph 8, 

288 Ibid., pp. 51-64. 
289 A recurrent cause of complaint by many respondents to 

the UNCTAD quettionnaire was the alleged practice by carriers 
of refusing to load ("shutting out") firmly booked cargo on 
the basis of liberty-type clauses in carrier's cargo-booking 
forms which purportedly give them power to do so at 1he risk 
and expense of cargo owners. This problem would appear to be 
more amenable to solution on a local, rather than on an inter
national, basis. 

2eo The clause is valid in cases of loss for which tb.e carrier 
is not legiilly responsible (for example, negligent naYigation 
under article 4, paragraph 2). 



for they lessen the carrier's liability under both article 3, 
paragraph 1 (c) and article 3, paragraph 2. 

298. Other clauses state that an inspection certifi
cate issued at the loading port by a representative of a 
Classification Society shall be conclusive evidence that 
the carrier has exercised due diligence to make the 
refrigerating and cool chambers fit and safe for the 
preservation of goods. In most countries, inspection 
certificates alone, without proof of actual due diligence, 
do not satisfy the courts and are not generally of any 
value to carriers. One authority has stated ". . . to 
avoid doubt the time has come for further examples of 
clauses offending against article 3, paragraph 8, to be 
expressly inserted in the Rule".m The inclusion in 
the Rules of many commonly used "invalid clauses", 
as examples of clauses prohibited by the Rules, might 
be a suitable method of resolving this problem. 

C. Jurisdiction claosesm 

299. Courts of various countries often construe par
ticular Hague Rule principles in different ways. 
Carriers usually attempt to avoid confrontation with 
courts and jurisprudence that may operate against their 
interests by inserting "jurisdiction" clauses in their bills 
of lading specifying that a particular court, law or the 
law of a particular country should exclusively determine 
any disputes that may arise from the bill of lading. 
"The choice of a court may be more important than 
many of the express terms of the contract; may indeed 
be determinative of the outcome".193 

300. The 1924 Convention does not refer to juris
diction clauses, but some countries have, in adopting 
the Convention, included special provisions making such 
clauses invalid. m The laws of most countries contain 

~01 See E. R. H. Hardy-lvamy, "The Carriage of Goods by 
Sea", in Current Legal Problems (London, 1960), pp. 216 
and 217. The only example of such an "invalid clall.'le" men
tioned in article 3, paragraph 8, is the "benefit of insurance" 
or similar clause which is .. deemed to be a clause relieving the 
carrier from liability''. 

2 ~2 Jurisdiction clauses in bills of lading tend to be of the 
following types: 

(a) "Any dispute arising under this bill of lading shall be 
decided in the country where the carrier has his principal place 
of business, and the law of such country shall apply"; 

(b) "The contract evidenced by this bill of lading shall be 
governed by .... law and dispute determined in 
(or at the option of the carrier, at the port of destination) 
according to . . . . . law to the exclusion of the jurisdiction 
of the cour1s of any other country". Type (b) is more usual 
in liner bills of lading. Type (a) has been severely criticized 
by many courts and authodties on grounds that "it should be 
unthinkable" that a receiver had to discover the principal 
place of business of an unknown carrier (which is possible in 
case of charter) in order to exercise his rights against him. 
See A. G. Vaes, The Identity of the Hague Rule Carrier {GOte
borg, AkademifOrlaget-Gumperts, 1968), p. 18. 

293 Judge Learned Hand in The Trico/or (1933), A.M.C. 919. 
~91 For example, the Australian COGSA reads: 
"All parties to any bill of lading document relating to the 

carriage of goods from any place in Australia to any p!ace 
outside Australia shall be deemed to have intended to contract 
according to the laws in force at the place of shipment, and 
any stipulation or agreement to the contrary, or purporting to 
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no reference to them, and therefore their ccurts may 
accept or refuse jurisdiction. In exercising their dis
cretion, courts may invoke article 3, paragraph &, of the 
Hague Rules and rule the jurisdiction clause invalid if 
they consider that the change in jurisdiction might have 
the effect of reducing the rights of the cargo owner. 

301. Among those countries whose laws are silent 
upon jurisdiction clauses, there are differences in the 
manner in which the courts exercice their discretion 
to accept or refuse jurisdiction. Some courts do not 
enforce clauses which attempt to grant exclusive juris
diction to a foreign court. In rejecting such a clause, 
one court recently stated that to require a consignee, 
claiming damages in the sum of $2,600, to travel 
4,200 miles to a court with a different legal system and 
language would, in practical effect, decrease the, carrier's 
liability, and, therefore, the court invoked article 3, 
paragraph 8.m The court observed that in such cases 
the jurisdiction clause allows carriers to secure lower 
settlements than would be possible -if. carg(1 owners 
were allowed to sue in the most convenient forum. 
Other courts tend to recognize jurisdiction clauses 
contained in bills of lading only if they are satisfied that 
the foreign courts will apply the Hague Rules as enacted 
in their maritime law and that the foreign courts will 
construe the Hague Rules as they do. 2s6 

302. But many courts are more willing to recognize 
jurisdiction clauses on the basis of freedom of contract. 
They will generally stay proceedings in cases where 
"all the terms of the charter-party" (or similar words) 
there is a foreign jurisdiction clause, and will only allow 
them to proceed when satisfied that it is just and proper 
to do so.291 

303. If jurisdiction were required to be, imer alia, 
either in the country of shipment or in that of delivery, 
at the option of the plaintiff, m there might be certainty 
as well as fairness to cargo owners. This would also be 
fair to carriers, since it is arguable that, by agreeing 
to trade between the two ports, they impliedly c::,nsented 
to the probability of submitting to the jurisd.ction of 
either port. 

oust or lessen the jurisdiction of the courts of the Common
wealth or of a State in respect of the bill of lading or document, 
shall be illegal, nuU and void, and of no effect. . 

"Any stipulation or agreement, whether made in the •:::ommon
wealth or elsewhere, purporting to oust or lessen the juris
diction of the courts of the Commonwealth or of a State in 
respect of any bill of lading or document relating to the 
carriage of goods from any place outside Australia to lny place 
in Australia shall be illegal, null and void, and of no effect". 

295 See lndussa Corporation v. The Ranborg· (1967), 
A.M.C. 589. The circumstances of this case, which arose in 
a developed country, and the judicial attitude adopted, were 
much in line witlt some complaints raised and positions taken 
by many resp<m<lents from developing countrie'l in replying to 
the UNCT AD questionnaire. 

196 See Tribunal de commerce d'Anvers, J.P.A. 196~, p. 484. 
29r See The Eleftheria (1969), 1 Ll.L.R., 237. 
""" See the dictum in Koster v. (American) Lu"bermen's 

Mutual Casualty Co. 330, US 518,524, (1947). "In aJy balan
cing of conveniences, a real showing of conve1;ience by a 
p{aintiff who has sued in his home forum will normally 
outweigh the cor,ven1encc the defendant may have sf own" 



304. Article 5 of the 1968 amendments to the 
Hague Rules did not resolve the most pressing prob
lems of jurisdiction clauses, since they did not extend 
the scope of the Rules to both inward and outward 
shipments, as was earlier proposed (see para. 70 above). 

D. Transhipment clauses 

305. Virtually all cargo liner bills of lading contain 
"transhipment" clauses, which state that each carrier 
along a route is to be responsible for the goods only 
while they are in his possession. If valid, such clauses 
raise problems, because (a) the extent of the different 
carriers' liability is difficult to determine precisely, (b) 
goods might be transhipped at a port where the Hague 
Rules are not in force, with the result that the Rules 
may not apply to the on-carriage period, and (c) 1he 
transhipment clause may state that each individual 
carrier's bill of lading is to apply while the goods are in 
that carrier's hands. This also raises the question 
whether jurisdiction clauses in each bill of lading along 
the route would be valid, so that a cargo owner might 
have to sue different carriers in different jurisdictions. 

306. These problems might be resolved by amending 
the Rules to make the original carrier responsible for 
the whole of a transit, and to make the Rules apply 
during the entire period. This approach is applied 
by the Transatlantic Australian Homeward Bill of 
Lading, section 3 (d) of which reads: 

The goods or part thereof may be carried by the names or 
other vessels, whether belonging to the Line or others and 
should circumstances in the opinion of the Carrier, Master or 
Agent render transbipment desirable or expedient may be 
transhipped at any port or ports, place or places whatsoever, 
and while in course of transhipment may be pfaced or stored 
in craft or ashore imd may be reshipped or forwarded or 
n:turned by land and/or water and/or air at Carrier's option 
and expense, all as part of the contract voyage and all the 
provisions of the bill of lading shall continue to apply. 290 

307. Moreover, if it could be made clear that, even 
when a transhipment clause is valid, certain conditions 
must be satisfied by the carrier in order to effect the 
carriage ''properly and carefully" within the meaning of 
article 3, paragraph 2, this would go a long way, 
towards bringing certainty into the transhipment process. 
These conditions would, inter alia, provide:300 

(a) That transhipment was reasonable and proper in 
the circumstances; 

(b) That, wherever applicable, the carrier notified 
the cargo owner of the transhipment so as to enable him 
to insure any new risks which might be involved through 
the substitution of another ship for the original ship; 

(c) That the carrier should exercise due care for the 
goods during the transhipment; 

299 There are authoritative views that the use of this clause 
would not cause problems of sufficient economic magnitude to 
attract unfavourable reaction from insurers. See K. GrOnfors, 
"On carriage in Swedish maritime law", in Six Lectures 011 the 
Hague Rules, op. cir., p. 53; he feels that P and I insurers have 
not '"become unduly worried" by the use of the clause. 

soo See S. Dor, op. cit., p. 67. 
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(d) That, wherever applicable, the carrier continued 
to exercise due care and diligence to forward the goods 
as soon as possible and would not be excused if he 
delayed the transhipment in order to avoid paying a 
high rate of freight for forwarding the goods; 

(e) That in appropriate circumstances the carrier 
would deliver the goods at his own risk or expense, or 
the risk and expense might be shared with the cargo 
owner. 

308. The Rules, when amended to make the original 
carrier responsible for the whole of the tbrougl:. transit, 
should perhaps also make it clear that the original 
carrier must seek indemnity from the on-carrier to 
satisfy a claim for loss or damage occurring while the 
goods are in the custody of the on-carrier. In fact, 
many shipowners who are container operators ct;1rrently 
do this voluntarily. 

309. The primary interest of the cargo owne,r would 
appear to be to hold a bill of lading which ensures that, 
unless he has otherwise agreed, transhipment of his 
goods cannot be effected under terms less favourable 
than those in his original contract of carriage. The 
carrier, on the other hand, would wish to be protected 
against the sole burden of risk and expense oE caring 
for and forwarding cargo under unavoidable and un
reasonable circumstances. Perhaps there can be a more 
equitable adjustment of the conflicting interests of cargo 
owners and carriers. 

E. Clauses incorporating the terms of charter-parties 
in a bill of lading 

310. The Hague Rules only apply to a bill of lading 
issued under a charter-party when the bill regulates 
the relations between the carrier and a holder of the 
bill of lading. This will not be the case until the 
charterer passes the bill of lading on to some other 
person.301 The Rules also provide that if bills of lading 
are issued under a charter-party they shall comply with 
the terms of the Rules. 802 Although article 5 further 
states that the provisions of the Rules shall not be appli
cable to charter-parties, the Rules are fre.quently 
expressly incorporated in a charter-party, and 1his has 
caused problems303 because charter-party provisions 
have legal effect between the shipowner and the char
terer, while the bill of lading has legal effect between 
the shipowner and the receiver. 

311. The Rules do not cover bill of lading provi
sions concerning arbitration, liens, demurrage:, dead 
freight, and many other topics. 304 The central problem 
then becomes: "Can the charter-party terr.lS be enforced 

3-01 Article l(b), read in conjunction with article 5; see 
W. Tetley, op. cit., p. 12. 

302 See article 5, second paragraph. 
3os Charter-parties sometimes specifically invoke th~ Hague 

Rules by means of a paramount clause, and this may ?ave the 
effect of invalidating all other charter-party clauses which may 
be contrary to the Hague Rules (see Anglo Saxon Petroleum 
Co. v. Adamasros Shipping Co. (1957), 1 LI. L. R. 79). 

SM Dead freight and demurrage clauses are considered in 
paras. 323 and 324 below. 



against the receiver, who usually has no knowledge of 
its terms?" Most charter-parties contain a cesser and 
lien clause, which usually states that "the charterer's 
liability shall cease upon shipment of the goods; 
shipowner to have a lien on the goods for freight, dead 
freight, demurrage and damages for detention". In 
most countries, the effect of the cesser clause is to 
release the charterer from liability for matters in respect 
of which the carrier has a lien (cesser is co-extensive 
with lien). When charter-party terms are incorporated 
in a bill of lading, the cesser clause must be borne 
in mind, because it usually leads to the shipowner 
seeking to obtain redress from the receiver for such 
things as demurrage incurred at the loading port and 
dead freight. m As will be seen, the enforcement of 
charter-party terms against a bill of lading holder can 
operate against receivers of cargo. 306 

312. In considering the legal effect of incorporating 
clauses, two central questions arise: 

(a) What kind of incorporating clause is required to 
give the greatest effect? 

(b) Even with a very wide incorporating clause, which 
of the charter-party terms will be included in the bill 
of lading and which will be rejected? 

313. Typical incorporating clauses now in use state: 
"all terms, conditions, clauses and exceptions as per 
charter-party", or "all the terms, conditions, liberties, 
and exceptions of the charter-party are herewith incor
porated". Such clauses have the effect of reading the 
charter-party verbatim into the bill of lading as though 
it were printed in full. However, the courts in some 
countries have not enforced against the purchaser of a 
bill of lading unusual charter-party clauses which he 
has had no opportunity to see. Oauses which would 
alter express terms in the bill of lading, or which are 
not conditions to be performed by a consignee in the 
particular circumstances of a case, will not usually be 
enforced against the holder of a bill of lading. m 

314. The main argument advanced in support of 
incorporating clauses is that the practice, if effective, 
would lead to simplicity in documentation. The bill 
of lading should correspond with the charter-party, and 
to achieve this purpose it is convenient to state that 
"all the terms of the charter-party" (or similar words) 
are to be considered part of the bill of lading. By this 
method, the bill of lading becomes a shorter document 
than the usual liner bill of lading. It is also often put 

ios The receiver is primarily interested in ensuring that, 
unless he has agreed to th.e contrary, h.e does not by purchasing 
a bill of lading attract liabilities contained in a charter-party 
which it would be unusual for a receiver to bear in the parti
cular transaction to which he is a party. In practice, he is 
often dhappointed in this expectation, owing to the uncertain 
state of the law. 

3oo The cesser clause will not be considered at length here, 
except to mention that its effects cannot be described in genernl 
term~. sine~ "in each ~ase the effect depends upon the interpret
ation of other parts of the contract" (see I. Cs. Carver, 
op. cit., para. 1313). 

:io7 Court decisions have not been consistent and have often 
been at variance with the textbook:s. The position differs in 
different legal systems. 
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forward that the bill of lading should indude all the 
relevant provisions, but it is virtually impossible to 
prepare a satisfactory tramp bill of lading in advance, 
because the clauses can only be drafted when the 
charter-party contents are known. It ob·;iously saves 
time to use incorporating clauses, and by using them 
the parties avoid the possibility of prejudici:1g their posi
tion by deciding beforehand which of the charter-party 
terms should be repeated in the bill of lading. 
However, as explained below, the incorporation of 
charter-party terms in bills of lading also entails certain 
disadvantages. 

315. The principal disadvantages of incorparating 
clauses are: 

(a) The parties to the bill of lading may have diffi
culty in ascertaining their legal position. It might be 
difficult to determine which of the clauses of a lengthy 
charter-party are incorporated, and frequently the 
charter-party is not at hand when the bill of lading 
contract is concluded or when the bill of lading is 
transferred. 

(b) The bill of lading governs the rights and responsi
bilities of the shipowner and the bill of fa.ding holder, 
and the shipawner should not, therefon:, have any 
claims or defences which do not appear in some way 
in the docwnent. 

(c) In contracts of sale, the buyer may be forced to 
accept a bill of lading. It may be agreed in the sale 
contract that the buyer shall pay on pre·sentation of 
the bill of lading, but even if this is not dcne the seller 
has the right in some instances to oblige the buyer 
to pay on presentation of the bill of lading. If "Inco
tenns" apply, the charter-party has to be presented 
with the bill of lading, but otherwise this may not be 
so.308 When goods are sold afloat, the prospective 
buyer is free to refuse to become a party to an agree
ment if he thinks that a reference to a charter-party 
is likely to be dangerous, in which case it can be argued 
that the effect of the incorporating clause is to reduce 
the transferability of the bill of lading. 

(d) Under the "Uniform Customs and Practice for 
Documentary Credits",m unless specifically authorized 
in the credit, a bill of lading which is issued under and 
subject to the conditions of a charter-party will be 
rejected; the effect of an incorporating clause is, there
fore, to restrict the use of bills of lading as documents 
of credit. 

316. If the bill of lading is regarded in the light of 
the commercial requirements under a sale contract, an 
incorporating clause may have some .restri.:tive effects. 
However, if the bill of lading is treated as a contract 
of carriage, an incorporating clause is co11venient for 
carriers, for carriers naturally wish to reduce their risks 
under the bill of lading to equal those undertaken in 
the charter-party. 

:os In Fiw,ka Cellnlosaforeningen v. Westfie'd Papl'r Co. 
(!940), 4 All E.R. 473, it was held that even if the charter-party 
is referred to in the bill of lading the buyer will not necessarily 
be entitled to a copy of it if its terms are well known in the trade. 

-109 See Br. 222 (EF) 1963, of the International Chamber 
of Commerce. 



317. What is required is to improve the present 
situation so that the receiver does not suffer injustice 
and there is no delay in commercial transactions. The 
following points might be taken into account in future 
conventions: 

(a) When the bill of lading is issued by the carrier, 
a copy of the charter-party should be attached to the 
bill of lading; 

(b) When a bill of lading is tendered under a sale 
contract, a copy of the charter-party should be presented 
with the bill of lading, as under "lncoterms "; 

(c) Any demurrage incurred at the loading port 
should be endorsed on the bill of lading; 

(d) If there is a total time for loading and discharging, 
the time taken in loading should be endorsed on the bill 
of lading; 

(e) Any dead freight or possible dead freight should 
be endorsed on the bill of lading; 

(f) Cesser clauses should be invalid; 
(g) Regarding arbitration clauses in charter-parties, 

article 3, paragraph 6, of the Rules could be amended 
to provide either that "suit" would not include arbi
tration proceedings, or that the presence of an arbitration 
clause would not operate so as to debar cargo owners 
from bringing suit if in fact they had commenced legal 
proceedings of some kind within the one-year time 
limit; 

(h) The "Uniform Customs and Practice for Docu
mentary Credits" should be amended to provide that 
bills of lading subject to the conditions of a charter
parlty are authorized so long as they meet requirements 
such as those in points (a) to (e) above. 

318. Virtually all charter-parties contain arbitration 
clauses, but almost no bills of lading issued under 
charter-parties contain such clauses. Questions have 
arisen over the extent to which charter-party arbitration 
clauses are binding on receivers through incorporating 
clauses in bills of lading. 

319. Courts have tended to look closely at the 
wording of arbitration clauses in determining whether 
they are binding upon receivers. Thus, a clause pro
viding that "all disputes under this charter shall be 
referred to arbitration" has been held not to be suffi
cient to bind the receiver,310 but a clause providing 
that "any dispute arising out of this charter or any bill 
of lading issued hereunder shall be referred to arbi
tration" has been held to be sufficient, because of its 
reference to the bill of lading. m 

3 ,0 See Hamilton v. Mackie (1889), 5 T.LR. 677. See also 
Thomas v. Portsea Steamship Co. {1912), A.C. I, where the 
facts and the finding were almost identical. In The Phonizien 
(1966), 1 Ll.L.R. 150, it was held that the phrase "any dispute 
arising under this charter-party shall be referred to arbitration" 
was not effective for a dispute arising under the bill of lading, 
even though the dispute was between the charterer and the 
shipowner, instead of a third party receiver and the shipowner. 

m See The Merak (1964), 2 Ll.L.R. 527. Decisions in 
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320. A further problem arises if the time limit in the 
charter-party arbitration clause is shorter than that in 
the Hague Rules, in cases where there is a bill of lading 
to which the Rules apply.m Application of a shorter 
time limit would violate article 3, paragraph 8, because 
it would lessen the carrier's liability, but it is uncertain 
whether the effect would be to void the whole arbitration 
clause or only the provision for a shorter time limit. 118 

321. In some countries, it has been hdd that a 
clause in a charter-party granting the shipo"'ner a lien 
for dead freight could be enforced against the receiver 
under an incorporating clause in the bill of lading. It 
is somewhat difficult to justify the receiver paying for 
the charterer's failure to supply cargo. 

322. A lien for demurrage in the charter--party can 
be enforced against the receiver if the charter-party 
is incorporated into the bill of lading by the usual 
incorporating clause. 314 Such a lien is effective against 
the receiver for demurrage at the loading port as well 
as at the discharging port, and the fact that the amount 
of demurrage incurred at the loading port is no: endorsed 
on the bill of lading will not affect this result. 

323. It will be apparent that problems arlsing from 
the incorporation of charter-party terms in bills of lading 
require considerable reflection, since they a.ffect also 
the terms of sale and the freedom of contractual re
lationships. 

324. It appears that, generally speaking, -.he conse
quential effects of the two documents, the charter-party 
and the bill of lading, should be kept quite separate, 
and the holder of the bill of lading, if he is nqt also the 
charterer, should not be subject to liabiliti~s arising 
from the charter-party which he has not expressly agreed 
to accept. 

the United States appear to be slightly less consistent. There, 
the phrase "any and all differences and disputes of whatsoever 
nature arising out of this charter shall be put to arbitration in 
the City of New York" was sufficient to bind tbe receiver 
(see Son Shipping Company v. De Fosse and Tan!•he (1952), 
A.M.C. 1931): while the clause " ... any dispute between the 
disponent owners and the charterers" was not sufficient (see 
Import Export Steel Corp. v. Mississippi Valley llarge Line 
Company (1966), A.M.C. 237). 

st2 The Hague Rules apply to a bill of lading issued under 
a charter-party whenever such a bill of lading has been trans
ferred by the charterer to another person. 

313 It is believed that an English court would nt111ify only 
the provision for a shorter time limit, allowing the remainder 
of the arbitration clause to stand (see S11enska Traktor Aktiebo
/aget v. Maritime Agencies (1953), 2 A.M.C. 1217). In the 
United States, it has been held that such a conflict was for the 
arbitrators to resolve, not the court (see Lowry and Co. v. 
SS Le Moyne D'lberville (1966), A.M.C. 2195). In the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the provision for a shorter time limit is 
considere4 as invalid (see G. ShapS-Abraham, op. c."t., vol. II, 
Anm. 9, para. 612). 

su See Fidelitas Shipping Co. i•. V 10 Exportchleb (1963), 
2 LI. L.R. 113. 





ANNEXES 

Annex I 

The Hague Rules, 1924 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE UNIF1CATION 
OF CERTAIN RULF.S RELATING TO BILLS OF LADING, SIGNED AT BRUSSELS ON 25 AUGUST 1924" 

Article 1 

In this Convention the following words are employed with 
the meanings set out below: 

(a) "Carrier'· includes the owner or the charterer who enters 
into a contract of carriage with a shipper. 

(b) "Contract of carriage" applies only to contracts of 
carriage covered by a bill of lading or any similar document 
of title, in so far as such document relates to the carriage of 
goods by sea; it also applies to any bill of lading or any 
similar document as aforesaid issued under or pursuant to a 
charter-party from the moment at which such instrument regu
lates the relations between a carrier and a holder of the same. 

Cc) "Goods" includes goods, wares, merchandise and articles 
of every kind whatsoever except live animals and cargo which 
by the contract of carriage is stated as being carried on deck 
and is so carried. 

(d) "Ship" means any vessel used for the carriage of goods 
by sea. 

fr) "Carriage of goods" covers the period from the time 
when the goods are loaded on to the time they are discharged 
from the ship. 

Article 2 

Subject to the provisions of Article 6, under every contract 
of carriage of goods by sea the carrier, in relation to the 
loading, handling, stowage, carriage, custody, care and discharge 
of such goods, shall be subject to the responsibilities and liabi
lities, and entitled to the rights and immunities hereinafter set 
forth. 

Ar1icle 3 

1. The carrier shall be bound before and at the beginning 
of the voyage to exercise due diligence to: 

(a) Make the ship seaworthy; 
(b) Properly man, equip and supply the ship; 
(c) Make the holds, refrigerating and cool chambers, and all 

other parts of the ship in which goods are carried, fit and safe 
for their reception, carriage and preservation. 

2. Subject to the provisions of Article 4, the carrier shall 
properly and carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep, care for, 
and discharge the goods carried. 

• The text of this Convention is also reproduced in League 
of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXX, 1931-1932, No. 2764. 
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3. After receiving the goods into his charge, the carrier or 
the master or agent of the carrier shall, on demand of the 
shipper, issue to the shipper a bill of lading showing among 
other things: 

(a) The leading marks necessary for identification of the 
goods as the same are furnished in writing by th<, shipper 
before the loading of such goods starts, provided such marks 
are stamped or otherwise shown clearly upon the goods if 
uncovered, or on the cases or coverings in which su.;h goods 
are contained, in such a manner, as should ordinaril:{ remain 
legible until the end of the voyage; 

(b) Either the number of packages or pieces, or the quantity, 
or weight, as the case may be, as furnished in writing by the 
shipper; 

(c) The apparent order and condition of the goods. 
Provided that no carrier, master, or agent of the carrier shall 

be hound to state or show in the bill of lading an:, marks, 
number, quantity, or weight which he has reasonable grounds 
for suspecting not accurately to represent the goods actually 
received or which he has had no reasonable means of ,;becking. 

4. Such a bill of lading shall be prima facie evidem:e of the 
receipt by the carrier of the goods as therein des,,ribed in 
accordance with paragraph 3 (a), (l>) and {c). 

5. The shipper shall be deemed to have guaranteed to the 
carrier the accuracy at the time of shipment of the marks, 
number, quantity and weight, as furnished by him, and the 
shipper shall indemnify the carrier against all loss, damages, 
and expenses arising or resulting from inaccuracies in such 
particulars. The right of the carrier to such indemrity shaU 
in no way limit his responsibility and liability under the contract 
of carriage to any person other than the shipper. 

6. Unless notice of loss or damage and the genen,l nature 
of such loss or damage be given in writing to the carrier or biS 
agent at the port of discharge before or at the tim~ of the 
removal of the goods into the custody of the person entitled to 
delivery thereof under the contract of carriage, such removal 
shall be prima facie evidence of the delivery by the carrier of 
the goods as described in the bill of lading. 

If the loss or damage is not apparent, the notice must be 
given within three days of the delivery. 

The notice in writing need not be given if the state of the 
goods has at the time of their receipt been the subject of joint 
survey or inspection. 

In any event the carrier and the ship sha11 be discharged 
from all liability in respect of loss or damage unless suit is 
brought within one year after delivery of the goods or the date 
when the goods should have been delivered. 



In the case of any actual or apprehended loss or damage the 
carrier and the receiver shall give all reasonable facilities to 
each other for inspecting and tallying the goods. 

7. After the goods are loaded, the biil of lading to be 
issued by the carrier, master, or agent of the carrier to the 
shipper shall, if the shipper so demands, be a "shipped" bill 
of lading, provided that if the shipper shall have previously 
taken Up any document of title to such goods, he shall surrender 
the same as against the issue of the "shipped" bill of lading. 
At the option of the carrier such document of title may be noted 
at the port of shipment by the carrier, master, or agent with 
the name or names of the ship or ships upon which the goods 
have been shipped and the date or dates of shipment, and 
when so noted, if it shows the particulars mentioned in para~ 
graph 3 of Article 3, it shall for the purpose of this article be 
deemed to constitute a "shipped" bill of lading. 

8. Any clause, covenant, or agreement in a contract of 
carriage relieving the carrier or the ship from liability for loss 
or damage to or in connexion with goods arising from negli
gence, fault, or failure in the duties and obligations provided 
in this article, or lessening such liability otheiwise than as 
provided in this Convention, shall be null and void and of no 
effect. A benefit of insurance [clause] in favour of the carrier 
or similar clause shall be deemed to be a clause relieving the 
carrier from liability. 

Article 4 

I. Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be liable for loss 
or damage arising or resulting from unseaworthiness unless 
caused by want of due diligence on the part of the carrier to 
make the ship seaworthy and to secure that the ship is properly 
manned, equipped, and supplied and to make the holds, refri
gerating :md cool chambers, and all other parts of the ship in 
which goods are carried fit and safe for their reception, carriage 
and preservation in ac<.:ordance with the provisions of para
graph 1 of Article 3. Whenever Joss or damage has resulted 
from unseaworthiness, the burden of proving the e:ii:ercise of 
due diligence shall be on the carrier or other person claiming 
exemption under this article. 

2. Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be responsible for 
loss or damage arising or resulting from: 

(a) Act, neglect, or default of the master, mariner, pilot, or 
the servants of the carrier in the navigation or in the man
agement of the ship; 

(b) Fire, unless caused by the actual fault or privity of the 
carrier; 

(c) Perils, danger and accidents of Lhe sea or other navigable 
waters; 

(d) Act of God; 
(e) Act of war; 
(f) Act of public enemies; 
(g) Arrest or restraint of princes, rulers or people or seizure 

under legal process; 
(h) Quarantine restrictions; 

(i) Act or omission of the shipper or owner of the gocxis, 
his agent or representative; 

(j) Strikes or lock-outs or stoppage or restraint of labour 
from whatever cause, whether partial or general; 

(k) Riots and civil commotions; 
(I) Saving or attempting to save life or property at sea; 
_(~1) Wasta~e in bulk or weight or any other loss or damage 

tmsmg from mherent defect. quality, or vice of the goods; 
(11) Insufficiency of packing; 
(o) Insufficiency or inadequacy of marks; 
(p) Latent defects not discoverable by due diligence; 
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(q) Any other cause arising without the actual fault or priYity 
of the carrier, or without the fault or neglect of the agents 
or servants of the carrier, but the burden of proof shall be on 
the person claiming the benefit of this e.xception to show that 
neither the actual fault or privity of the carrier nor the fault 
or neglect of the agents or servants of the carri1:r contributed 
to the loss or damage. 

3. The shipper shall not be responsible for loss or damage 
sustained by the carrier or the ship arising or resulting from 
any cause without the act, fault, or neglect of the shipper, his 
ageots, or his servants. 

4. Any deviation in saving or attempting to save life or 
property at sea or any reasonable deviation shall not be deemed 
to be an infringement or breach of this convent:on or of the 
contract of carriage, and the carrier shall not be iable for any 
loss or damage resulting therefrom. 

5. Nei:her the carrier nor the ship shall in an:1 event be or 
become liable for any loss or damage to or in cc,nnexion with 
goods in an amount exceeding JOO pounds sterlint: per package 
or unit or the equivalent of that sum in other currency unless 
the nature and value of such goods have been declared by the 
shipper before shipment and inserted in the bill of lading. 

This declaration if embodied in the bill of la:ling shall be 
prima Jade evidence but shall not be binding or conclusive on 
the carrier. 

By agreement between the carrier, master, or agent of the 
carrier and the shipper another maximum amount than that 
mentioned in this paragraph may be fixed, provided that such 
maximum shall not be less than the figure above named. 

Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be responsible in any 
event for loss or dfunage to, or in connexion with, goods if 
the nature or value thereof has been knowingly misstated by 
the shipper in the bill of lading._ 

6. Goods of an inflammable. explosive, or dangerous nature 
to the shipment whereof the carrier, master, or agent of the 
carrier has not consented with knowledge of their nature and 
character may at any time before discharge be J.inded at any 
place or destroyed or rendered innocuous by the carrier without 
compensation, and the shipper of such goods shall be liable for 
all damages and expenses directly or indirectly arising out of 
or resulting from such shipment. If any such goods shipped 
with such knowledge and consent shall become a danger to 
the ship or cargo, they may in like manner be landed at any 
place or destroyed or rendered innocuous by the carrier without 
liability on the part of the carrier except to genenl average, if 
any. 

Article 5 

A' carrier shall be at liberty to surrender in wh(l!e or in part 
ail or any of his rights and immunities, or to increase any of 
his responsibilities and liabilities under this Corventica pro
vided such surrender or increase shall be embodied in the bill 
of lading is~ued to the shipper. 

The provisions of this Convention shall not be applicable to 
charter-parties. but if bills of lading are issued in the case of 
a ship un<ler a charter-party they shall comply w:th the terms 
of !his Convention. Nothing in these rules shall be held to 
prevent the insertion in a bjJJ of lading of any lawful pro
vision regarding general average. 

Article 6 

NotwithManding the provisions df the precedir g articles, a 
carrier, master, or agent of the carrier and a shi?per shall in 
regard to any particular goods be at liberty to eater into any 
agreement in any terms as to the responsibility ,,nd li,1bility 



of the carrier for such goods, and as to the rights and immu
nitie& of the carrier in respect of such goods, or concerning 
his obligation as to seaworthiness so far as this stipulation i> 
not contrary to public policy, or concerning the care or dili
gence of his servants or agents in regard to the loading, 
handling, stowage, carriage, cuswdy, care, and discliarge of 
the goods carried by sea, provided that in this case no bill of 
lading bas been or shall be issued and that the terms agreed 
shall be embodied in a receipt which shall be a non-negotiable 
document and shall be marked as such. 

Any agreement so entered into shall have full legal effect. 
Provided that this article shall not apply to ordinary commer

cial shipments made in the ordinary course of trade, but only 
to other shipments where the character or condition of the 
property to be carried or the circumstances, terms, and condi
tions under which the carriage is to be performed are such as 
reasonably to justify a special agreement. 

Article 7 

Nothing herein contained shall prevent a carrier or a shipper 
for entering into any agreement, stipulation, condition, reser
vation, or exemption as to the responsibility and liability of 
the carrier or the ship for the loss or damage to, or in 
connexion with, the custody and care and handling of goods 
prior to the loading on, and subsequent to the discharge from, 
the ship on which the goods are carried by sea. 

Article 8 

The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the rights 
and obligations of the carrier under any statute for the time 
being in force relating to the limitation of the liability of 
owners of seagoing vessels. 

Article 9 

The monetary units mentioned in this Convention are to be 
taken to be gold value. 

Those contracting States in which the pound sterling is not 
a monetary unit reserve to themselves the right of translating 
the sums indicated in this Convention in terms of pound 
sterling into terms of their own monetary system in round 
figures. 

The national laws may reserve to the debtor the right of 
discharging his debt in national currency according to the rate 
of exchange prevailing on the day of the arrival of the ship 
at the port of discharge of the goods concerned. 

Article 10 

The provisions of this Convention shall apply to all bills of 
lading issued in any of the contracting States. 

Article 11 

After an interval of not more than two years from the day 
on which the Convention ii, signed, the Belgian Government 
shall place itself in communication with the Governments of 
the High Contracting Parties which have declared themselves 
prepared to ratify the Convention, with a view to deciding 
whether it shall be put into force. The ratifications shall be 
deposited at Brussels at a date to be fixed by agreement among 
the said Governments. The first deposit of ratifications shall 
be recorded in a proc£s-verbul signed by the representatives of 
the Powers which take part therein and by the Belgian Minister 
for Foreign Affairs. 

The subsequent deposits of ratifications shall be made by 
means of a written notification, addressed to the Belgian 
Government and accompanied by the instrument of ratification. 
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A duly certified copy of the prods-verbal relating to the 
first deposit of ratifications, of (he notifications refeired to in 
the previous paragraph, and also of the instruments of ratifi
cation accompanying them, shall be immediately se:1t by the 
Belgian Government through the diplomatic chann~l to the 
Powers [which] have signed this Convention or [which] have 
acceded to it. In the cases contemplated in the preceding 
paragraph the said Government shall inform them at the same 
time of the date on which it received the notification. 

Article 12 

Non-signatory States may accede to the present Convention 
whether or not they have been represented at the Intunational 
Conference at Brussels. 

A State which desires to accede shall notify its intention in 
writing to the Belgian Government, forwarding t-) it the 
document of accession, which shall be deposited in the archives 
of the said Government. 

The Belgian Government shall immediately forwa ·d to all 
the States which have signed or acceded to the Convention a 
duly certified copy of the notification and of the act of acces
sion, mentioning the date on which it received the nocification. 

Article 13 

The High Contracting Parties may at the time of signature, 
ratification, or accession declare that their acceptanc~ of the 
present Convention does not include any or al! of the self
governing dominions, or of the colonies, overseas po:;sessions, 
protectorates or territories under their sovereignty or u1thority, 
and they may subsequently accede separately on behalf of any 
self-governing dominion, colony, overseas possession protec
torate or territory excluded in their declaration. They may also 
denounce the Convention separately in accordance with its 
provisions in respect of any self-governing dominion, or any 
colony, overseas possessjon, protectorate or territory under 
their sovereignty authority. 

Article 14 

The present Convention shall take effect, in the case of the 
States which have taken part in the first deposit of rati;lcations, 
one year after the date of the prods-verbal recording such 
deposit. 

As respects the States which ratify subsequently or which 
accede, and also in cases in which the Convention is sub
sequently put into effect in accordance with Article 13. it shall 
take effect six months after the notifications specified in para
graph 2 of Article 11, and paragraph 2 of Article 12, have 
been received by the Belgian Government. 

Article 15 

In the event of one of the contracting States wishing to 
denounce the present Convention, the denunciation i.hall be 
notified in writing to the Belgian Government, which shall 
immediately communicate a duly certified copy of the noti
fication to all the other States informing them of the date on 
which it was received. 

The denunciation shall only operate in respect of the State 
which made the notification, and on the expiry of o;:ie year 
after the notification bas reached the Belgian Governmo,nt. 

Article 16 

Any one of the contracting States shall have the right to 
call for a fresh conference with a view to considering [)()Ssible 
amendments. 



A State which would exercise this right should notify its 
intention to the other States through the Belgian Government, 
which would make arrangements for convening the conference. 

Done at Brussels, in a single copy, August 25th, 1924. 
(The signatures follow) 

PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE 

At the time of signing the International Convention for the 
unification of certain rules of law relating to bills of lading, the 
P!enipotentiaries whose signatures appear below have agreed 
on the present Protocol, which shall have the same force and 
the same scope as if these provisions were inserted in the text 
of the Convention to which they relate. 

The High Contracting Parties may give effect to this Con
vention either by giving it the force of law or by including in 
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their national legislation in a form appropriate tc, that legislation 
the rules adopted nnder this Convention. 

They may reserve the right: 

(I) To prescribe that in the cases referred to in para
graph 2 (c) to (p) of Article 4, the holder of l bill of lading 
shall be entitled to establish responsibility for loss or damage 
arising from the personal fault of the carrier or the fault of his 
servants which are not covered by paragraph (,1). 

(2) To apply Articl.! 6 in so far as the national coasting 
trade is concerned to all classes of goods without taking 
account of the restriction set out in the last paragraph of that 
article. 

Done at Brussels, in a single copy, August 25:h, 1924. 

(The signatures follaw) 



Annex II 

The 1968 Brussels Prmocol 

PROTOCOL TO AMEND THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE UNIFICATI01'" 

OF CERTAIN RULES RELATING TO BILLS OF LADING, SIGNED AT BRUSSELS ON 25 AUGUST 1924 

The con/racling parries 

Comidering that it is desirable to amend the International 
Convention for the Unification of certain Rules relating to 
Bills of Lading, signed at Brussels on 25 August 1924, 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1 

I. In Article 3, paragraph 4, shall be added: 
"However, proof to the contrary shall not be admissible 

when the Bill of Lading bas been transferred to a third 
party acting in good faith". 

2. In Article 3, paragraph 6, the fourth sub-paragraph shall 
be replaced by: 

" Subject to paragraph 6 bis, the carrier and the ship shall 
in any event be discharged from all liability whatsoever in 
respect of the goods, unless suit is brought within one year 
of their delivery or of the date when they should have been 
delivered. This period may, however, be extended if the 
parties so agree after the cause of action has arisen". 

3. In Article 3, after paragraph 6 shall be added the 
following paragraph 6 bis: 

"An action for indemnity against a third person may be 
brought even after the expiration of the year provided for 
in the preceding paragraph if brought within the time allowed 
by the Jaw of the court seized of the case. However, the 
time allowed shall be not less than three months, commencing 
from the day when the person bringing such action foc 
indemnity has settled the claim or has· been served with 
process in the action against himself." 

Article 2 

Article 4, paragraph 5, shall be deleted and replaced by the 
following: 

"(a) Unless the nature and value of such goods have been 
declared by the shipper before shipment and inserted in 
the Bill of Lading. neither the carrier nor the ship shnll in 
any event be or become liable for any loss or damage to 
or in connexion with the goods in an alll0Unt exceeding the 
equivalent of francs 10,000 per package or unit or francs 30 
per kilo of gross weight of the goods lost or damaged, 
whichever is the higher. 

"(b) The total amount recoverable shall be calculated by 
reference to the value of such goods at the place and time 
at which the goods are discharged from the ship in accord
ance with the contract or should have been so discharged. 
The value of the goods shall be fixed according to the 
commodity exchange price, or, if there be no such price, 
.according to the current market price, or, if there be no 
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commodity exchange price or current market price, by 
reference to the normal value of goods of the same kind and 
quaiity. 

"(c) Where a container, pallet or similar article of trans
pon is used to consolidate goods, the number of packages 
or units enumerated in the bill of lading as packed in such 
article of transport shall be deemed the number of packages 
or units for the purpose of this paragraph as fai as these 
packages or units are concerned; except as aforesaid such 
article of transport shall be considered the package or unit. 

" (d) A franc means 'a unit consisting of 65,5 milligrammes 
of gold of millesirna1 fineness 900'. The date of ,onversion 
of the sum awarded into national currencies shall be governed 
by the law of the court seized of the case. 

"(e) Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be (mtitled to 
the benefit of the limitation of liability provided for in this 
paragraph if it i5 proved that the damage resulted from an 
act or omission of the carrier done with intent to cause 
damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that damage would 
probably result. 

"(j) The declaratioo mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) of 
this paragraph, if embodied in the bill of lading, shall be 
prima facie evidence, but shall not be binding or ,:onclusive 
on the carrier. 

"(g) By agreement between the carrier, master or agent 
of the carrier and the shipper other maximum amcunts than 
those mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph may 
be fixed, provided that no maximum amount so f xed shall 
be less than the appropriate maximum mentioned in that 
sub-paragraph. 

"(li) Neither the can-ier nor the ship shall be rnsponsible 
in any event for loss or damage to, or in connexion with, 
goods if the nature or value thereof has been l:nowingly 
misstated by the shipper in the bill of lading. " 

Article 3 

Between Articles 4 and 5 of the Convention shall be 
inserted the following Article 4 bis: 

"1. The defences and limits of liability provided for in 
this Convention shall apply in any action against the 
carrier in respect of loss or damage to goods covered by a 
contract of carriage, whether the action be founded in 
contract or in tort. 

"2. If such an action is brought against a servant or agent 
of the carrier (such servant or agent not being an in(ependent 
contractor), such servant or agent shall be entitled to avail 
himself of the defences and limits of liability v.hicb the 
carrier is entitled to invoke under this Convention. 



"3. The aggregate of the amounts recoverable from the 
carrier, and 5uch servants and agents, shall in no case exceed 
the limit provided for in this Convention. 

"4. Nevertheless, a servant or agent of the carrier shall 
not be entitled to avail himself of the provisions of this 
Article, if it is proved that the damage resulted from an act 
or emission of the servant or agent done with intent to 
cause damage or recklessly and with knowledge that damage 
would probably result." 

Article 4 

Article 9 of the Convention shall be replaced by the 
following: 

"The provmons of this Convention shall apply to every 
Bill of Lading relating to the carriage of goods between ports 
in two different States if: 

" (a) The Bill of Lading is issued in a contracting State, or 
"(b) The carriage is from a port in a contracting State, or 
"(c} The contract contained in or evidenced by the bill 

of lading provides tl:tal tb.e i:ules of this CQnvention or legis
lation of any State giving effect to them are to govern the 
contrnct, whatever may be the nationality of the ship, the 
carrier, the shipper, the consignee, or any other interested 
person. 

"Each contracting State shall apply the provisions of this 
Convention to the bills of lading mentioned above. 

"This Article shall not prevent a contracting State from 
applying the Rules of this Convention to bills of lading not 
included in the preceding paragraphs." 

Article 6 

As between the Parties to this Protocol, the Convention and 
the Protocol shall be read and interpreted together as one 
single instrument. 

A Party tc this Protocol shall bave no duty to apply the 
provisions of this Protocol to bills of lading issued in a State 
which is a Party to the Convention but which is not a Party 
to this Protocol. 

Article 7 

As between the Parties to this Protocol, denunciation be any 
of them of the Convention in accordance with Article 15 
thereof shall not be construed in any way as a denunciation 
of the Convention as amended by this Protocol. 

Article 8 

Any dispute between two or more Contracting Parties 
concerning the interpretation or application of the Convention 
which c:mnot be settled through negotiation, sha!l, at the request 
of one of them, be submitted to arbitration, If within 
six months from the date of the request for arbitration the 
Parties are unable to agree on the organization of the arbi
tration, any one of those Parties may refer the dispute to the 
International Court of Justice by request in conformity with 
the Statute of the Court. 

Article 9 

l. Each Contrncting Party may, at the time of signature or 
ratification of this Protocol or ,1ccession thereto, declare that 
it does not consider itself bound by Article 8 of this Pro!ocol. 
The other Contracting Parties shall not be bound by this 
Article with respect to ,my Contracting Party having made 
~uch a reservntion. 
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2. Any Contractlllg Party having made a 1eservation in 
accordance with paragraph l may at any time withdraw this 
reservation by notification to the Belgian Government. 

Article 10 

This Protocol shall be open for signature hy the States 
which have ratified the Convention or which 1ave adhered 
thereto before 23 February 1968, and by any Sta,:e represented 
at the twelfth session (1967-1968) of the Diplomatic Conference 
on Maritime Law. 

Article I 1 

1. This Protocol shall be ratified. 

2. Ratification of this Protocol by any State which is not 
a Party to the Convention shall have the effect of accession to 
the Convention. 

3. The instruments of ratification shall be diiposited with 
the Belgian Government. 

Article 12 

1. States Members of the United Nations or members of 
the specialized agencies of the United Nations, net represented 
at the twelfth session of the Diplomatic Conference on Mari
time Law, may accede to this Protocol. 

2. Accession to this Protocol shall have the efl'ect of acces
sion to the Convention. 

3. The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the 
Belgian Government. 

Article 13 

I. This Protocol shall come into force three :nonths after 
the date of the deposit of ten instruments of mtification or 
accession, of which at least five shall have been deposited by 
States that have each a tonnage equal or superior to one million 
gross tons of tonnage. 

2. For each State which ratifies this Protocol or accedes 
thereto after the date of deposit of the instrum,:nt of ratifi
cation or accession determining the coming into fo1ce such as is 
stipulakd in ;,aragraph I of this Article, this P ·otocol shall 
come into force three months after the deposit of i':s instrument 
of ratification or accession. 

Article 14 

l. Any Contracting State may denounce this Protocol by 
notification to the Belgian Government. 

2. This denunciation shall have the effect of denunciation of 
the Convention. 

3. The denunciation shail take effect one year a·'ter the date 
on which '.he notification has been received by the Be.lgian 
Government. 

Article 15 

l. Any Contracting State may at the time of sisnature, rati, 
fication or accession or at nny time thereafter declare by 
written notification to the Belgian Government which among 
the territories under its sovereignty of for whose international 
relations it is responsible, are those to which the ,,resent Pro• 
taco\ applies. 

The P10toco! shall, three months after the date of the 
receipt ol' s:.ich notification by the Belgian Government, extend 
to the tenito,ies named therein, but not before the date of the 
coming into force of the Prot=\ in respect of su,:h State. 



2. This extension also shall apply to the Convention if the 
latter is not yet npplicable to those territories, 

3. Any Contracting State wh.ch has made a declaration under 
par.igraph 1 of thi6 Artick may at any time thereafter declare 
by notification given 1.0 the Belgian Government that the Pro
tocol shall cease to extend to such territory. This denunciation 
shall lake effect one year after the date on Which notification 
thereof has been received by lhe Belgian Government; it also 
shnll apply to the Convention. 

Article 16 

The Con1racting Parlie> may give effect to this Protocol 
cithc:· by giving it the force of law or by including in their 
national legislation in a form approprinte to that legislation 
the rules adopted under this Protocol. 

Article 17 

The Belgian Government shall notify the States represented 
at the twelfth session (1967-1968) of the Diplomatic Conference 
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on Maritime Law, the acceding States to this Protocol, and the 
States Parties to the Convention, of the following: 

1. The signatures, ratification and accessions ree<: ived in 
accordance with Articles 10, 11 and 12; 

2. The date on which the present Protocol will come into 
force in nccordance with Article 13; 

3. The notificntions with regard to the territorial apJllication 
iu accordance with Article 15. 

4. The denunciation received in accordance with Ar.icle 14. 
In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiarit:s, duly 

authorized, have signed this Protocol. 

Doue at Brussels, this 23rd day of February 1968. in the 
French and English l~_nguages, both texts being equally 
r,uthentic, in a single copy, which shall remain deposited in 
the archives of the Belgian Government, which shall issue 
certified copies. 

(The signatures follow) 



Annex ill 

EXAMPLES OF BILLS OF LADING 

A. The ALAMAR bill of lading 

The Single Bill of Lading 
of the Latin American Shipowners Association 

The contract of carriage documented in this bill of lading 
is, by agreement between the two parties, lhe carrier and the 
shipper, subject to the stipulations and conditions appearing 
on the observe side and to the following clauses: 

1. Meaning of the terms used in this bill of lading 

(a) "Carrier" means the natural or legal person shown on 
the obverse side of his bill of lading as receiving the goods, 
whether or not he is the owner and/or operator of the ship 
or charterer and/or operator of the ship in which the goods 
were embarked or whether the said ship has been made available 
to him by virtue of some other contract under maritime law. 

(b) "Shipper" means the natural or legal person, corpo
ration or trading company described as the shipper on the 
obverse side of this bill of lading as well as the person for 
whose account the goods are shipped, the owner of the goods, 
the consignee or addressee or any endorsee or legitimate holder 
of the bill of lading, or any person who has an interest in 
receiving the goods. 

(c) "Consignee" includes, in addition to the person so des
ignated on the obverse side of this bill of lading, any person 
who receives, or is entitled to receive, the goods covered by it, 
whether directly from the ship or from warehouses, or the 
legitimate holder of thh bill of lading and any person with 
a legitimate interest in receiving the cargo. 

(d) "Expenses,. inciude the freight charge and any other 
obligation to pay sums of money in connexion with the goods 
incurred on behalf of the shipper, consignee, addressee or 
owner of the goods, or of the en.dorsee or legitimate holder 
of the bill of lading, or of any other person with an interest 
in receiving the cargo. 

(e) "Ship" means not only the vessel mentioned on the 
obverse side of this bill of lading but also any other vessel to 
which the goods are transhipped prior to their arrival at their 
destination. 

2. Standards applicable 

(a) The clauses of this contract of carriage are based on 
the Brussels Convention for the Unification of certain Rules 
relating to Bills of Lading of 25 August 1924, hereinafter called 
the Convention. 

(b) In al! matters not governed by the clauses of this bill 
of lading, the laws, uses and customs of the place in which the 
engagement covered by it is to be discharged shall apply. 

(c) If any court should set aside the application of any of 
the aforesaid rules or should declare them null and void, the 
remaining rules shall retain full validity and shall be applicable. 
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3. Competent ,-;ourt 

In any action derived from this contract o carriage, the 
courts of the place in which the obligation who::e performance 
is claimed is to be performed shall have jurhdiction, unless 
the plaintiff opts for the courts of the defend<·r's country of 
domicile or for those of the place in which t.e voyage ter
minated. 

Liability of the carrier 

4. Liability of the carrier during transport 

T!Je liability of the carrier commences when ttie hook of the 
ship's loading tackle engages in the goods to t-e shipped and 
ends at the precise moment that they are disen~aged from the 
hook of the tackle after unloading. If the cargo loading and 
unloading operations are carried out by me,ms of hooks, 
cranes, derricks or other devices which are net those apper
taining co the ship, the carrier shall not be liable for any 
damage or loss which the goods may undergo during handling, 
unless the said winches, cranes, derricks or other devices were 
used on the initiative of the carrier and in his own exclusive 
interest. 

5. Liability of the carrier before and after actu.1l transport 

(a) Before the goods are loaded and after they are unloaded, 
in the ex,,ct circumstances defined in the preceding clause 
(No. 4), and until the goods are received by the addressee, 
pro'Viding that the latter duly complies with all.his obligations 
under this bill of lading, the carrier shall be liable for the 
goods while he has them in his effective material custody 
and under his effective material control. 

(b) Any delivery of the goods to Customs, b-Jnd or private 
warehouses or to lighters or other port vessels .;hall terminate 
the liability of the carrier and, from that p_lome 11 onward, Lie 
goods shall be regarded as having been deJi,,ered to their 
consignees, unless ~uch delivery is effected on the initiative of 
the carrier and in his own exdusive interest. 

(c) However, if he retains the effective m:,terial custody 
and control of the goods as aforesaid, he shall not be liable 
for :my d,,mage, injury or loss which they may undergo 
through the acts and/or circumstances set oul in article 4, 
paragraph 2, of the Convention which are, by agreement 
between the parties, regarded as cases of force majeure, and 
the carrier shall be covered by the limitation in article '1, 

paragraph 5, of the said Convention, where applicable. 
(d) If the carrier is compelled to retain the goods in his 

keeping because the co!lsignee has not fulfilled i1is ohligation 
to t_ake possession of them, the carrier shall have the option, 
subiect to the right of retention, of dispatching them to a 
warehouse or store or of allowing them to remain in lh.e 
place in which they were unloaded at the consignee's expense 
and risk. 



6. D11r di/ig,·,we 

If tb~ car.:ier i& in poss,:,sion of certificates issued by the 
shipping mithorities and10·· by th~ intern.itional classification 
<societies attesting to the seaworthiness of the • hip and the 
~ood conc;~\on and functioni;ig of itr. machinery, he shall be 
regarded a,, ha,·ing cumpli~d with lhc due diligcnet: provision 
concerning scaworlhiness required by thfr, co;11rnct and by 
anick 4 oi the Convention and as having manned the ship 
w11h ~ crew in accordance v1ith the regulations established by 
the shipping authority :md/or by the international conventions 
for its full. p,oper and requisite manning, equipment and 
H1pply, and as having made the holds, refrigerating and cool 
chambers, and other parls of the ship in which goods are 
c:-.rrieJ, fit and safe for their reception, carriage. and preser
va!ion. Con~equently, the c;_,rrier shall not be liable in 
1espect of any damage and/or injury 10 and/or Joss of goods 
re~ullin::; from the condition of the ship. 

7. ]l;m•i1:Mlona/ errors 

The carrier s!"la]l nol b:-, liable for any consequences resulting 
frol]] 1he act, negkct or defauit of the muster, pilot or other 
personnel on board in the navigation or in the management of 
the ship, or from any of ihc other acts and occurrences men
tioned in article 4 of the Convention. 

8. Pilots a/Id sreersme/1 

The muster may leave ports, roadsteads or rivers without 
pilots or steersmen, whether or not under tow, and the carrier 
shall not be responsible for any accident whkh may result 
from such circumstances. 

9. The master tJ!i 1epreso1tatil>e of the public aut/wrilles 

The carrier shall not be liable for any actions by the master 
in his capacity as representative of the public authorities, or 
for any harmful consequences to the shipper resulting there
froin, without prejudice to the carrier's right to bring actions 
to secure the contributions for general average in accordance 
with clause 45 of this bill of lading. 

10. Substitution of the ship 

As stipulated on the obverse side of this bill of lading, the 
ship in which the goods were embarked may, without prior 
notice, be repbced by another whenever and wherever the 
carrier c-Jnsiders it necessary to do so, whether the ship so 
substituted is the property of the carrier or of another enter
prise or person and whether or not it arrives or departs, or 
is scheduled to arrive or depart, earlier or later than the ship 
for which it is substituted, provided that the substituted ship 
meets all the requfrements of the Convention. 

J J. Duration of the i-oyagc 

The carrier does not guarantee the dates of the departure or 
arrival of the ship or engage him~elf to complete the voyage 
in a given space of time, and he shall not be liable for any 
damai;e which may result for the shipper, whether in connexion 
with the cargo or for any other reason, from the fact that the 
ship does not depart or arrive at the dates on which it might 
1 easonably have been expected so to do or from an extraordi-
11.'.lry prolongation of the voy.ige. 

12. Rcasonahlc dci,iation 

Provided that the carrier acts in a reasonable manner, the 
shjp may 1eturn to its port of departure or to any port of 
caJI, vary it~ normal or advertised pons of call, or include 
addi!ional ports of call, whether to discharge or take on cargo 
or for any other reason. It may depart from the schednled 
route, change the geographical order of the ports of call from 
tbut origi1ially scheduled, or interrupt or suspend the voyage 

in order to carry out repairs ~nd inspections, take or fuel and 
provisiom, lend assistance or s~ve Ji.fr or proper!)', 

Goads 

]3. lh·liiyry of t/1<' c:argo 

This contract of carrfage came fornwlly into exi,tenc(O on 
the submission of an applic111ion by th,• shipper to rese·ve space, 
«cccplcd by the carrier, and agreement on the relevant freight 
charge. Conseg'.le!Jt]y, if the shipper doc~, not ddiver the 
cargo to the dockside at the place, date, hour and time fixed 
by the carrier or his representatives, in n conditior: suitable 
for immediate loading, he shall be bound to pay the full freight 
charge for the goods not fowled. whether in whole or in part. 

14. lt.'cn1ification of the goods 

The shipper shall be bound to provide the goods with 
suit.ible packing, according to the nature of their contents and 
of !he voyage, and lo place on it the nrnrl~s, numbers. weight 
and other particulars shown in this bill of ladmg, in a clear 
and indelible form, in such a way that they will remain 
legible until delivery of the goods 10 their addressee. 

15. lntJce11racies, inudequacies und deficiences in the coments, 
marks, numher, q11a11tit}' of ptid.ages or piece.1·. weight, 
~-o/un;e mid dimemions 

All tile particulars concerning the shipment which are des
cribed in this bill of ladmg shall be deemed io h;1ve been 
furnished solely by the ~hipper, whether or not they are written 
in his own hand. Con~equcnLly, the shipper ~hall be iable for 
any inaccuracy, inadequacy or illegibility of such dedarations 
and shall indemnify the carrier against all loss or damage 
directly or indirectly attributable thereto, pursuant to the pro
visions of ar1iclc 3, paJ"agraph 5, of the Convention. 

16. Shipper's certificates 

The shipper shall be liable for any loss or damage which 
the carrier may sustain by reason of the shipper's failure to 
provide or deliver all documents required by the laws and 
regulations of the countries Jinked by the voyage. 

17. Detention of the ship through the fault of the shfoper 
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If by reason of the absence of any of the certificates men
tioned in the preceding article, failure to pay any ta:, on the 
goods or to comply with any law or regulation perti.ining to 
the goods or any other act by the shipper, the ~hip is detained 
or embetrgoed by the authoritie~ of a country, the &hipoer shall 
be liable for any loss or damage sustained by the carrier. 

18. Rcconditiomng of the goods 

If any reconditioning or repacking of the goods, repairs to 
the goods or packaging or collection of material shipped in 
bulk or of the contents of packages is required as a :esult of 
inadequate packing or the fault or neglect of the shipper, the 
shipper dialJ be liable for all expenses incurred by the carrier 
in that connexion, together with any other loss or da;nage he 
may sufi'er. 

19. Goods whose importation is forbidde/1 

Should it prove impossible to discharge the goods owing to 
an order by the competent authorities of the country Jf desti
nation or to any other obstacle which was insuperable when 
unloading was to take place, the carrier shall have the right 
to return them to the port of embarkation or to unlo,l.d them 
at the first port at which he is able to do so, charging the 
appropriate freight and any other costs he may have incurred, 



20. Dispatch by other means of transport 

If the ship is unable to reach its destination or the goods 
cannot be discharged, lhese may be dispatched to their desti
nation by another ship or by other means of transport, in which 
case the carrier shall ::et as the shipper's representative and 
his liability and the application of this bill of lading shall 
cease, the carriage then becoming subject ot the conditions 
of the appropriate bill of lading, way-bill or similar document. 

21. Remittance of valuables 

The carriage of cash remittances, paper coin, jewels, silver
ware, works of art, precious stones or metals, bank-notes, 
securities and other negotiable documents or valuables shall 
ah;o be governed by the articles of this bill of lading, under the 
same conditions as any other goods. Consequently, the carrier 
shall enjoy all the immunities and limitations of liability spe
cified in this bill of lading, unless the shipper delivers the 
package{s) under the conditions specified in clause 44 so as 
to enjoy the benefits of that clause. The shipper shall meet 
the following special requirements: (a) the package shall be 
in perfect co.nd.ition and shall be fastened with. sealing wax 
stamped with an identifying seal of the party concerned; 
(b) very heavy cases shall be wired, the emls of the wire being 
fastened with sealing wax and stamped in the centre of the 
top surface of the case, {c) the package sball be delivered Oil 

board the ship against a receipt signed by the master, the first 
mate and the deck watch officer on duty at that moment, (d) all 
copies of the lading documents and valuables of any kind shall 
bear the same stamp In sealing wax, (e) the value declared 
by the shipper shall be clearly marked on the top surface of 
the package, (f) the consignees shall withdraw it from shipboard 
in the port of destination on the deck of the ship on the day 
of its arrival, and the responsibilitv of the carrier shall terminate 
forthwith. · 

22. Carrier's reservations concerning the order and condition 
of the goods 

The declaration contained in this bill of lading that th.e 
goods were received in apparent good order and condition 
shnll not nffect the right of the carrier to prove the contrary, 
viz. that the goods were not in good order and condition owing 
to the existence of staill5, fragility, a discrepancy in weight, 
damaged pnckaging or other circumstances, even if no reser
vation was entered in this bill of lading at the time of embar
kation, pursuant to the provisions of artde 3, paragraph 4, of 
the Convention. If any such circumstances are proved, the 
carrier shall not be liable for anv reflection in volume or loss 
of weight, or any other loss, dadtage or shortage found in the 
goods at the place of discharge which is attributable to the 
lack of good order and condition. 

:33. Duncerous goods 

The shipper sha!l be liable for all damage and/or cost to 
the carrier due to loss or damage sustained by the ship and/or 
cargo and/or persons carried caused by acids, inflammables, 
explosives, or malodorous or dangerous products in its cargo, 
provided that these were shipped without a special agreement 
and without an indication of their t· ue natttre, even if the 
shipper was not aware of their condition, and whether he is 
acting on his own account or on behalf of another person. The 
carrier or person representing him m:iy at any time, prior to 
the discharge of the said goods, jettison them, land them at 
any place. destroy them or render them innocuous, as and 
when he may judge appropriate, witnatct any liability to com
pensate any person who may consider himself injured thereby, 
If ,my of tlrn goo<ls aforementioned were embarked with the 
information and coment of the carrier and subsequently 
become a danger to the ship and/or cargo and/or persons 
carrie<l, they may similarly be jettisoned, landed, destroyed 
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or rendered innocuous by the carrier or the person representing 
him, without any liability on his part being the1eby incurred 
except to general average, if any, as provided for in article 4, 
paragraph 6, of the Convention. 

24. Lil,e ,mimals 

This bill of lading shall not apply to the carriage of live 
animals. If it should be utilized for that purpcse, however, 
the carrier shall be in no way liable for any injuries, deaths 
or illnesses of the animals during carriage, loading Jr unloading, 
;md the immunities and limitations provided for in article 4, 
paragraphs 1, 2, 4 and 5 of the Convention an<! such other 
clauses of this bill of lading as may be appropriate, shall apply. 

25. Stowage of the goods 

The carrier may stow the goods in any part of the ship 
designed for that purpose, or in any other covered space which 
is commo,:_ly used for the carriage of goods. In no case may 
this form of stowage be deemed to differ fron- below-deck 
carriage. 

26. Deck stowage 

Goods carried as deck cargo, if this is the use and custom or 
with the consent of the shipper, in places other than those 
mentioned in the preceding clause, shall be carried at the 
responsibility and risk of the shipper in respect of all even
tualities related to this form of stowage, and th,: immunities 
and limitations provided for in article 4, paragraphs I, 2, 4 
and 5 of the Convention and such other clauses of this of this 
bill of lading as may be appropriate, shall apply. 

27. Refrigeration, heating and other facilities 

Unless the shipper specifically states that the goods he is 
shipping are perishable and requests the carrier in writing before 
loading begins to carry them in refrigerating or coo! chambers 
or with speci11l henting or ventilation, at the freight price for 
special cargo, and unless the carrier expressly agrees in this bill 
of lading to carry the goods in that way, the shipper implicitly 
accepts that the goods do not require, and the carrier is not 
bound to furnish, specia!\y heated or refrigerated stowage or 
any other treatment different from common stowage in the 
usual cargo holds. Unless there is a stipulation to the contrary, 
tbe carrier shall not be bound to supply refrigeration, heating 
or other speciat cooling or ventilation facilities for the gooa3 
during loading .irtd unloading, even if the good~ so reqmre, 
and subsequently ~ha![ not be liable for any resulting damage 
:hereto. 

28. ,U:issil!g packages 

On receipt of a written claim by the owner of record of th.e 
cargo, the carrier shall be al!owed a period of six months in 
which to trace any package which is thought to L.Je missing or 
to have been misdelivered by his agents, but he shall be 
relieved of all responsibility if he can prove that the package 
bore marks or nurnbers additional to or differing from those 
recorded by the shipper in this bi!J of lading, or ii such mnrks 
have been obliterated or become illegible. Goods which 
cannot be identified by mean:, of marks or numbers, and rem
nants of the shipment, liquid residues and uncl;1imed goods 
which it has proved impossible to account for iri any other 
way, may be distributed by the carrier in order to complete 
deliveries to consigne,:,s of goods of identical nature in· qunn-
1ities proportional to shortage>, loss of weight or damage. 

29. Loss of or damage to bulk cargo 

Where cargo is stowed in tmlk. without separator,, whether 
belonging to one and the same ~hipper or to differ~nt shippe;s, 
any loss or damaze sustained by the vmious shir;rnents shall 
be proportionately divld~d among them. 



Extraordinary events 

30. lrn;tructions by the authorities 

Any orders given by a person exercising or holding authority, 
even if arbitrary, and complied with the carrier or the master, 
shall not entail any liability on the part of the carrier towards 
the owners of record of the shipment, even if such compliance 
results in damage or harm to the cargo or to their other 
interests. In no case bhall the carrier be held liable for having 
complied with a manifestly arb,trary order. 

31. Acts of war, earthquakes, submarine earthquakes, mutinies, 
civil commotions and ot/zer cases of force majeure 

If, in the opinion of the carrier, the master or the carrier's 
representative, entry into the port of destination of the goods 
is unsafe, forbidden or inadvisable due to the imminence of a 
civil w:i.r, mutiny, civil commotions, blockade hazards, seizure 
or embargo of the ship and/or its cargo, in part or in whole, or 
through total or partial prohibition of the importation, expor
tation or transit of the goods it is carrying or for any other 
reason of force ma;eure which prevents discharp:e in any port 
of destination, the carrier shall have the same rights and options 
as in the cases mentioned in clause 19 of this bill of lading. 

32. Quarantines, strikes, lock-outs, Jabour stoppages or dis
putes, international boycotts 

In the event of the threat or the existence, in the port of 
destination of any shipment, of an epidemic, quarantine, res
trictions on the ship, strikes, lock-outs, labour stoppages or 
disputes, ice, congestion or loading or unloading difficulties that 
might endanger the ship and/or cargo and/or crew and/or 
passengers, which result in detention, cause demurrage, render 
it impossible to operate in the normal way or delay or prevent 
departure from the port, the carrier shall have the same rights 
and options as in the cases mentioned in clause 19 of this 
bil! of lading. 

33. Fulfilment of the contract of carriage in the cases of 
claures 30, 31 and 32 

In any of the cases mentioned in clauses 30, 31 and 32 there
of the carrier shall be entitled to regard the contract of carriage 
as having been fulfilled and to charge the full freight. Any 
expenditure occasioned to the carrier by these special cases of 
contract fulfilment over and above that involved in a normal 
fulfilment, shall be for the account of the shipper and must be 
repaid immediately, before withdrawal of the goods. 

Loading and unloading 

34. Loading 

The shipper shall deliver the goods at the dockside, in a 
condition to be received on board immediately, in the place and 
on the day indicated by the carrier, The goods shall be taken 
on board as rapidly as the ship is capable of receiving them 
on working days and during working hours, but the carrier 
may require them to be taken on board on non-working days 
and/or outside working hours. 

35. Unloading into lighters where the warehouses or the con
signees do rwt receive the goods 

If the consignee does not remove the goods with all possible 
speed, the carrier may unload them on his own initiative, 
whether into lighters, open spaces, ships or other places, being 
the nearest and most accessible plat:eS, as a continuous oper
ation, including Sundays and holidays, at any time of the day 
or night, whatever the weather. All additional expenses and 
costs arisjng from such unloading, together with any loss or 
damage sustained by the carrier, shall be charged to the 

consignee. Such discharge shall constitute the definitive surren
der of the goods to the consignee, but the carrier must advise 
or notify the consignee of such discharge. 

36. Unloading on own i11itiari'>'e where the consignee does 110! 

withdraw the goods as rapidly as the ship can deliver them 

If the consignee does not attend at the opportun~ moment 
to receive and withdraw the gocxls, as rapidly as the sLir can 
deliver them, the carrier shall have the same right to unload 
them on hi6 own initiative as that established in c!;iuw 35 and 
to the same effect, 

37. Unloading of inflammables 

Inflammable, explosive, dangerous or noxious cargoes shall 
be withdrawn within twenty-four hours of the arrival of the 
ship, at the place designated by the competent autho.rities, at 
the consignee's expenl>f: and risk, 

38. Unloading into JighterJ· if the ship is not moored ar a dock 
or wharf 

(a) Comilgnee's responsibility: 

If the ship is unable to unload directly on to a· dock or wharf 
or shore, the consignee must accept delivery in lighters or other 
craft When making use of lighters or other transport craft 
between the ship and the dock or shore, the carrier ,hall do 
so as agent for the shipper and the consignee and at their risk 
and expense, If, for any reason, such transport is he d to be 
carried out on the responsibility of the carrier, it i;hall be 
governed by the provisions of this bill of lading. Tht, carrier 
shall be entitled to require the consignee to supply lighters 
and/or other craft, winches, warehouses, wharves and other 
facilities to enable him to unload the ship as soon as it is ready 
and a~ rapidly as the master requires, whereby any loss or 
expense to the carrier resulting from any delays to 1he ~hip 
caused by fault of the consignee shall be charged to the 
consignee. 

(b) Expern;es: 

All expenses, duties, charges and costs for the use of lighters 
or other craft, winches, supervision of distribution, ,towage, 
transport, delivery, harbour dues, sheds, night and holiday work 
and any other facilities and services whatsoever connecled with 
the unloading, safekeeping and consequent delivery or any other 
disposal of the goods shall be charged to the consignee. 

(c) Cessation of liability: 

All liability of the carrier of any kind shall cease completely 
and the goods shall be regarded as delivered, but 1,ubject to the 
carrier's right of retention at the consignee's expense a::td risk, 
when they are delivered into the lighters or other craft or are 
delivered into the hands of the Customs or port autho1 ities .or 
other authorities or persons or into public docks or warehouses. 
The aforesaid authorities, on taking possession of the goods, 
shall be regarded as having accepted delivery of them a< agents 
for the shipper, consignee, legitimate holder of this bill of 
lading or owner of the goods, 

Freight charges 

39. Calculation of the freight charge 

The freighl charge shall be determined on ·the basis of the 
gross weight or volume of the goods or the value or nunber of 
packages, at the tin1e of shipment. 

40. Daia furnished by the shipper for the calculation of freight 
charges 

The freight charge may be calculated on the basis of the 
particulars concerning the goods supplied by the shipper in this 
bill of lading, or on the basis of the weight, gross \ olume, 



number of packages or value verified in the port of discharge, 
without prejudice to the right of the carrier to open the 
packages in the port of discharge and to examine, weigh, 
measure and evaluate the goods. 

If the weight or volume of the goods proves to be greater 
than that stated in this bill of lading, the shipper or consignee 
shall pay double freight on the total amount, and if they are 
different in nature from or greater in value than that declared, 
the carrier, in addition to charging double the freight applicable 
to their nature or value, in accordance with the provisions of 
article 4, paragraph 5, of the Convention shall be in no way 
liable for losses or damage caused to the goods or connected 
with the goods. 

41. Pre-puyment uf freight charges 

Freight charges and expenses are to be paid in advance and 
shall be paid when this bill of lading is delivered to the shipper, 
unless it is expressly stipulated herein that payment shall be 
made at the place of destination, in which case it shall be made 
prior to unloading and at the time designated by the carrier, 
even if the consignee does not remove the goods from the 
Customs or the ship. Payment of freight charges and expenses 
at the destination shall in all ~ses be subject to the joint 
responsability of the shipper. 

42. Freight charge payable in any event 

The carrier shall be deemed to be definitely entitled to 
payment in full of the freight and costs in respect of the goods 
or valuables covered by this bill of lading once the goods or 
valuables are receveid in the port of shipment, whether the 
amount due has been stipulated or is to be paid in advance 
or at the destination. Hence the carrier shall be entitled to 
payment in full of the freight corresponding to this bill of 
lading, whether or not it has previously been paid, whether the 
ship and/or goods reach their destirtation or another port or 
are lost during the voyage, or receptacles holding liquids arrive 
empty. 

43. Currency in which freight is to be paid 

The freight must be paid, without any compensation, against 
claims. in the currency designated by the carrier. 

44. Economic limitation of liability 

It is agreed by the parties •.hat, where the carrier is not 
exonerated from liability by this bill of lading, such liability 
shall be limited to the equivalent of ... per package, in the 
case of general cargo. In the case of shipments of cereals in 
bulk or in bags, his liability shall be limited to the same 
amount per metric ton. In the case of shipments of timber 
or any other material, the freight rate for which is based not 
on the number of units but on bulk weight or space occupied, 
the limitation of liability shall follow the same rule. Th.is 
limitation of liability shall not apply in cases in which, the 
nature and value of the goods having been declared in writing 
by thti shipper to 1hr carrier before embarkation, these parti
culars have been inserted in this bill of lading and the shipper 
has paid !he extra freight corresponding to that value. In such 
cases, the declared value shall constitute the carrier's maximum 
liability, even if the actual value of the goods is greater. At 
all events, the value which has been duly declared and noted 
in this bill of lading shall cons1itute a presumption onty, and 
the carrier reserves the right to prove that the actual value at 
the time when the bill of lading was delivered was less than 
that declared. This agreement concerning liability in the case 
of a declared value shall only apply if, on the obsen<e side of 
this document, it is attested that the said value has been declared 
for the purposes of the application of this article, any other 
declaration having no validity in this respect, even if made for 
fiscal or other purposes. 
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45. Genera[ average 

Genera! average and claims in respect of assistuice or salvage 
shall be settled in accordance with the York-Antwerp Rules, 
1950, in the pmt and by the liquidator designated by the carrier 
exclusively. The carrier shall have the right lo require the 
consignee, before withdrawing the goods consi~ned, to make 
a cash deposit, in the currency indicated by the carrier, as a 
provisional contribution. The carrier shall also '.1ave the right, 
without prejudice to such deposit, to require a g·1arantee to be 
given of the final contribution, whether in the form of cash or 
of a bank or insurance company bond, at his opti:>n exclusively. 

If the ship which rendered the assistance or carried out the 
salvage operation is the property of the carrier or under his 
control, administration or operation, the shipment shall be 
equally obliged to contribute just as if the operation had been 
carried out or the assistance rendered by a different ship or 
one with which the carrier had no connexion. 

B. The CONLINE bill of lading 

Liner bill of lading 

(Liner terms approved by the Baltk 
and International Maritime Conference) 

Amended January 1st, 1950 and August bt, 1952 

1. D.Jfinilion 

Wherever the term "merchant" is used in this bill of lading, 
ii shall be deemed to include the shipper, the receiver, the 
consignee, the holder of the bill of lading and the owner of 
the cargo. 

2. Paramount clause 

The Hague Rules contained in the Internation:11 Convention 
for the Unification of certain Rules relating to Bills of Lading, 
dated at Brussels the 25th August 1924, as enacted in the 
country of shipment, shall apply to this contra,:t. When no 
such enactment is in force in the country of ,hipment, the 
corresponding legislation of the country of de.tination shall 
apply, but in respect of shipments to which no su.::h enactments 
are compulsorily applicable, the terms of the said Convention; 
shall apply. 

3. /urisdiclion 

Any dispute arising under this bill of lading sh-lll be decided 
in the country where the carrier has his principal place of 
business, and the law of such country shall apply except as 
provided elsewhere herein. 

4. Period of responsibility 

The carrier or his agent shall not be liable far loss of or 
damage to the goods during the period before loading and 
after discharge from the vessel, howsoever such loss or damage 
arises. 

5. Scope of the voyage 

The contract is for liner service an the voyage l:lerein under
taken shall include usual or customary or adverlised ports of 
call whether named ict this contract or not, also ports in or 
out of the advertised, geographical, usual ·or ordinary route or 
order, even though in proceeding thereto the ve,,sel may sail 
beyond the port of discharge or in a direction contrary thereto, 
or depart from the direct or customary route. TI.e vessel may 
call at any port for the purpose of the current ·,oyage or of 
a prior or subsequent voyage. The vessel may omit calling at 
any port or ports whether scheduled or not, and may call at 
the same port more than once; [it] may, either wi1h or without 
the goods on board, and before vr after proceeding towards 
the port of discharge, adjust compasses, dry-dock, go on ways 



or to repair yards, shift bertns, undergo degaussing, wjping or 
similar measures, take fuel or stores, land stowaways, remain 
in port, sail without pilots, tow and be towed, and save or 
attempt to save life or property, and all of the foregoing are 
inclused in the contract voyage, 

6, Substitutio11 of vessel, tra11shipme111 a11d forwarding 

\'&ether expressly arranged beforehand or otherwise, the 
carrier shall be at liberty to carry the goods to their port of 
destination by the said or other vessel or vessels either belonging 
lO the carrier or other, or by other means of transport, pro
ceeding either directly or indirectly to such port and to carry 
the goods or part of them beyond their port of destination, 
and to tranship, land and store the goods either on shore or 
afloat and reship and forward the same at the carrier's expense 
but at the merchant's risk, When the ultimate destination at 
which the carrier may have engaged to deliver the goods i~ 
other than the- vessel's port of discharge, the carrier acts as 
forwarding agent only. 

The responsibility of the carrier shall be limited to the 
part of the transport performed by him on vessels under his 
management and no claim will be acknowledged by the carrier 
for damage or loss arising during any other part of the transport 
even though the freight for the whole transport bas been 
collected by him. 

7. Lighterage 

Any ligbtering in or off ports of loading or ports of discharge 
to be for the account of the merchant. 

8. Loading, discharging and delivery of the cargo 

These shall be arranged by the catrier's agent unless other
wise agreed. 

Landing, storing and delivery shall be for the merchant's 
account. 

Loading and discharging may commence without previous 
notice. 

The merchant or his assign shall tender the goods when the 
vessel is ready to load and as fast as the vessel can receive 
and--but only if required by the carrier-also outside ordinary 
working hours notwithstanding any custom of the port, Other
wise the carrier shall be relieved of any obligation to load such 
cargo and the vessel may leave the port without fllrtber notice 
and dead-freight is to ~ paid. 

The merchant or his assign shall take delivery of the goods 
and continue to receive the goods as fast as the vessel can 
deliver and-but only if required by the carrier-also outs.ide 
ordinary working hours notwithstanding any custom of the 
port. Otherwise the carrier shall be at liberty to discharge 
the goods and any discharge to be deemed a true fulfilment of 
the contract, or alternatively to act under clause 16 below. 

The merchant shall bear all overtime charges in connection 
with tendering and taking delivery of the goods as above, 

If the goods are not applied for within a reasonable time, the 
carrier may sell the same privately or by auction, 

The marchant shall accept his reasonable proportion of 
unidentified loose cargo. 

9. Live animals, plants and deck cargo 

These shall be carried subject to the Hague Rules as referred 
to in clause 2 hereof with the exception that the carrier shall 
not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any act, 
neglect or default of his servants in the management of such 
animals, plants and deck cargo, 
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10. Options 

The port of discharge for optional cargo must be declared 
to the vessel's agent~ at the first of the optional ports not later 
than 48 hour. before the vessel's anival there. In the absence 
of such declaration the carrier may elect to disch«rge at the 
firs' or any other optional port and the contract of carriage 
shall then be considered as having been fulfilled. Any option 
can be exercized for the total quantity under this bill :if lading 
only. 

11. Freight and charges 

(a) Prepayab]e freight, whether actually paid or not, shall be 
considered as fully earned upon loading and non-retu--nable in 
any event. The carrier's claim for any charges u11der this 
contract shall be considered definitely payable in like manner 
as soon as the charges have been incurred. Interest, at 5 per 
cent, shall run from the date when freight and charges are due, 

(b) The merchant shall be liable for expenses of fumigation 
and of gathering and sorting loose cargo and of wei;j:hing on 
board and expenses incurred in repairing damage to and replac
ing of packing due to excepted causes and for all expenses 
caused by extra handling of the cargo for any of die afore
mentioned reasons. 

(c) Any dues, duties, taxes and charges which under any 
denomination may be levied on any basis such as arnount of 
freight, weight of cargo or tonnage of the vessel shall be paid 
by the merchant. 

(d) The merchant shall be liable for all fines and/or losses 
which the carrier, vessel or cargo may incur through non
observance of Custom house and/or import or export regu
lations. 

(e) The carrier is entitled in case of incorrect decla~ation of 
contents, weights, measurements or value of the goods to claim 
double tbe amount of freight which would have bee-a due if 
such declaration had been correctly given. For the purpose 
of ascertaining the actual facts, the carrier reserves the right to 
obtain from the merchant the original invoice and to tiave the 
contents inspected and the weight, measurement or value 
verified. 

12. Lien 

The carrier shall have a lien for any amount due under this 
contract and costs of recovering same and shall be ertitled to 
sell the goods privately or by auction to cover any d.1ims. 

13. Delay 

The carrier shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by 
the merchant through delay of the goods unless caused by the 
caITier's personal gross negligence. 

14, General average and salvage 

General average to be adjusted at any port or place at 
carrier's option and to be settled according to the York-A.ntwerp 
Rules, 1950, In the event of accident, danger, damage or 
disaster before of after commencement of the voyage resulting 
from any cause whatsoever, whether due to negligence or not, 
for whicb or for the consequence of which the carri~,r is not 
responsible by statute, contract or otherwise, the i::1erchant 
shall contribute with the carrier in general average to the 
payment of any sacrifice, losses or expenses of a general average 
nature that may be made or incurred, and· shall pay salvage 
and special charges incurred in respect of the goods, li a 
salving vessel is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage shall 
be paid for as fully as if the salving vessel or vessels t,elonged 
to strangers. 



15. Both-to-blame collision clause (This clause to remain in 
effect even if unenforceable in the courts of the United 
States of America) 

If the vessel comes into collision with another vessel as a 
result of the negligence of the other vessel and any act, negli
gence or default of the master, mariner, pilot or the servants 
of the carrier in the navigation or in the management of the 
vessel, the merchant will indemnify the carrier against all loss 
or liability to the other or non-carrying vessel or her owner in 
so far as such loss or liability represents loss of or damage to 
or any claim whatsoever of the owner of the said goods paid 
or payable by the other or non-carrying vessel or her owner to 
the owner of said cargo and set-off, or recouped or recovered 
by the other or non-ca:rying vessel or her owner as part of his 
claim against the carrying vessel or carrier. The foregoing 
provisions shall also apply where the owner, operator or those 
in charge of any vessel or vessels or objects other than, or in 
addition to, the colliding vessels or objects are at fault in respect 
of a collision or contact. 

16. GovernmenJ direction.s, war, epidemics, ice, strikes, etc. 

(a) The master and the carrier shall have liberty to comply 
with any order or directions or recommendations in connection 
with !he transport under this contract given by any Government 
or authority, or anybody acting or purporting to act on behalf 
of such Government or authority, or having under the terII15 of 
the insurance on the vessel the right to give such orders or 
directions or recommendations. 

(b) Should it appear that the performance of the transport 
would expose the vessel or any goods on board to risk of 
seizure or damage or delay, resulting from war, warlike ope
rations, blockade, riots, civil commotions or piracy, or any 
person on board to the risk of loss of life or freedom, or that 
any such risk has increased, the master may discharge the cargo 
at port of loading or any other safe and convenient port. 

(c) Should it appear that epidemics, quarantine, ice-labour 
troubles, labour obstructions, strikes, lockouts, any of which 
on board or on shore-difficulties in loading or discharging 
would prevent the vessel from leaving the port of loading or 
reai;;hing or entering the port of discharge or there discharging 
in the usual manner and leaving again, all of which safely 
and without delay, the master may discharge the cargo at port 
of loading or any other safe and convenient port. 

(d) The discharge under the provisions of this clause of any 
cargo for which a bill of lading has been issued shall be 
deemed due fulfilment of the contract. If in connection with 
the exercise of any liberty under this clause any extra expenses 
are incurred, they shall be paid by the merchant in addition 
to the freight, together with return freight if any and a 
reasonable compensation for any extra services rendered to 
the goods. 

(e) If any situation referred to in this clause may be antici
pated, or if for any such reason the vessel cannot safely and 
without delay reach or enter the loading port or muit undergo 
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repairs, the carrier may cancel the contract before the bill of 
lading is issued. 

(f) The merchant shall be informed if possible. 

17. Identity of carrier 

The contract evidenced by this bill of lading is between the 
merchant and the owner of the vessel named herein (or substi
tute) and it is therefore agreed that the said ,ihipowner only 
shall be liable for any damage or loss due to any breach or 
non-performance of any obligation arising out -Jf the contract 
of carriage, whether or not relating to the vessel'H seaworthiness. 
If, despite the foregoing, it is adjudged that any other is the 
carrier andi-or bailee of the goods shipped here'Jnder, all lbni
tations of, and exonerations from, liability provided for by 
law or by this bill of lading shall be available to such other. 

It is further understood and agreed that as the line, company 
or agents who has executed this bill of lading fo1 and on behalf 
of the master is not a principal in the transaction, the said 
line, company or agents shall not be under any liability arising 
out of the contract of carriage, nor as carrier nc,r bailee of the 
goods. 

Additional clauses 
(To be added if required in the contemplated trade) 

A. Demurrage 

The carrier shall be paid demurrage at the daily rate of . 
per ton of the vessel's gross register tonnage if the vessel 
is not loaded or discharged with the dispakh set out in 
clause 8 hereof any delay in waiting for berth at or off port 
to count. 

Provided that if the delay is due to causes bey(•nd the control 
of the merchant, 24 hours shall be deducted from the time on 
demurrage. 

Each merchant shall be liable towards the earner for a 
proportionate part of the total demurrage due, based upon 
the total freight on the goods to be loaded or discharged at the 
port in question. 

No merchant shall be liable in demurrage for any delay 
arisen only in connection with goods belonging to other 
merchants. 

The demurrage in respect of each parcel shall not eXceed its 
freight. 

B. Scandinavia,r trade-shipment between ports in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden 

Where section 122 of the Danish, Finnish, Norwegian or 
Swedish Maritime Codes applies, the carrier !Hkes all reser
vations as to responsibility permissible under sections 122 and 
123 of the said -:odes. 

C. United States trade-period of responsibility 

In case the contract evidenced by this bill of lading is subject 
to the United States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, then the 
provisions stated in the said Act shall govern hefore loading 
and after discharge and throughout the entire time the goods 
are in the carrier's custody. 



of which loaded 
on deck: 
under deck: 

TOTAL 

Freight advance 

Freight: 

Shipped at .... 
in apparent good order and condition, weight, 
measure, marks, numbers, quality, contents and 
value unknown, by ... 

of. 
on board the good Vessel called the . 
for carriage to . 
for so near thereunto as the Vessel may safely 
get and lie always afloat, the following goods: 

(Shipper's description of packages and contents) 

which are to be delivered in the like good order 
and condition at the aforesaid port unto .. , ... 
or to his or their assigns, he or they p11ying 
freight as per note on the margin plus other 
charges incurred in accordance with the provi:tlons 
contained in this bill of lading. 

Ill accepting this bill of lading, the merchant 
expressly accepts and agrees to all its stipulations 
on both pages, whether written, printed, staillped 
or otherwise incoJJl()rated, as fully as if they were 
all signed by the merchant. 

One original bill of lading must be surrendered 
duly endorsed in exchange for the goods or deli
very order. 

Received on account of freight: 

IN WITNESS whereof the master of the said 
Vessel has signed . . . bills of lading all of this 
tenor and date, one of which being accomplished, 
the others to stand void . 

SmPnR 

CoNSIGNI!£ 

NOTIFYING ADDRESS 

LocAL v ..... 
PoRT OF LoADINO 

OCEAN VFSSEL 

PoRT OF DISCHARGE 

FRElafIT PAYABLE AT 

MARKS AND 

N="-' 

. . . . • • , the. ••. 

C. The P and I model bill of lading: 
[Front Page] 

Biu. OF LADING 

ALL !'m<Pose 

19 ••• 

B/L No. 

Reference No. 

[Insert here name of Com}Jally or Lure, in print] 

Managers: [Print as appropriate] 

Brokers: 

Agents: 

FROM 

I PoRT OF LoADING 

I FINAL DESTINATION (If ON-CARRIAGE) 

I NUMBER OF ORIGINAL Bs(L 

PARTICULARS DECLARED BY SHIPPER 

Nl!MBEJ:. AND KIND GROSS MEASUREMENT 
OF P ACKAOES : WEIGHT-Kn.as 

DESCRlFTION OF 
Gooos 

Nm.ml'-M OF PACKAOES (in words) 
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SHIPPED in apparent good order and condition, unless other
wise stated herein, on board the above Ocean Vessel (or on 
board the above Local Vessel, if named above, for forwarding 
subject to clause 30 on the reverse side of this bill of lading) 
the goods or packages said to contain goods, hereafter called 
"the goods", specified above for carriage from the above 
named port of loading (or other port or place determined by 
the carrier under the said clause 30) by the above Ocean Vessel 
(or vessel substituted under the said clause 30) on a voyage as 
described and agreed by clauses 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 19 of 
this bill of lading and discharge, such carriage and discharge 
being always subject to the exceptions, limitations, conditioos 
and liberties hereinafter agreed, in like order and condition at 
the port of discharge named above or such other port or place 
as is provided in the clauses bereinbefore referred to, or so 
near thereunto as she may safely get, always afloat, where the 
carrier's responsibilities and liabilities shall in all cases and 
all circumstances whatsoever finally cease, for delivery unto 
the abovementioned consignee or to bis or their assigns, 

If the final destination is named above the goods shall be 
forwarded in accordance with clause 31 on the reverse side 
of this bill of lading subject to the exceptions, limitations, 
conditions and liberties therein or otherwise hereinafter agreed 
for delivery unto the abovementioned consignee or to his or 
their assigns. 

Full freight hereunder shall be due and payable at the place 
where this bill of lading is issued by the shipper in cash without 
deduction on receipt of the goods or part thereof by the carrier 
for shipment even if stated in this bill of lading to be payable 
elsewhere and shall be deemed to have been fully earned upon 
such receipt of such goods. All charges due hereunder together 
with freight (if not paid at the port of loading as aforesaid) 
shall be due from and payable on demand by the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods or holder of this bill of lading 
(who shall be jointly and severally liable to the carrier therefor) 
at such port or place as the carrier may require, VClisel or cargo 
lost or not lost from any cause whatscever. 

The freight sUtted herein to be paid or payable has been 
calculated and based upon the particulars of the goods furnished 
by the shipper to the carrier, the carrier shall be entitled at any 
time to open and re-classify or re-weigh and re-measure or 
re-value any goods, and freight shall be paid on the proper 
classification or the excess weight or measurement or value 
(if any) as the case may be so Sllcertained. The expenses of 
and incidental to re-classifying or re-weighing or re-measuring 
or re-valuing shall be borne by the carrier if the classification 
or weight or measurement or value as furnished by the shipper 
is found to be correct, but otherwise such expenses shall be 
cons!dered as freight and shall be borne and paid by the shipper, 
consignee or owner of the goods. The shipper shall, if required 
by the carrier so to do, furnish forthwith on demand to the 
carrier the invoice or a true copy relating to the goods. 

In accepting this bill of lading any local customs or privi
leges to the contrary notwithstanding the shipper, consignee and 
owner of the goods and the holder of this bill of lading agree 
to be bound by all the stipulations, exceptions and conditions 
slated herein whether written, printed, stamped or incorporated 
on the front or reverse side hereof, as fully as if they were all 
signed by such shipper, consignee, owner or holder. 

If the Ocean Vessel is not owned by or chartered by demise 
to the Con1pany or Line by whom this bill of lading is issued 
(as may be the case notwithstanding anything that appears to 
the contrary), this bill of lading shall take effect only as a 
contract of carriage with the owner or demise charterer as the 
case may be as principal made through the agency of the said 
Company or Line who .ict solely as agents and shall be under 
no personal lial·'Iity whatsoever in respect thereof. 
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Agents signing this bill of lading on behalf of the said 
Company or Line have only the limited authority at common 
law of a vessel's master signing a bill of lading. 

IN wrn.ESs WHEREOF the above stated number of bills of 
lading all of this tenor and date have been s.ign,id one of which 
being accomplished, the others to stand void. 

PLACE AND DATE OF ISSUE: 

AS AGENTS 

(Continued on reverse side) 

(REVERSE SIDE) 

1. Clause paramount 

Where the port of shipment is in territory where legislation 
giving compulsory effect to the Intemational Convention for 
the Unification of certain Rules relating to Bills of Lading 
of 25 August 1924, is in force, the contract evidenced by this 
bill of lading shall, subject to clauses 30 and 31 hereunder, 
have effect subject to such legislation for the period beginning 
with whichever of the following operations is agreed to be first 
performed by the carrier, namely loading, hand:irtg, stowing or 
carrying the goods on the vessel until the completion of which
ever of the following operations is agreed tJ be last per
formed by the carrier, namely c.arrying the goods on, or 
dischargirtg them from the vessel, and if and to the extent 
that any provision of this bill of lading is nipugnant to or 
inconsistent with the said legislation, such provision shall be 
null and void in relation to that period, but no further. 

Whether or not the contract evidenced by this bill of lading 
is so subjec.t to such legislation, the carrier shall at all times 
when performing that contract be entitled to the benefit of 
all privileges, rights and immunities contained in the Schedule 
to the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924. 

2. Exemptions and immunities of all servants ani agents of the 
r:arrier 

It is hereby expressly agreed that no servant or agent of the 
carrier (including every independent contractor from time to 
time employed by the carrier) shall in any circumstances 
whatsoever be under any liability whatsoever to the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods or holder of thi~ bill of lading 
for any Joss, damage or delay or otherwise of '1\-hatsoever kind 
arising or resulting directly or indirectly from any act, neglect 
or default on his part while acting in the course of or in 
conne::ition with his employment and, Out without prejudice to 
the generality of the foregoing provisions in thh clause, every 
e::itemption, limitation, condition and liberty herein contained 
and every right, exemption from liability, deferce and imnm
nity of whatsoever nature applicable to the carrier or to which 
the carrier is entitled hereunder shall also be available and .hall 
extend to protect every such servant or agent of the carrier 
acting as aforesaid and for the purpose of all the foregoing 
provisions of this clause the carrier is or shall be deemed to be 
acting as agent or trustee on behalf of and for the benefit of 
all persons who are or might be his servants Of agents from 
time to time (inc.Iuding independent contractors as aforesaid) 
and all such persons shall to this extent be or be deemed to 
be parties to the comract evidenced by this bill d lading. 

The carrier shall be entitled to be paid br the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods or holder of this hill of lading 
(who shall be jointly and oeverally liable to the ci.rrier therefor) 
on demand any sum recovered or recoverable hy either such 
shipper, coJlsignee, owner, holder or any other from such servant 
or ag~nt of the carrier for any such Joss, damage, defay or 
otherwise. 



3. R~servalior1 oj ,r/1 cnnin's ri9/,1s urrt.! privileee,, 

Nothln£ herein contained shall prevent tbe carrier from 
claiming in Iha courtB of any cour,try the benefit of, or derogate 
;n ony wny from, any statutory protecuon or exemption from or 
llm,tat,on of liability affocdcd to 1hc carrier or to the vessel by 
the hw., nf that o, of sn~ otl,n cuu!llr}', 

<:. Carrier'.J' axempzion clause 

Suhje..c! to d,rns~ 1 h~ceo{ lhe '- llTier >h>1ll llC>t be responsible 
for loss or damage to or in connexion with the goods of any 
kind whatsoever (including deter,orat,on, delay or loss of 
markcll however caused {whether hy unaeaworthincss or 
unfitness of lhe. vessel or o[ a11y utb~r v~ssd, l~nde<, lighlter 
ur ~raft ur of any other mode of conveyance wh~ts<iever or by 
faults, emns or ne~ligence, or 01herw1se howsoever). 

In panicolar and whhom prejudice to the generality of the 
foregoing, 

A. The carrier shall be under no such responsibility: (i) at 
:iny 1ime prior to the Joadmg ol the ~ods on to nnd subsequent 
to the discharge of the good, or part thereof from the vessel 
when but fo, lhe plOvi,iuns uf this dau'"' ~nch goo.l> would be 
the responsibility o1 the carrier and (ii) in the case of live 
animals or of cargo which in this bill of lading i> slnted as being 
earned on deck and is so carriM (none <>f which is subject to 
the lcsislalirut refe11ed to in clause 1 hett:of) at any timt wheIJ. 
bul (w: the provisions of this clause, such goods would be the 
responsibility of the ct1rrier. 

B. Uoless thl, bill of lading is &11bjec1 to such legislation as 
i, referred to in clause J hereof the carrier shall not be liable 
for Joss ot or dan,age to or in conncxic,n with the goods or 
p~rt thereof of any kind whatso,,ver (indnding dete1iorntion, 
<lday or l0>s of market) arising or resul(mg from: unsea• 
worthiness (whether or !IOt due diligence shall have been exerciseli 
by the carrier, his ser,..ants or a;ent.s nr others to make the vessel 
seaworthy); ad, n"-sl~ct or default o( 1he waster, mariner, pilnt 
or (1,,, ,cnanls or agents of the carrier in the navigation or in 
1he management of the vesiel or in the care of the car~o; lir"e; 
perils, dnngcn and accidents of the sea or other navii::ablc 
waters; act c,f Gnd; ~ct nf w~r; ac, of 1n1hlic enemies; arrest 
01' iesl,aint u[ princes, rulers or people, or sei;:ure under legal 
prn~ess; quarantine restrictions; act or omission of the shipJ)l!r, 
consignee, owner of the ~da, or holder of this bill of ladin8, 
his agcnLs ClT rcpresenfalives; st1ike,, or iod-nut,; nr stnpp~gc 
or restrniul o[ lab<,ur frum whatever cause, whether parl.ial O< 
£eneral; riots and civil commotions; saving or attempting to 
save life or property nt sea; wastag'.l in bulk ot wcight ot 11n~ 
other loss or dama~c arising from inherent ddect, quality, or 
vice nf th,e goods; fosofficiern:y of pad.iug; lnrufficiern.cy o, 
inatlequacy of marks; la1en1 defects; any other cause whauoever, 
whelher or not of a like kind to thoic above mentioned. and 
mcJuding negligence on the part c,f the carrier, his servants, 
agents or others. 

5. Ack,.owledgmem of weigh/, qun/it-,,, nrn1'ks, ere. 

Whene, in lhe case of goocls shipped in bull., 11"' weight ,ia!e<l 
he1ein is a weight ascertained or accep!ed by a third party other 
tbau the carrier or the shipper, no acknowledgme.nt is mnde us 
to quantity, wcight or quality. V.-1terc the nnmbcr nf packages 
or piec.e, is stated jn this bill u.f lading, no adcnowle<lgmeul is 
made as to quantity, wei~bt or quality. The carrier is only 
responsible for leading marks prov,dcd that the goodi buvQ 
been correctly marked wj!h those leadir1g markll before ship
ment an<l !hat 1hnsc cnrrcct leading m>1rks H<> s1amped in 
kiters at leHsl two i1Jdie, high and in such m>1,:me, as should 
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ordinarily remain legible until the end of the voyage. No 
~c·knuwlct.l~nenl is m~de ~• to th<- oon1ent, nf ca,c.s p"dcage-,. 
barrels or containers. Value unknown unless il ihall have 
been declared by the ~hipper before shipmen, and lnsened in 
this bill ot Jadin~. 1.hc cnrrier. his servv.nffi and ugents shnll 
nnt under any ci1·cuwstances whatever be under llllY liability 
for insufficient packin!J or inacrn1~cies, obllteralio,- 01 absence 
of marks, numbers, address or description, nor for .feli,•ery to 
drop marks, or quality marks. or countermarks, oc nnmbern. 
If nn the arrival nf the vessel at the p0rt of disehar;e or at 
~u~h <>ili~c µ<>rt or pl=~ ~~ is reierre,I \n in dm1=, 'ii, <J, ll\ 
11 and/or 12 of 1his bill of lading any oi (he goods cannot be 
identified by reason of in$uffici~ncy ot marks, obliteration of 
marks or nn marh them in any such cue the shipper, consil(11ce, 
uw<let o( lk £Uut.ls or hnldu nf this \,ii) nf larling mall a,ceJ>t 
:is due delivery of the gouds u11der this bill <,[ ladi11g any hales 
or pnelrn~es which m~Y be on board the ves1rel and be tendered 
!hem by the carrier or his agents 11otwithslnndmg that sncb 
bales or 1uchg~s <lo unt hear 1he marks and descriptic,n stat~.d 
10 be declar;,d by the shipper in this bill o( b<lioii If any 
bagged or bnled goods are landed slack or torn tle shipper, 
consignee, r,wne1· of the e-oods and/or holder of 1.1is biJI of 
lading shall a~eepl such pTnpmlinn nf t\,e sweg,in.:s as may 
b~ alloUed by the carrier or his agenls a, <lue delivery o! the 
goou, under this bill of Jadin~. 

6. Unless this hill oJ lading is subject to such legisf>11ion as is 
referred to in the first paragtaph of clause I bureof, and 
notwithstandin~ cJauac 5 hereof, no ncknowledgme11· whatever 
is made by the c,,rrier as to the accuracy of any ot the par
ticulars stated to be ,kcla.ced by lhe- shipper in this bill of 
lllding. 

7. Voyage 

The vessel may al any time wha1soevcr whether hefi'lne nr 
ufter shipment or before or after proceeding wwart.ls or ~alting 
at the port of di,charge proceijd by any route whatsoever iu 
the carrier's or master's absolute discretion (whether or not 
such route is the n""rest OT 1110.,t direct or customary OT 

advertised route between the purls o( shipment or <lisclllir!l") 
and (but without prejudice to the fore~oi11g) may ·:ow or be 
towed, ,an with or without pilot and/or tugs, adjust speed and 
course fur ,uitable arrival in ports, sail at reduced speed for 
any purpose whalsoever, tip or fol """d for inspection and/or 
repairs nnd procero under sail and adjust navigatio1al instru
mcnls and engage in trutl trips of nny description (iil<.lludini;: 
,p,:~t.l, en£ine and a1J other tests whatsoever) whctbcr loaded 
or unloaded, an<l whether durins such trial trips the ves.sel he 
manned or navigated either wholly or pa,l.ially by lh carrier's 
master, officers, ilCTVaflls or agmts or the master, officers, 
servan1s nr agents nf any other person, and carry h"C amma!s 
and everr de,criplion of cargo on deck, and further may tearry 
(whether on or below deck or both) conlrabaud, ,._plosives, 
munitions or wilTlike stores or dangerous carBO of "very kind 
to any extent and may sail armed lllld unarmed lllld may 
proceed lu or stay ~t ~ny pnr! nr place whalsocver (although 
in a contrnry direction to ur out of ur beyoocl the cu~lorna,y 
or intended or advertised rou1e 10 the pon of discl:.arge oru:e 
nr more often in any order b.nckwards or forwards) for lond,ng 
o,· .Jischarging mails and/or cargo and/or stor"' andlor foel 
(whether intended to b~ us,,<l or ca.ni"d on thi; or any other 
voyage of the vessel or any other ves.1el or for stora1ie or sale) 
emharklng or disembarking pasaeng1>rs, pilots, otr1cers engineers 
or cr"w, lowing 01 assi~ting vessels in all situations, saving life 
or property or for [nspec:liun of or 1>:p,,irs to lhe vess~L or 
any part thereof, dry-<Joc)'.ing with or w,thouc the goods on 
board, bunker1ng, for the convenience or enterta:nm.ent of 
f"'SSengcn nr for the convenience of exigencies of the mail 



service (whether the foregoing purposes or any of them be for 
this or any other voyage) or for any other purposes whatsoever 
and may otherwise sail, proceed or stay in any manner or for 
any purposes whatsoever (even if making in substance another 
voyage or other voyages) and all such routes, ports, places, 
sailings and actions shall be deemed to be included within 
the contractual and intended voyage and any departure in 
pursuance of the liberties hereby conferred shall not be 
deemed a deviation in law; the liberties hereby conferred shall 
not be considered as restricted by any words in this bill of 
lading, whether written or printed or by any circumstances 
attending or preceding the shipment of the goods or by the 
nature of the goods or construed by reference to whether any 
departure pursuant to such liberties would or would not 
frustrate the object of this bill of lading, any custom or rule 
of law notwithstanding and notwithstanding unseaworthiness or 
unfitness of the vessel at the commencement or at any stage 
of the voyage. 

8, Transhipment, etc. 

The carrier, his servants or agents may at any time and for 
any purpose whatsoever discharge the goods or any part 
thereof from the vessel whether before or after sailing from ' 
the port of loading and land or store either on shore or afloat 
and/or re-ship on the vessel or tranship or forward the same 
(even though they have not been shipped on the Ocean Vessel 
named herein) by another vessel or other vessels whether prior 
or subsequent in sailing to the vessel and whether sailing from 
the port of reception of the goods or from any other port and 
whether belonging to the carrier or to any other persons or 
by land or air or other transport. The goods shall at all 
times during and after such discharge, while being so landed or 
in store or awaiting or during re-shipment, transhipment or 
forwarding to another vessel be at the sole risk of the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods or holder of this bill of lading for 
all purposes whatsoever, but after receipt into the custody of the 
vessel or other means of transport by which they are to be on
carried, the carrier shal be entitled to the benefit of all the excep
tions, limitations, conditions and liberties of that vessel's bill of 
lading or of the contract of carriage relating to such on-carriage 
in addition to the benefit of all the exceptions, limitations, con
ditions and liberties of this bill of lading. In the event of any 
conflict between any of the foregoing exceptions, limitations, 
conditions and liberties, the carrier shall be entitled to the 
benefit of those most favourable to him. 

In the event of there being no immediate opportunity for 
transhipping the goods from the port where the goods are 
discharged for transhipment, the carrier, his servants or agents 
shall be at liberty to enter and land the good.'l, or to put them 
into craft or store, at the sole risk and expense of the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods or holder of this bill of lading 
for all purposes whatsoever. 

Nothing herein contained shall oblige the carrier to tranship 
or forward the goods by any mode or method or conveyance 
by which goods of the quantity or description or type of the 
goods are not usually transhipped or forwarded or shall entitle 
the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods, or holder of this 
bill of lading to any return of freight or free them or any of 
them from their obligations to pay the full freight due and 
payable hereunder. Nothing herein contained shall limit or 
affect the rights and liberties of the carrier under clauses 7, 9, 
10, 11 and 12 hereof. 

9. Carrier's liberties in the event of strikes, delay, etc. 

In the case of war, hostilities, warlike or naval operations 
or demonstrations, blockade or interdict of any port, civil 
strife, piracies, civil commotions, strikes, lock-outs or stoppage 
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of labour, quarantine, ice or closure by ice, any breach of the 
warranty hereinafter contained that the goods are and shall 
be lawful merchandise of the happening of any other matter 
or event whatsoever whether any of the foregoing are actual 
or threatened and whether taking place at or ne:u the port of 
discharge or elsewhere in the course of the voyag~ and whether 
or not existing or anticipated before commencement of the 
voyage, which matters or events, or any of them in the 
judgment of the master or carrier may result in damage or delay 
(however long or short) to or loss of the vessel or the cargo 
or any part thereof or make it unsafe or impmdent for any 
reason to proceed on or continue the voyage or enter or 
discharge or continue to discharge cargo at the port of dis
charge, or give rise to delay (however long or short) or diffi
culty in reaching, remaining at, discharging or continuing to 
discharge at or leaving the port of discharge, the carrier or 
master may without notice to the shipper, consignee, owner 
of the goods, holder of this bill of lading or any other person 
discharge the goods or any part thereof at the port o-f 
loading or proceed to or stay at and discharge the goods at any 
other port or place whatsoever in any maDner whatsoever as 
the carrier or master may elect. and when goods are so dis
charged from the vessel such goods shall be at the sole risk 
and expense of the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods 
and/or holder of this bill of lading and the carrier shall not 
be liable for any loss of or damage to or in cc,nnexion with 
such goods of any kind whatsoever (including deterioration, 
delay or loss of market) howsoever caused and s 1ch discharge 
shall constitute complete delivery and performance under the 
contract evidenced by this bill of lading, full hill of lading 
freight and charges shal be deemed earned (and if not paid 
shall be promptly paid) and the carrier shall be free from any 
further responsibility in respect of such goods and the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods and/or holder of this bill of 
lading shall bear and pay all charges and expens1.,s incurred in 
consequence of sueh discharge, the carrier, mastur and agents 
acting solely as agents of the shipper, consigm:e, owner of 
the goods and/or holder of this bill of lading after such goods 
have been so discharged. 

10. Carrier's liberties in the event of war, etc. 

When and so long as a state of war (including civil war) 
exists rendering the voyage unsafe or impracti,;able of the 
vessel or her cargo in danger of capture or detention or delay 
and/or so long as any control over the use or movements of 
the ves8el is exercised by any Government or other authorities, 
and/or the insulated m other space on the vessel is requisitioned 
or controlled. the carrier and/or bis agents and/or the master 
may (if such state of war, coatrol or requisition makes it in 
his or their absolute discretion reasonable so tc· do) at any 
time before or after the commencement of the voyage cancel 
this engagemeni or alter or vary or depart from the proposed 
or advertised or agreed or customary route and 1or delay or 
detain the vessel at or off any port or place and/or tranship 
the cargo at any port or ports, place or places without being 
liable for any loss or damage whatsoever directly or indirectly 
sustained by the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods or 
holder of this bill of lading. The vessel in adoition to any 
liberties expressed or implied herein, shall have liberty to 
~amply with any orders or directions as to departure, arrival, 
routes, ports of call, stoppages, transhipment, jischarge or 
destination, or otherwise howsoever given by any Government 
or any department thereof or by any local auth:;,rity or any 
person acting or purporting to act with the authority of any 
Government or of any department thereof or of any local 
authority, or by any committee or person having under the 
therms of the war risks insurance on the vessel the right to 
give such orders or directions, and if by reasor. of, and in 



compliance with, any such orders or directions anything is 
done or is not done, the same sball not be deemed a deviation. 

11. Carrier's further /ibenies 

The carrier in addition to any liberties expressed or implied 
herein shall, in the event of the imminence or existence of 
war, hostilities or warlike operations between any nations, 
cessation or prohibition or restriction of intercourse, commer
cial or otherwise, between nations, or of rebellion or civil 
war, sanctions imposed or measures taken by or against any 
Government in consequence of, or connected with, any of 
the <-:love ma:ters, have the rights and liberties as set out in 
the preceding clauses. 

12. Everything to form part of contract voyage 

Anything done or not done by reason of, or in compliance 
with, tbe last five preceding clauses hereof or clause 19 shall 
be deemed to be done or not done as part of or as the case may 
be in fulfilment of the contractual and intended voyage, and 
of ali the carrier's obligations hereunder and in the case of 
discharge, jettison, landing, destination or rendering innocUOUll 
of the goods or part thereof in persuance of any of the liberties 
accorded by clauses 8, 9, 10, 11 and 19 bereof, the carrier 
shall cease to be under any obligation to forward such goods 
to the port of discharge or final destination of the goods 
named herein, and all the remedies and rights of the carrier 
his servants or agents shall have effect accordingly; and 
nothing so done or not done shall be deemed a deviation, and 
the shipper, consignet·, owner of the goods and/or holder of 
this bill of lading shall pay the full freight if not prepaid, and 
if prepaid !be carrier shall be entitled to retain the same. 

13. Warranted lawful merchandise 

The shipper warrants the goods lawful merchandise at the 
port of loading, tbroughout the voyage and at the port of 
discharge or such other port or place as is referred to in 
clauses 8, 9, 10, II and/or 12 of this bill of lading. 

14. Port, Customs, cansular and other regulations 

AU stamps, duties, fines, penalties and charges imposed by 
any Government or authority (local or otherwise) on goods 
or on the vessel by reason of having such goods on board 
shall be for account of the goods. The shipper, consignee, 
owner of the goods or holder of this bill of lading shall comply 
with the regulations and requirements of the port, Customs 
and other authorities, and shall bear and pay all duties, taxes, 
fines, imposts, expenses, loss or damage, of whatever nature 
incurred or suffered by reason of any breach thereof, or by 
reason of the illegal, incorrect or insufficient marking, num
bering or addressing of package or description of their contents, 
and hereby indemnify the carrier and his agents and the 
master and the owners of the other cargo on board against 
al! claimo, demands, losses and expenses in respect thereof. 
In the event of the goods not complying with the port,. 
Customs or other regulations at the port of discharge, or of 
any of the aforesaid matters arising, the carrier shall be at 
liberty to bring back, or re-ship, such goods to the pon of 
shipment at the sole risk and expense of the shipper, consignee, 
owner of the goods and/or holder of this bill of lading. Bills 
of lading must be made out in accordance with the prescriptions 
and regulations of port, Customs or consular authorities. 
Consular, board of health or other certificates required to 
accompany the goods or part tbereof are to be procured by the 
shipper and any detention, charges or penalties occurring to 
steamer or cargo owing to the want of such certificates are to 
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·be borne by the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or 
holder of this bill of lading. 

15. Undertaking to Customs 

The carrier or bis agents may, in respect of dutiable goods 
transhipped at the port of discharge, give such undertaking as 
the Customs authorities at that port require witb respect to 
dealing with such goods at the port where duty ii payable, 
and all charges involved or liabilities incurred shall be borne 
by the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods, and/or holder 
of this bill of lading. 

16. Discharge r,n.d delivery 

Notwithstanding any custom of the port to the contrary, the 
goods are to be received by tbe shipper, consignee, owner of 
the goods and/or holder of this bill of lading imme,liately on 
discharge from the vessel, and the Vel!sel may commence dis
charging immediately on arrival witbout notice to the consignee 
or any other, and discharge continuously, irrespxtive of 
weather, by day and by night, Sundays and holidays included, 
any custom of the port to the contrary notwithstanding, on to 
quay, or into shed, warebouse, depot, hulk, ligbter or any other 
premises, vehicle, vessel or craft as the carrier or his agents 
may determine. Delivery overside to consignee's lighters is 
at the vessel's option, and if the master of carrier so elects, 
tbe shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or holder of 
this bill of lading shall provide and pay for sufficiert lighters 
and men t( receive the goods as fast as the vesse1 cim deliver 
any custom of the port to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Whether the vessel's tackles or shore cranes or other means be 
employed in the course of delivery on to quay or otherwise, 
the carrier shall not be responsible for any loss or damage to 
or in connexion with any of the goods, other goods o:· lighters, 
or for death of or injury to any of tbe men employed directly 
or indirectly by the shipper, consignee owner of the goodi; 
and/or holder of tbis bill of lading, or any other mm whom
soever, after discharge of any of tbe aoods from the vei;sel, when 
such goods shall be at tbe sole risk and expense of the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods and/or holder of this bill of 
lading, and the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or 
holder of this bill of lading shall jointly and severally indemnify 
the carrier, bis servants and agents against claims (including 
the cost of investigation and defending any such claim) which 
may be made against him or them or any of them in respect 
of any such loss, damage, death or injury. The collector or 
other proper officer of the pon is hereby authorized to grant 
a general order for discharging immediately after 1he entry 
of the vessel. 

17. Carrier's rights- of consignee not ready 

It the goods are not taken by the consignee at the time 
when the vessel is entitled to call upon him to take p,)ssession, 
or if they are not removed from alongside the vesse:. without 
delay, the carrier shall be at liberty, at the sole risk and expense 
of the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or holder 
of this bill of lading, and subject always to the provisions of 
the preceding clause to enter and land or remove the goodi; 
or part thereof, or to put them into craft or store. 

18. Ll.mding: /allding cliarges 

The goods may in all cases be landed by the vessel, and the 
landing cbarges shail be payable by the shipper, consignee, 
owner of tbe goods and/or holder of this bill of ladin_g against 
delivery. Lighterage, if any, at port of discharge to be paid 
by tbe shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or bolder 



of this bill of lading, any custom or alleged custom of the port 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 

19. Dangerous and perishable goods 

Without prejudice to all other rights and liberties of the 
carrier hereunder, the carrier his servants and agents shall be 
at liberty in their absolute discretion to jettison, land, destroy 
or render innocuous any goods of an inflammable, explosive or 
dangerous nature or declared or considered to be hazardous or 
prohibited goods by civi! or military authority (whether or not 
the carrier, his servants or agents shall have consented to the 
shipment thereof with knowledge of their nature and character) 
and any goods which shall in the course of carriage hereunder 
perish or become decomposed or which might become a danger 
to the vessel or her cargo. The shipper, consignee, owner of 
such goods and/or holder of this bill or lading shall bear and 
pay all charges and expenses incurred in or in consequence 
of such jettison, landing, destruction or rendering innocuous. 

20. Damaged packages, etc. 

The shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or boldex 
of this bill of lading shall bear and pay the cost of all mending, 
bailing and cooperage of and repairs to or replacement of 
packages, boxes, crates, wrappers, bags or barrels resulting 
from insufficiency of packing or from excepted perils. 

21. Stowage 

The goods or part thereof may be stowed in poop, forecastle, 
deck.house, shelter deck, passenger space, or any covered space 
commonly used in the lrade for the carriage of such goods 
and when so stowed shall be deemed for all purposes to be 
stowed undet' deck. 

22. Shortages, ere. 

In the event of shortage of goods for any consignee, 
unclaimed goods of like kind and quality shall at the carrier's 
option be deemed to constitute a part of the goods and be 
accepted by such consignee as good delivery under this bill of 
lading. Where bulk goods or goods without marks or goods 
with the same or similar marks are shipped to more than one 
consignee the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods and/or 
holder of this bill of lading shall joimly and severally bear 
any expense or loss in dividing the goods or parcels into pro 
rata quantities and any deficiency shall fall upon them in such 
proportion as the carrier, his servants or agellls shall decide. 

23. Valuable cargo 

Neither the carrier nor the vessel shall be responsible for 
valuable cargo, such as specie, bullion, p:recious stones, bonds 
or other negotiable documents, until such goods are delivered 
to and receipted for by the master or the officer on duty 
personally. 

14. Valuation and container clause 

(a) Whenever the value of the good~ is less than £100 ster
ling, currency of the United Kingdom, per package or unit, their 
value in the calcttlation and adjustment of claims for which 
the carrier may be liable shall for the purpose of avoiding 
uncertainties and difficulties in fixing value be deemed to be 
the invoice value, plus freight and insurance if paid, irrespec
tive of whether any other value is greater or less. 

(b) In case of any loss or damage to or in connexion with 
goods exceeding in actual value -.:, 100 sterling, lawful money 
of the United Kingdom, per package, or in case of goods not 
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shipped in packages, per unit, the value of the goods shall be 
deemed to be £ 100 sterling, per package or per unit, on which 
basis the freight is adjusted and the carrier's liability, if any, 
shall be determined on the basis of a value of £100 sterling, 
per package or per unit, or pro rata in case of partial loss or 
damage, unless the nature of the goods and a viluation higher 
than £ 100 sterling shall have been declared in writing by the 
shipper upon delivi;ry to the carrier and inserted in this bill 
of lading and extra freight paid and in such caie if the actual 
value of the goods per package or per unit shall exceed such 
declared value, the value shall nevertheless be deemed to be 
the declared value and the carrier's liability', if any, shall not 
exceed the declared value, and any partial loss or damage shall 
be adjusted pro rata on the basis of such declared value. In 
no event shall the carrier be liable for more th.m the amount 
of damage actually sustained, and shall be entitled to deduct 
the amount of Customs duties whether paid or unpaid from 
all claims for non-delivery whether partial or tot.li. 

(c) Where the particulars declared by shipper herein refer 
to containers, and the goods comprise goods stowed in 
containers, it is hereby agreed that each contamer (including 
the entire contents thereof) shall constitute one package for all 
purposes including limitation of the carrier's lii,bility. 

25. Refrigerator clause 

Specially cooled stowage is not to be furnished unless 
contracted for at an increased freight rate. Owners undertake, 
before loading refrigerated cargo in any insulated space, to 
obtain a certificate of a competent surveyor that such insulated 
space and the refrigerating machinery have been surveyed 
under working conditions and found in good condition and 
fit for the conveyance of refrigerated cargoes; :;aid certificate 
to be obtained either at the first or at a later port of the 
vessel's voyage, whether or not refrigerated carg·J is loaded at 
that port. It is hereby agreed that the existena, of such cer
tificate shall be deemed by all parties concen:ed conclusive 
evidence that ,be carrier has exercised due diligence to make 
the said insulated space and refrigerating machim:ry seaworthy. 
The provisions of the clause are in addition to 1he other pro
visions of this bill of lading; and the goods are subject to all 
of 1he other provisions of this bill of lading. 

26. Emergency expenditure 

If the carrier shall at any time incur any expenditure in 
restowing the goods or in otherwise avoiding, remedying or 
ameliorating any accident to the goods following any actual, 
threatened or anticipated casualty thereto for which the carrier 
is not responsible by reason of any provision c,f this bill of 
lading and such expenditure is not admissible in g,,neral average 
or otherwise recoverable hereunder by the carrier from the 
shipper, corisignee, owner of the goods, or hold<ff of this bill 
of lading, the shipper, consignee, owner oI the goods and 
holder of this bill of lading shall nevertheless be jointly and 
severally liable to repay to the carrier on demand all such 
expenditure so incurred by him. 

27. General average 

Genera[ average shall be adjusted according to Yark-Antwerp 
Ru!es, 1950 (if in England supplemented by lhe practice of 
English average adjusters), save and except that no Joss of or 
injury sustained by live animals, whether by jettison or 
otherwise, shall be .recoverable. Adjustments :.hall be pre
pued at such port as shall be selected by the carrier. If a 
salviug vessel is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage 
shall be paid for as fully as if the said salv .. ng ve.ssel or 
vessels belonged to strangers. Such deposit as lhe carrier or 



his agents may deem suftlcient to cover the estimated contri• 
bl.lfion of the goods .and any salvage and special charges thereon 
shall, if required, be made by the shipper, consignee, owner 
of the goods and/or holder ot this bill of lading to the carrier 
before delivery; provided that where an adjustment is made in 
accordance with the law and practice of the United States of 
America or of any other country having the same or similar 
law or practice, the following clause shall apply: 

"New Jason clause. (a) In the event of accident, danger, 
damage or disaster before or after the commencement of the 
voyage, resulting from any cause whatsoever, whether due 
to negligence or not, for which, or for the consequence of 
which, the carrier is not responsible, by statute, contract or 
otherwise, the goods, shippers, consignees or owners of the 
goods shall contribute with the carrier in general average to 
the payment of any sacrifices, losses or expenses of a general 
average nature that may be made or incurred and shall pay 
salvage and special charges incurred in respect of the goods. 

"(b) If a salving vessel is owned or operated by the carrier, 
salvage shall be paio.l for as fully as if the said salving vessel 
or vessels belonged to strangers. Such deposit as the carrier 
or his agents may deem sufficient to cover the estimated 
contribution of the goods and any salvage and special charges 
thereon shall, if required, be made by the goods, shippers, 
consignees or owners of the goods to the carrier before 
delivery." 

28. Both to blame collision clause 

If the vessel comes into collision with another vessel as a 
result of the negligence of the other vessel and any act 
neglect or default of the master, mariners, pilot or the servants 
of the carrier in the navigation or in the management of the 
vessel, the owners of the goods carried hereunder will indemnify 
the carrier against all los~ or liability to the other or non
carrying vessel or her owners in so far as such loss or liability 
represents los.s of or damage to or any claim whatsoever of 
the owners of the said goods, paid or payable by the other 
or non-carrying vessel or her owners to the owners of the 
said goods and set off, recouped or recovered by the other or 
non-carryin& vessel or her owners as part of their claim against 
the carrying; vessel or carrier. The foregoing provisions shall 
also apply where the owners, operators, or those in charge of 
any ship or ships or objects other than, or in addition to, the 
colliding ships or objects are at fault in respect to a collision 
or contact, 

29. Lien 

The carrier his servants or agents shall have a lien on the 
goods or any part thereof and a right to Gell such goods 
whether privately or by public auction for all freight (including 
additional freight payable as is herein stipulated) primage dead 
freight, demurrage, detention charges, salvage, average of any 
kind whatsoever, stamps, duties, fines or penalties and for all 
other charges and expenses whatsoever, which are for account 
of the goods or of the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods 
and/or holder of this bill of lading under this bill of lading, 
and for the costs and expenses of exercising ~uch lien and of 
such sale and also for all previously unsatisfied debts whatsoever 
due to him by the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods 
and/or holder of this bill of lading. The lien hereby accorded 
may be exercised by the carrier, his servants or agents 
notwithstanding that be or they may have parted with posses
sion of the goods, and the carrier, his servants or agents shall 
at all times stand authorized by the shipper, consignee, owner 
of the goods and holder of this bill of lading to give all such 
notices to any person or persons for the time being in posses• 
sion of the goods as may be required for the purpose of giving 
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effect to the provisions of this clause. Nothing in this clause 
shall prevent the carrier from recovering from the shipper, 
consignee, owner of the goods and/or holdc· of this bill of 
lading the difference between the amount <.me from them or 
any of· them to him and the amount realize[; by the exercise 
of the rights given to the carrier under this clause. 

30. Pre-carriage (This clause is applicable only Y1here Local 
Vessel is named herein) 

(a) Where the Local Vessel is named herein the carrier shall 
act only as agent of the shipper, consignee, owner of the 
goods, or holder of this bill of lading in arrang.ng for the 
forwarding of the goods to the port of loading named herein 
(or such other port or place wheresoever as the carrier may 
in his discretion determine), and the carrier shall h~ under no 
liability whatsoever .as carrier, baiJee or otnerwise iJJ conne;:,rion 
with the goods until the goods are loaded upon the Ocean 
Vessel named herein (or such other vessel owned b~ the carrier 
or otherwise as the carrier may in his discretion st. bstitute for 
the named Ocean Vessel) save where the goods are so forwarded 
by carriage on lt vessel owned by the carrier in which event 
the said carriage shall be subject to all exceptions, limitations, 
conditions and liberties contained in this bill of lading. 

(b) Notwithstanding that the goods have been loaded upon 
the Local Vessel named herein such forwarding o:' the goods 
to the port of loading named herein may be effected by any 
mode or modes of conveyance (whether by land, sea or air) 
under one or more bills of lading or other tcontract or 
contracts of carriage all subject to such exceptions, limitations, 
conditions and liberties (including liberty to dit-eharge the 
goods at a port or place other than the port of loa:iing named 
herein) as the carrier his servants or agents may in his or 
their di~cretion determine or agree or have agreud to upon 
behalf of the shipper, consignee, owner of the goods or holder 
of this blll of lading who shall be deemed to have notice 
thereof. 

(c) Any carrier with whom any such arrangements or 
agreements are ID.ade shall, in addition to being entitled to the 
benefit of whatever exceptions, limitations, conditions and 
liberties may be so agreed upon be further entitled to the 
benefit of all the exceptions, limitations, conditions 11nd liberties 
herein contained, and for the purpose of this sub-clause, but 
not otherwise, the carrier is or shall be deemed t,) be acting 
as agent and/or trustee on behaH of and for tho, benefit of 
that carrier .and /hat carrier shall to that exte::it but not 
otherwise be or be deemed to be a party to be contract 
contained in or evidenced by this bill of lading. In the event 
of any conflict between any of the foregoing exceptions, limi• 
tations, conditions and liberties, that carrier shall be entitled 
to the benefit of those most favourable to him. 

(d) Without prejudice to the foregoing sub-clauses (a), (b) 
and (c) of this clause, where either no Ocean Vessel or no port 
of loading fa named in this bill of lading, the carrier shall act 
only as agent as aforesaid for the forwarding of the goods 
to the final destination or, if such port or place is not named 
herein, to the named port of discharge or, if no sllch port or 
places are name(! herein, to the port of loading, and the carrier 
shall be entitled also to the benefit of clause 31 of this bill 
of lading and also to the benefit of all other exceJ)tions, limi· 
tations, conditions and liberties herein. 

31. On-carriage (Ibis clause 
clause 30 (a) above) only 
named herein) 

is applicable 
where the final 

!subject to 
d<,stination 1s 

(a) Where the final destination is named herein the carrier 
may discharge the goods at the port of discharge or without 



notice at such other port or place wheresocver (including the 
port of loading) as the carrier may in his discretion determine 
for forwarding to the final deitination and carrier's respons
ibility shall finally cease on discharge of the goods from the 
Ocean Vessel (or vessel substituted under clause 30 hereof). 
Thereafter (provided always that the carrier is not by reason 
of any other provision of this bill of lading relieved of his 
obligatioJlS to forward the goods to the final destination) the 
carrier shall act only as agent of the shipper, consignee, owner 
of the goods or holder of this bill of lading in arranging for the 
forwarding of the goods to the final destination and the carrier 
shall be under no further or other responsibility whatever, 
save that where the goods are on-carried on a vessel owned by 
the carrier the carrier's liability as carrier shall be governed 
by the exceptions, limitations-, conditions and liberties of this 
bill of lading, After discharge from the Ocean Vessel the 
carrier may store the goods at any place or in any manner and 
forward them by any mode or modes of conveyance under one 
or more bill or bills of lading or other contract or contracts 
of on-carriage all subject to such exceptions, limitations, con
ditions and liberties (including liberty to discharge the goods at 
a port or place other than the final destination) as the carrier 
bis servants or agents may in his or their discretion determine 
or agree to upon behalf of the shipper, consignee, owner of 
the goods or holder of this bill of lading, who shall be deemed 
to have notice thereof. 

{b) The shipper, consignee, owner of the goods or holder 
of this bill of lading shall, if required by the carrier so to do, 
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forthwith provide the carrier with all documents which may be 
necessary in order to clear the goods at the port of discharge 
or to store and forward them to the final destination. 

(c) Any on-carrier with whom any arrangeme-rtts or agree
ments are made by the carrier acting as aforer:aid shall, in 
addition to being entitled to the benefit of whatev,ir exceptions, 
limitations, conditions and liberties may be agreed Jpon between 
him and the carrier acting as aforesaid, be furthc:r entitled to 
the benefit of all the exceptions, limitations, conditions and 
liberties herein contained, and for the purpose of lhis sub-clause, 
but not otherwise, the carrier is or shall be deemed to be 
acting as agent or trustee on behalf of and for the benefit of 
that on-carrier and that on-carrier shall to that ei.tent but not 
oherwise be or be deemed to be a party to the contract contained 
in or evidenced by this bill of lading. In the -~vent of any 
conllict between any of the foregoing exceptiom, limitations, 
conditions and liberties, the on-carrier shall be e:,.titled to the 
benefit of those most favourable to him. 

32. Jurisdiction 

The contract evidenced by this bill of lading shall be 
governed by ... ~ law and any disputes thereunder shall be 
determined in ... • according to ... • law, to the exclusion 
of the jurisdiction of the courts of any other coun~cy. 

a Shipping lines insert here the national law an,i jurisdiction 
of their choice. 
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